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BIOGRAPHY

Robert Thurman Abrams and Elizabeth Friedman Abrams
Robert Thurman Abrams (1928-2019) and Elizabeth Friedman Abrams (1933-2002) inherited this diverse stamp collection from their
fathers, Joseph B. Abrams and Henry E. Friedman, who both had a love of philately and a passion for collecting that grew over
many decades. Joe Abrams (1897-1972), a Harvard-educated lawyer with a prominent legal practice in Boston, had a wide array of
interests that included stamps. He built his collection methodically over the years. He had a special love for stamps from British
Mandate Palestine and then Israel, of which he was an early and passionate American supporter. Much of his collection, comprising several hundred albums and many individual issues, was donated to Brandeis University soon after its founding to create a
scholarship fund. Some of his stamps were accompanied by receipts showing their purchase from Daniel Kelleher over the years. Henry E. Friedman (1895-1969) was a Harvard-educated accountant who meticulously checked every coin and letter that crossed his desk
for potential value. He built an eclectic collection of stamps as one of his many hobbies.
Bob and Betsy Abrams grew up within blocks of each other in Brookline, Massachusetts, where they lived until their deaths. They
attended the same elementary school (although they did not know each other then) that their three sons later attended. Bob,
after graduating from Harvard and Boston College Law School, practiced law with his father until his father’s passing and then on
his own until his final year. Bob and Betsy were active in a wide range of community activities, including serving as elected Town
Meeting Members in Brookline for over 30 years.

Viewing - Limited in-person viewing. We will entertain enquiries by phone and email for further details.

BIOGRAPHY
The C. Stetson Thomas, Jr. Collection of Cinderella Stamps and Other “Oddities”
“Stet” began collecting stamps as a kid in the 1940’s but his
real passion began sometime in his early 30’s when he first
began to collect Canal Zone and Leichtenstein issues. Later under the name of Federated Philatelics he explored US
issues, always drawn in by the histories and circumstances
of the stamp. This led him not only down long avenues of
research but actual roads leading to small post offices around
the country. His daughters remember that family vacations
usually included a side trip to some obscure post office in
search of a particular cancellation for a particular first day
cover or new issue. A highlight of his hobby for his wife,
Nancy, and his 3 daughters was to travel with him to stamp
shows around the Northeast and Midwest where they helped
with his booth and witnessed him in his milieu with the
various dealers and collectors he worked with over the years. Later he expressed dismay that the US market
seemed less and less interested in stamps, more so in coins. He expanded to a small coin collection, but stamps
remained his primary interest. He was thrilled when access to the internet, with tools provided by Ebay and
Paypal, introduced him to collectors in China, Europe and around the world.
Because he loved the stories behind the stamps, he not only collected stamps and coins but amassed a library of
historical catalogues, related volumes and other ephemera. The family is thrilled that his library has been donated to the Spellman Museum of Stamps and Postal History in Weston, Massachusetts.
People who collect–anything–aren’t in it for the money. They are thrilled when there is a “find”. But co lectors
know that to find that “find” many, many, many engrossed hours are spent looking at thousands of items with
a value not measured in dollars but pleasure and satisfaction. Hours spent with fascination, love, respect, and
reverence for the art and its story.
It is with love, respect, and reverence that we submit the C. Stetson Thomas Collection for auction.

The Penfield Collection
Percival Penfield (1878-1958) was from Danbury. CT, where he was associated with a family run wholesale
produce business. He had a life-time passion for philately, both U.S. and international stamps. In his later
years he traveled extensively and is said to have sought out stamp dealers at every port of call. On one of his
voyages, he by chance met distant relatives Thornton and Martha Penfield of Englewood, NJ and they became
close friends. He shared his love of stamps with their sons Thornton Jr. and Paul and guided them in their early
collecting endeavors. Before his death, he passed on his stamps to Thornton Penfield Jr. (1900-1975), a minister in Yonkers, NY, who continued to work on the collection, putting Percival’s unfiled stamps in albums and
searching out others to complete sets that Percival had started. The collection has not been added to or altered
since his death.
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Asia, Middle East and Africa

Collections, Stocks and
Accumulations of the World
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Latin America

Worldwide

AUTOGRAPHS AND COINS - UNITED STATES

Autographs and Coins
Autographs
1

Worldwide, Autographs, An Excellent and Diverse Collection, wonderful old-time assembly of
approximately 40 items with emphasis on explorers, politicians, generals and statesmen; some better items of interest
show I.J. Paderewski, pianist and first post-war Premier of Poland, ALS; Samuel F.B. Morse, ALS; Dwight Eisenhower
LS as President of Columbia; a 1922 Sven Hedin ALS; a 1754 Thomas Penn ALS; 1890 Fredrick Schwatka (arctic
explorer) ALS; a handwritten 1863 note from Gen. Burnside; a 1937 Field Marshal Smuts ALS with South Africa Official
stamp envelope; a 1906 Bradley S. Osbon LS on Arctic Club stationery; a scarce 1848 ALS by Edmund Kirby (Smith) on
Mexican stationery, undoubtedly seized during the war (Kirby later serves as a CSA General during the US Civil War);
an 1899 Maximo Gomez signature; Harry Truman and Harold Ickes autographs on 3¢ Florida Centennial sheet of 50;
an envelope written by German author Johann Wolfgang von Goethe with his family crest wax seal on reverse; plus
others; a lovely group, condition ranges on some as to be expected; be sure to view all items on the web.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Coins
2

U.S., Coin & Jewelry Collection, 1920-2000, nice mixture of coins and jewelry; includes America’s First
Medals collection, a small group of bogus coins including 1895 Morgan Dollar and three Trade Dollars; U.S. coins with
many silver, modern commemorative coins, 2008-2011 mint sets, 2007 $1 Presidential proof set (3), Presidential Dollar
Series (5), and 60 mint sets 1981-99; plus costume jewelry, cuff links, etc.; excellent break-up value, Uncirculated or
proof for the sets, traditional coins run the gamut.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3

Worldwide, Mostly Silver Coin Collection, 1895-2015, a huge lot of coins and sets, many of them silver,
with countries including Bahamas, Canada (47), New Zealand (38), Great Britain (27), Botswana (1), Australia (14),
plus single examples from Alderney, Bahamas, Gibraltar, Guernsey, Israel, Jamaica, Jersey, Mauritius, Mongolia,
Pakistan, Panama, St. Helena, Seychelles, Sudan, Tristan da Cunha, Venezuela, and Zaire; First Euro Coin sets, a
meaty lot with great silver retail value, should have plenty of bids on this beauty, Uncirculated or Proof.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States
General Collections
4

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1847-1972, mounted in Scott National album, with used: 1-2, 7, 8, 9, 9 pair, 9 strip of 3, 10,
12 (2), 14, 15 (2), 15 pair, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28 (2), 29, 30, 30A, 31-33, 36, 38, 39, 62B, 64, 67, 69-71, 70 (3), 75,
77-78, 79, 83, 85, 85E, 86-91, 92-101, 115-22, 134, 137A, 138A, 141, 151, 153-55, 153, 155, 162, 242-45, 291-93,
J1-7, O1-9, O12, 14, O15-24 (a couple mint), O25-29, O31, O33, O37-45, O52-53, O56, O57-58, O63, O65-66,
O72-82, O111, O120 and mint: 25, 35, 37, 40, 72, 76, 113-14, 133, 135, 136, 146-50, 152, 159-61, 165, 178-79,
182-89, 206-11, 212-18, 219-27, 229, 230-41, 238 imprint block of four, 246-60, 262, 263, 264-78, 279-84, 286-87, 290,
294-98, 300-13, 551-73, 581-91, 599A, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, C1-6, C13-15, C14, C18, E1, E3, E5, E7, E10,
E11-13, F1, K1-16, O10-11, O13, O30, O36, O47, O50, O55, O59-62, O64, O87, O90, Q7, Q9, Q10-11, JQ1-5.
Occasional faults, overall useful collection, with many of the key and high values stamps desired for most collections,
from early 1847 regular issues through the early back of the book (to officials) only missing the Washington / Franklin
section, high cumulative Scott value, a few used stamps altered to produce mint stamps among the classic issues
(including a few listed above), overall most stamps seem correctly identified, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
$175,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1

UNITED STATES: General Collections
5

H

6

H

7

H/m

8

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1847-1966, in American Heirloom album, of mostly used stamps from classic era, with the
occasional modern stamp among the early 20th century issues and mostly mint starting in the 1920’s, notable used
items include: 1-2, 7, 8A, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 20, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30, 30A, 33 (2), 36, 37, 38, 39 (added cancel?),
67-72, 75-78, 85, 86, 89, 92, 96, 97 (2), 98 (2), 99, 100, 112-19, 121, 149 (2), 151-55, 160, 162, 165-66, 190-91, 208,
214, 217-18, 242-44, 276-78, 291, 292, 311-13, 404, 523 and better mint: 229, 230-41, 277, 288, 298, 326, 328-29, 339,
342, 358, 369, 394 pair, 396 pair, 397-400, 407, 548-50, 573, 591, 614-21, 630, 658-79, 692-701 and 803-34. Condition
is mixed, high value group adding up to substantial cumulative Scott value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

9

H/m

2

U.S., Mint Quality Collection, 1859-1990, Exceptional collection on homemade pages as received, virtually
all mint, having said that, collection begins with lovely used #35, but really begins with 136 split grill, partial list of
highlights include 145 OG, 146(*) with certificate, 147 OG, 156 OG, 161 OG, 179(*), 182(*), 183 OG with certificate,
188(*), 189 OG, 190 OG with certificate, 209 OG with certificate, 205 OG, 211 OG with certificate, 216 OG with
certificate, 217 OG with certificate, 219D OG, 226 OG, 227 OG, 228 OG with certificate, 229 OG with certificate, all with
OG hereafter, many NH, Columbians to $2.00 (many NH, few with certificates), 246-262 several NH and couple with
certificates including 251 NH with certificate, 264-276, 277, 279-284, Trans-Mississippi to 50¢, Pan-American
complete, 300-310, 312, 328-330, 331-342, 348-351, 352-355 two with certificates, 369 with certificate, 374-382,
390-396 with one certificate, 397-400A, 401-404, 410-413, 414-423, 424-440, 443-447, 452-458 with certificate for
456, 459, 461, 472, 475-476, 478, 480, 500, 505, 545-546, 551-573, 581-591, 595, 658-668, 669-679, recalled
Legends pane, also includes a small amount of back of the book material, and three binders of mostly face material,
despite all of these highlights condition is the true star, there are numerous gradable stamps, choice example on page
after page, well worth owning, 20 certificates accompany, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Estimate $20,000 - 25,000
U.S., Collection, 1851-1980’s, sparsely to moderately filled in black stock pages, with mint: 3, 4, 116, 118,
120, 230-45, 259, 261-63, 264-77, 300-13, 424-40, 462-66, 468-76, 477-78, 480, C1-6, C18 plate block, C13-15, E2,
E3, E5, E6, E7, E8, E9, E10, E11, E13, RW1-49 (mostly NH), used: 13, 14, 18 and 95. Occasional faults, gum flaws and
few altered stamps to resemble better issues, plenty of better high value singles that have great potential for retail profit
with properly broken down, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $76,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Collection, 1847-1939, mounted in Scott National album, containing used: 1 (2), 2, 7 (2), 8A, 9 (2), 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20 with PSAG certificate, 24 (plate Va), 25, 28, 29, 30A, 32, 33, 36, 37, 67, 68, 69 (2), 70 (2), 71 (2), 72
(2), 73 (2), 75, 76 (3), 77 (2), 78, 85B (2), 86-91 (89 and 90 with Weiss certificates), 92, 95 with PSAG certificate, 96-98,
99. 100, 101 with PF certificate, 112-20, 119, 121 appears unused, 134A, 135, 137A, 138, 138A, 141 with PF certificate,
149, 151, 152, 153 (3), 160, 165 (2), 190 (2), 191 (2), 208, 214 (3), 217, 218, 219-29, 239, 240, 241 (2), 243, 245,
261-63, 264-78, 291-93, 311-13, 384 control perfin, 523, J1-7, J19, RW1-2 and mint: 3-4, 102 o.g. with PF certificate,
121P3 perforated to resemble stamp, 123, 215, 217, 230-39, 242, 244, 270 plate number strip of three, 285-90, 294-97,
300-9, 323-27, 328-30, 358, 397-400, 401-2, 506-18, 548-50, 551-68, 570-72, 572 with plate number, 582-91, 614-21,
630, 658-79, 692-701, 720b, 803-34, C1-6, C13-15, C18, E3, E7, E11, J22-23, K1-18, RW3-5, RW11-12, RW21,
RW28-29, RW35 and RW40-68A. Nice collection with many of the key stamps which are always so popular with
collectors, condition is mixed, with more typical faults among early classical issues, several difficult areas well
represented such as 1867 grills and banknote grills, Columbian and Trans-Miss high values, Zepps, etc., worth a good
look, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

U.S., Collection, 1851-1970, mounted into Scott National album, with used: 29, 32, 36, 69, 71, 72 (2), 75, 76
(3), 77, 78, 85B, 86-90, 90, 97 (3), 98, 92-100, 112-21, 120, 138, 141, 149, 151, 152, 153, 166, 190, 191, 208, 212-18,
219-29, 313 and mint: 63, 65, 68, 133, 159, 189, 205, 209, 212, 213, 215, 233-37, 259, 285-93, 292, 294-99, 312,
323-27, 328-30, 331-42, 343-47, 367-73, 390-95, 397-400, 405-7, 414-20, 424-32, 434-38, 465-70, 472-73, 502-18,
523, 524, 547, 551-72, 581-91, 630, 658-67, 669-79, 692-701, C1-6, C13-15, C18, E1-13, F1, J1-4, J6-7, Q1-12 and
JQ1-5. Occasional faults and mixed centering, very high Scott value with plenty of room for retail sale, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. Scott $69,444 (Owner’s).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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U.S., Collection, 1851-1943, in Scott National album filled with many stamps from classics to 1943 with some
decent sections of back of the book, with some useful early postal stationary and revenue issues. Better items consist of
used: 7, 9, 14 (2), 17, 25, 36, 37, 68, 69 (2), 71, 75, 77, 78, 89, 112-14, 115 (2), 116 (2), 117 (4), 119 (3), several pages fill
with fancy cancels, 134-35, 149, 152, 153, 155, 162, 163, 165, 166 (2), 214 (3), 217 (3), 229 (3), 230-40, 276, 291, J27
(2), O3, O24, O35-38, O40-42, O44, Postal Stationary, nice selection of Nesbitt’s and 2c Jackson, R46b, R52b, decent
first issue revenues up to $1 (without playing card and proprietary issues), R77c, R80c, R83c, R87c, R94c, R98c, R113,
R122 cut cancel, R126, R128, R129, R138 cut cancel, R141, R146, Confederate States 2, 3, 5 and mint: 39, 69, 92,
96-98, 113, 160, 210 strip of three, 212 (2), 221 (2), 222, 229, 285-86 (2), 287, 288 (2), 289 (2), 290 (2), 292, 294-99,
294-96, 298-99, 301-6, 308-9, 312, 323-27, 328-30, 341, 342, 367-73, 397-400, 420, 435A, 515, 517-18, 548-50, 572,
614-19, 630, 658-79, C1-6, C1, C3 (2), C5 (2), E3 (2), E5, E7, E7 pair, E13, F1, J25, J26 (2), K1-5, O14, O56, O79, O92,
O122, PR2-4, PR5, PR114-25, Q1-11, U67-70, U73, U189-90, U204, U208, RW1, RW4 and RW7. Usual mixed
condition as you typically see with classical issues, containing several nice high values and back of the book issues, that
are always so popular, generally F.-V.F., ex-Abrams.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Valuable Collection, 1847-1993, attractive and desirable mint and used collection in 3 volumes, first
Scott National album begins with a lovely 4 margin #1, followed by a nice selection of used 1851’s and 1857’s including
an unused #38, pleasing group of used 1861-62 and 1861-66 issues including high values, excellent selection of used
grills including two #83, 85B, 86-91, 92-100, 112-121, a very strong group of banknotes including high values,
Columbians are mint to 30¢ with used 50¢ & $1.00, Bureaus are mostly used and include #261, 276 276A, 277, well
filled mixed mint and used from Trans-Mississippi onward with many attractive high values including unused #289, 290,
294-298, 300-308, used 291, 299, 310-312, fine group of 2¢ reds and Washington/Franklins though there are several
questionable coils, and largely mint there after with many useful stamps and sets, second volume contains back of the
book including airmails complete less only zepps, all unused except C1-C3 & C5-C6 used, Special Deliveries earlies
used, Parcel Post and Parcel Post Dues complete used, a smattering of other B-O-B including over a dozen used
Ducks, final volume consists of mostly never hinged blocks from 1930 2¢ reds through mid 1940’s 3¢ purples including
692-701 NH blocks, 704-715 NH blocks, Farley sheets and blocks, Prexy’s complete blocks, Famous Americans and
more, clean and attractive book, entire collection containing much clean and useful material with over $50,000 catalog
value, some minor faults to be expected, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Mint and Used Balance of Estate, 1880-1990, nestled in three stockbooks; one volume has Bank
Notes through Washington-Franklins with shades, dies, watermarks, pairs, blocks, coils; second volume has
Columbian cover #U348 with #232 on stamp dealer ad, mint #251, mint #179 no gum, #375 & 378 never hinged, 413 &
413 line pair, used line pairs #441 & 444, 445-447 used; third volume has mint #J16 and J25, 216, 678, used #C2 (4),
mint #687 block of four, 231 never hinged; a fabulous balance, F.-V.F. Scott $30,000 ++. Estimate $6,000 - 7,500
U.S., All This And The World, 1932-2020, presented in 31 binders, a world-class collection virtually
complete for period; starts with Washington Bicentennial with mint and used singles and plate blocks, National Parks
plate blocks, imperforate National Parks with plate blocks, arrow blocks, Prexie mint and used singles and mint plate
blocks, same for Famous Americans plus used blocks of four, Liberty issue the same, Prominent Americans the same
with an extra 23 plate blocks, then a great quantity of sheetlets and “Forever” stamps, high values with plate blocks; we
conservatively estimate $12,000 in face; break her up and sell the pieces; the likes of this won’t come ‘round again
soon, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Collection, 1847-1944, meaty collection in three ring Scott National album, with many of the key
stamps you would expect to find with collection of this caliber, with used: 1, 9, 14 four margins with sound PF certificate,
15, 28, 37, 63, 67, 68-72, 76-78, 87, 112-21 (12c with sound PF certificate), 133, 149, 151, 153 with sound PF certificate,
166 with PSE graded 75 certificate, 190-91, 208, 214, 217, 241, 276, 291, J3, J43-44, K5, O61, Q1-12, and mint: 123
with sound PF certificate, 160, 206, 230-40 (6c with photocopy of sound NH PF certificate), 261 with PSE certificate,
275, 288-89, 294-99, 300-9, 323-27, 328-30, 337, 339, 345 block of four, 357, 367-73, 375-81, 397-400, 401-3, 411
pair, 414-15, 417, 466, 473, 486//497 pairs (minus 491), 509-18, 532, 540a, 548-50, 551//573 (mostly complete, only a
few middle values misidentified), 581-91, 723 line pair, 614-19, 620-21 blocks of four, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34,
839-51 line pairs, C1-6, C13-15, E1 with sound PSE certificate, E2-3, E5 (2), E6-13 (E9 with sound PSE certificate),
JQ1-5, K5, O22, O24, O42, O64, O73, O88, O90, O91, O101, O120, O121-26, PR2, PR10-12 and PR114-25.
Condition is a little rough in some areas and sound in others, a great collection to cull out some little gems and sell of the
balance, there are eleven better items with certificates of mostly sound stamps, be sure to carefully examine our
numerous photos to see all of the useful stamps here, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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U.S., Collection, 1847-1981, mostly used to 1925 and mint after, in a Scott National album containing used
#1, 7, 9, 14, 15, 17, 20, 25, 29, 30A, 32, 33, 36, 37, 67-72, 75-78, 83, 85B, 86-91, 95-101, 112-121, 138, 149, 151-155,
153, 160, 162, 165-166, 190-191, 208, 214, 217-218, 219-229, 230-240, 242, 245, 261, 262, 275, 276, 277, 278,
285-293, 294-299, 300-313, 323-327, 331-342, 401-404, 422-423, 424-440, 477-479 and 803-834 (mint); condition is a
mix; overall a useful collection with plenty of better key stamps that are always in high demand, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Early Collection, 1851-1903, lovely collection mounted on White Ace pages, mostly classics through
1902 series, also with a small section of Special Delivery stamps, includes attractive mostly used early classics such as
7, 9, 14, 15, 17, 20, 30A, 32, 36, 37, 38, 68-72, 78, 86-90, 96-98, 112-122 less 118, 134-138, 145-155, 156-166,
182-191, 207*, 208, 209*, 214* NH, 216*, 217-218, from 1890 on most are mint including 219-228 (229 used), 246-250,
264-274, 275-276A used, 279-284, 279Bk, 300-312, 313 used, Special Delivery including E2 used, E6-E8*, E11 to end
mint, and some plates from E14 on, F1* NH, very nice quality throughout, earlies include some premium cancels and
attractive stamps, even better from 1890 on including many well centered and some never hinged, handsome
collectiion with much useful and desirable material. Scott approximately $30,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Collection, 1851-1930’s, in an interesting presentation, each group on black approval cards, with Scott
numbers on a post-it on reverse, with some highlights which include used: 9, 17, 20, 23, 25, 29, 30A, 77, 87, 98, 100
with PF certificate, 118, 119, 122, 151 (2), 153 (2), 155, 160, 163 (3), 165 (2), 191 (2), 242, 312 and mint: 234 with APS
certificate, 235, 237, 238 with APS certificate, 239 with APS certificate, 253 with APS certificate, 254 with APS
certificate, 302, 303 (2), 304 (2), 306, 307, 314 block of six, 326, 327, 328 (3), 329 (3), 330, 333-41, 340, 348 with PSE
certificate, 348 with APS certificate, 358, 369, 376-79, 381 (2), 399, 400A, 401 (4), 402, 403, 417, 420, 468, 469, 431,
432, 433, 435, 437, 438, 461 with PSE certificate, 468, 470, 472, 473, 478-79, 506, 513, 523, 532 with massive margins,
541, 550, 570 (3), 571, 634A with photocopy of PSE certificate, 656 line pair, 658-68 (2), 669-79, C2, C6, C18, E1, E5
(2), E6 (2), E7, E9, E12, E13, F1 (2), Q6-7, Q9-12, Canada 4d used with APS certificate and 61 mint. Usual mixed
condition, several very attractive useful items (some of which have clean certificates), a great lot to breakdown for retail
sale, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1991, in four Minkus All American stamp albums (mint in mounts); a
clean collection including (mint, unless noted) #230-244, 245 (used), 285-293, 294-299, 323-326, 327-330, 369,
397-403, decent Washington-Franklins, #692-701, Kansas-Nebraskas complete, Prexies complete, Liberty Issue
complete, #C1-C6, C18, and much, much more, with a ton of face value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Definitive Collection, 1851-1974, on Lighthouse hingeless pages, mostly used (unless noted
otherwise), with many nice cancels, including some attractive socked-on-the-nose cancels, notable items include: 9, 14
(2), 17 (2, both with double transfers), 25, 33, 36, 36b, 37, 38, 40 unused, 260-63, 275-78, 311-13, 331-42, 343-47 pairs,
357-58, 394 line pair, 395-96 pair, 443 pair, 446 (pair and line pair, both with APS certificates), 447 paste up pair, 457-58
pairs, 500, 505 on piece, 523, 532 pair, C1-6 and C18. Condition is somewhat mixed, with occasional smaller faults, but
this is balanced with attractive cancels or overall fresh appearance, generally F.-V.F. Scott $18,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
U.S., High Quality 20th Century Collection, don’t be fooled by the inexpensive Minuteman album, this
collection is replete with choice stamps, seven certificates accompany this suprising collection, highlights include
300-310, strong Washington/Franklin issues including 348 NH pair, 419 with cert, 498-518 with 505 NH with cert,
551-573 high values NH, 578-579, 581-591, 595 NH with cert, 599A pair NH, 630 NH, 634A with cert, Kansas-Nebraska
most NH missing only 664 & 674, farleys, prexys, C1-C6 NH, C18 NH, and much more, apparently complete through
1979, mostly Very Fine to Extremely Fine including many superb stamps.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1970, old-time collection, with many blocks and plate blocks to
enhance this attractive lot in 11 albums; better mint has #76, 287 (2), 294-299, 300-305, 323-327, 328-330, 369,
692-701, Prexies complete, #C3 plate block of four, #C5 block of four with plate number, #C13-C15 never hinged, C18
(2), plus used #112-117, 119-120, etc.; magnificent in scope, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Mostly Mint Collection, 1851-1949, mostly mint hinged collection in a binder; mint includes #11, 24,
26, 35, 37, 63, 67, 68, 73, 112, 114, 117, 145, 148, 158, 182-184, 190, 212-214, 219, 222, 225-227, 229, 369, excellent
Washington-Franklins, Kansas complete, Nebraska missing #678-679; with used #93, 97, 117, 119-121, 278; don’t let
this one get away, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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U.S., Balance of Pittsburgh Estate, 19th -20th Century, in 6 Volumes. Begins with Scott National album
which starts with a bit sparse but interesting selection of used banknotes seemingly chosen for mostly interesting
cancels and markings including colored and fancy cancels, early bureaus are mostly used and principally represented
by low and middle values such as Trans-Mississippi to 10¢, Pan-Am 1¢-2¢ mint, others used, somewhat better
coverage of early 20th century issues though still mostly used and without high values, as you progress more mint and
some high values appear, by the 30’s collection is largely mint and largely complete including some nice sets and runs
through the late 1980’s, the second volume contains back of the book material, airs start with C1, C5-C6 used, and mint
from there on except the 4 Zepps, Special Delivery earlies used with E14 then E17 on unused, small section of booklet
panes, decent group of mostly used Postage Dues, moderate selection of early Officials and Parcel Posts, a fair batch
of Postal Stationery mostly cut squares, and nice beginning to intermediate revenues, Book 3 contains a fairly extensive
cut square collection with much usable material or a nice beginning to an advanced collection (owner’s catalog $8200),
Book 4 has stock pages containing a small selection of mostly plate blocks including a nice complete set of Presidential
plates with many extras to $2.00, Book 5 is a handmade album of used blocks including premium items such as 480,
524, 573, 614-616, 617-619, 803-834, C1, C3, C4, C5, and other elusive used blocks, and the final book is a mostly
empty Harris album of Plate blocks with a few inexpensive plates, overall an interesting balance with quite a bit of
interesting and usable material, owner’s catalog over $18,600 and about $300 in face material; few minor faults to be
expected, overall Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Excellent, Nearly All-Mint Collection, ca. 1919-48, attractive, wonderfully fresh and bright old-time
collection on quadrille pages, offering a solid range of premium items such as (mint, unless noted) #505, 524, 527,
551-573, 581-591, nice 1920s-’30s coil pairs, #692-701, Kansas-Nebraska overprints complete in horizontal pairs,
excellent Airs like #C1-C6, C13-C15 (mint and used!), strong Ducks like #RW1-RW12 with some nice duplicates
included, etc.; great colors the rule—this baby’s lain dormant for decades, F.-V.F., see it in its entirety online.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Collection of Collections, 1851-1975, in five albums (four of which are Scott National albums with
(used) 67b, 68-72, 75, 76-78, 86-87, 92, 96, 98, 112, 116-17, 121, 149, 160, 238-40, 658-79 and (mint) 568 and 570
blocks of four, 614-21, 658-79 (only missing 661), 669-79, 664-65 blocks of four, 667 block of four, 676 block of four,
692-701, nice group of 2c reds and Farley blocks of four, E7, mint plate blocks: 588-89, 704-14, 740-49 and 859-93,
some faults, useful group with plenty of Scott value, starting at a low price, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately
$23,000+.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1960, in a Scott Ameican album, with better used including #11, 24, 35,
36, 69-71, 73, 76-78, 85B, 93, 97, 113-117, 120-121, 145-154, 234-238, 240, 246-260, 261A, 290-291, 294-299,
397-400, useful Washington-Franklins, C1-C6, E1-E2, great Postage Dues, Officials, Newspapers, cut squares,
Revenues; mint has #581-591, 692-701, C18, E7; as good as it gets, F.-V.F. Scott $20,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Quality Mint Collection, 1918-75, in albums, stockbooks, and pages, including PSE-graded material;
a Scott album with Prexies and Liberty issue complete, #C1-C6, C13-C15, C16; a White Ace album with mint blocks of
four, PSE-graded National Parks and 3¢ violets; #BK89, lots of 2¢ Reds; Famous Americans block of four set and
singles; a Lighthouse stockbook with mint face, etc.; a great addition to your inventory, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Philatelic Salmagundi, 1851-2000, in 16 albums, with many plate blocks and better singles and sets;
mint includes #328-330, 548-550, C4, C5, C6, O16-O17, plus plate blocks of #692-694, 696, 698; there is also a ton of
face, mostly blocks and plates, a nice group of First Issue Revenues, a nice group of Hawaii, with plenty of collateral
material; a wealth of easily salable items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Interesting Balance of High Quality Collection, couple of hundred select items, virtually all mint and
well centered, many never hinged, highlights include 523, 573, C15 used, E1, E5, E6 NH, E10, K16 NH, many other
useful items in premium quality, handsome and desirable lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
U.S., Popping Fresh Mint and Used Collection, 1869-1986, in a Scott Specialty album, with some fancy
cancels on the Bank Notes; mint has #230-236, 240, excellent mostly mint Washington-Franklins, #573, Liberty issue
complete, Prominent Americans complete, #Q1-Q5, Q8-Q11, J22-J25, J38-J41, K1-K10, K2, K6, K18; a steal at our low
estimate, F.-V.F. Scott $13,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S., Collection, 1851-1985, in 2 volumes. First handmade volume begins with a interesting selection of
used classics including #7, 9, 10A, 11A (2), 22, 24, 25, 26 (4), 35, group of 63’s and 65’s with interesting cancels, 68 (2),
69, 73* rejoined pair, 73, 76, 88, 91, 1869’s to 12¢, an interesting and diverse group of mostly used
Washington/Franklins including 456 & 480, other used regulars through the Liberty Issue including blocks,
Commemoratives include Columbians to 30¢, Trans-Miss to 10¢, Pan Am, Louisiana Purchase, and Jamestown
complete, and later sets and singles, a few Confederates, Parcel Post complete, Special Handling complete mint
including 25¢ A-T Joined variety, Special Delivery including E1-E3 used, group of Dues with J18*, and a diverse group
of mostly First Issue Revenues, Second album a Scott National begins with a small group of 1980’s face value material,
Airmails include C1-C6 used, C13*, C18*, and a mostly mint mix of others, Special Delivery contains E1-E2 used, E3*,
E4-E15 used, remainder mostly mint, F1*, a small group of Federal Ducks 1950-84 mixed mint and used, Parcel Post
complete used, Shanghai mint complete except K9 used and K15 and K17 missing, a few Officials, a nice group of first
issue revenues and a smattering thereafter, an eclectic collection containing many useful and valuable items, F.-V.F.
Scott $13,000 plus face.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
U.S., Old Time Collection, 1851-1944, an attractive collection in Scott National Album, classics mostly used
including 7, 14, 15, 20, 22, 28, 33, 36, 1861’s to 24¢, 73*, 76-78, selection of grills to 15¢, couple of 1869’s including 121,
desirable Bank Notes including 134, 151-153, 191, Columbians mint to 8¢, used 10-15¢, 260 * OG Jumbo, few
Trans-Miss and Pan Am mostly mint, an attractive group of Washington-Franklins mostly mint including NH 524, and a
pleasing group of later issues, and a select group of back of the book issues, high catalog value (owner’s over $16,000)
including many attractive and useful stamps, worthy of close examination; few minor flaws to be expected, generally
F.-V.F. with many Very Fine or better stamps.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Old Time Fancy Cancel Collection, 1851-1897, in old time Nassau album of quadrille pages, with
many fancy cancels and unidentified early classic issues, with pages and pages of color cancels, stars, numerals,
geometrics, letters, geometrics, town cancels, etc., with better pages with a Scott 70/78/69/36 page of various shades
and cancels, 2c blackjack page of various grills, early banknotes, including many early 1c to 3c banknote grills, several
pages of early 1869 issues, with two pages of 2c 1869 issues, etc., a useful collection for the early U.S. specialist or
fancy cancel collector, generally F.-V.F. appearance, ex-Abrams.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Mint NH Coil Collection, 1909-30, handsome collection made up of several hundred genuine coils on
manila display cards, with #487 (32), 488, 489, 492 (pairs and 3 singles), 494 (19 pairs and 4 singles), 495
(approximately 200 in pairs and strips), many VF; a sound and useful lot, F.-V.F. Scott $9,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Collection, 1857-1940, mostly never hinged on clean black stock sheets, filled with fresh and attractive
singles, with 26, 214, 222, 224, 230-34, 236, 248, 264-70, 272, 279-81, 285-86, 294-95, 300-7, 309, 320, 320A, 323-25,
328-29, 331-35, 337, 339, 343-47, 374-78, 395-96, 401-2, 414-15, 417, 424-29, 431, 433-35, 465, 501-504, 506-18,
525-30, 547, 551-73, 578-79, 581-91, 622-23, 658-79, 692-701, 740 with PSE graded 95 certificate, 748 with PSE
graded 98 certificate, 834, 1053, C1, C4, K1 and 898 with PSE graded 95 certificate. Lovely collection with many better
well centered and sound singles, mostly F.-V.F. and better. Scott approximately $13,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Balance of Gottlieb Estate, 1861-1926, we note labels from First Canadian Rocket, First American
Mailrocket Flight, Rocket Flight From USA to Canada, rocket mail covers; 43 essays & proofs including #72-E2, 70-E3,
70-E4, 72-E5; 39 Beer stamps including #REA16, REA34, REA51a, REA3, REA75c; and full sheets of Local stamps
#87L65 (3), 87L72 (4 part sheets, and a Swarts reprint sheet, plus 1926 International Philatelic Exhibition banquet
menus; an amazing array of material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Mint Collection, 1918-33, valuable consignment balance on pages and display cards; includes #9X1a
four margins with PSE certificate, #117P3 block of four, PR57 block of four, PR78, JQ1-JQ5, 549 Jumbo, 551-573, 630
White Plains sheet, Kansas-Nebraska issue complete; Philippine Islands used #225; a great deal, F.-V.F. Scott
$8,500+.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
U.S., Mint Collection, 1883-2000, housed in two albums and three boxes; includes plate blocks #637, 638
(2), 639, 640 (2), 641, Kansas #659-665, 667-668, 689-674, 676-677 all never hinged; #TD88 (3), a full sheet #685;
Scott album has scattered coverage with mint and used Officials; White Ace album has used #230-240, 285-291,
294-299, 323-327, 397-404; binder has mint #287, 294-295, 298, 620-621 (4), 704-715 (3); all manner of saleable
material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S., Meticulously Arranged Collection Balance, wonderful group including stockbook, Scott National
pages, groupings neatly assembled in a tidy little box; this collection is strong in used Postage Dues, a nice group of lot
pages from the Charles Russ stock, and a large number of unexploded booklet panes; a very appealing lot, as it isn’t
overwhelming and contains only better material that is readily saleable. Scott $15,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Better Collector’s Balance Selection, mostly from 1860’s-1950’s, on large black stock pages and
glassines of better items, with (used) 478, 505, E1-8, R2c and (mint) 306, 307 NH, 325-26, 342, 357, 378, 382, 424-35,
434, 439 with photocopy of PF certificate, 515, 517 (2 NH), C10a complete booklet, RW5, RW6 (2), RW10, RW16,
RW26, Philippines 225, 241-52 and E1; some faults, generally F.-V.F. Scott $10,600+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1975, in three Lighthouse hingeless albums; includes mint
#230-239, 401-404, excellent Washington-Franklins, Famous Americans, #C18, nice Postage Dues, unused #RW1
with blemish, and used #294-299, 397-400, CSA 1, F.-V.F. Scott $8,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1861-2010, residing in nine albums, used has 230-238, 285-287, 289-290,
mint 294-296, 298, 368 block of four, 620-621 side arrow blocks of four, 704-715 plate blocks complete, volume of better
plate blocks, couple of volumes of plate blocks face value, face is $309, with better plate blocks and singled scattered
throughout, F.-V.F. Scott $8,255.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
U.S., Delightful Mint and Used Collection, 1847-1975, housed in a stockbook and on stockpages in a
binder; mint includes #232-234, 235 never hinged, 237 never hinged, 238, 288, 369, mint Washington-Franklins, 403
never hinged, 488 line pair never hinged, 492 pair never hinged, 630 White Plains sheet, 659-662, 664, 666-668,
669-674, 677-679, 833-834, 1053, C1; used with #1 tied to piece with red grid, 10A, 15, precancel study; full detailed
inventory included, F.-V.F. Scott approximately $8,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Mint & Used Balance of Collection, 1861-1975, kept in stockbooks, envelopes and on pages, with
mint block of four #J61; block of six #O83, #O35P4-O37P4, O39P4; mint never hinged #658 block of 6, #344 never
hinged plate block, and hundreds of Back-of-the-Book items; a used Canal Zone lot; a fascinating assembly with many
goodies, F.-V.F. Scott $8,000+.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
U.S., Old-Time Mint and Used Collection, 1861-1930, in two binders, many issues present as mint, used
and plate blocks; note used #68, 73, 78, 182-190, 230-241; mint #210, 212, 213, 230-238, 285-288, 294-297, 299,
323-326, 328-330, imperforate pairs 343-347, 397-499a, 401-403, 498-518, 534, 536, 538, 540, 542, 573 never
hinged, 630 White Plains sheet, Kansas-Nebraska issue complete; and plate blocks #548-549, 610, 611, 614-615,
617-618, 620, 632-642, 649-650, 692-701, plus a nice selection of Confederate material; be prepared to be “WOWed”,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Collection, 1851-2006, two well-filled albums with what one might expect and often a few premiums;
includes Catalog value of $3,700 plus face value in excess of $1,000 and Ducks cataloguing $800; better than the
ho-hum—snag this one as it’s a nice value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mint Collection, 1893-1980, excellent selection mounted in two Hagner albums, and duplicates on
stock sheets, many item never hinged, highlights include Columbians to 15¢ NH, 285-288 and 290 three NH two plate
singles, 294-299 all NH but 8¢, 323-326 most NH with duplicates, 397-400 1¢ and 2¢ NH, numerous additional
commemorative sets including duplicates most NH, Farley sets sheets and blocks including duplicates, prexys
complete with coils and duplicates, Airs including C3 NH, C4-C6 plate singles, C7-C9 blocks NH, five C10 plate blocks,
C13, C18 NH, and later Airs most NH, total catalog exceeds $7100, second binder contains over $70 in postage, a
wonderful group of superior quality and exceptionally useful material with outstanding break up value, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1893-2010, mounted in 10 volumes, with $1068.00 face, includes Famous
Americans singles (3) & blocks of four, Overrun Countries, Liberty issue, Great Americans issue, booklets and booklet
panes, with one volume of used U.S. and Canada, plenty of easily sale able material, F.-V.F. Scott $4,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
U.S., Coil Collection, 1909-20, includes #343v, 409V, 441, 486 (roll of 500), 490 (3 rolls of 500, many with
moisture issues), and TD37 (200 pairs); a unique opportunity, F.-V.F. Scott $15,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Collection of Mint Coils and Booklets, 1954-70, the coils still in their original wrappers; includes coils
#1054 (8), 1057 (14), 1229, 1338A, 1401 (2); booklets #1393a (3), 1395b, F.-V.F. Scott $5,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1865-1990, six volumes and two envelopes; section of face value, mint and
used Officials, tons of Revenues (Federal and State), a volume of used, one volume with plate block collection including
#643, 645, 649, 657, 680, 681, 708-714, Great Americans, 906, etc.; a tremendous lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Balance of Clean Attractive Consignment, 1881-1935, mounted on Minkus pages, with better mint
#233, 236, 283, 294-295, 306, 323-324, 327, 397-398, Kansas-Nebraskas missing four; pretty collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Used Collection, 1851-1970, housed in two Minkus albums; includes #36, 73, 76, 77, 78, 112-116,
119, 134-144, 230-238 with duplication, #285-291, 294-299, 323-327, nice Washington-Franklins, #328-330, C1,
C3-C6, Postage Dues, #E1-E6, Q1-Q6, Q8-Q10, Q12, QE1-QE4; an outstanding collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Cancel Study, 1861-88, approximately 800 used stamps in a Lighthouse stockbook; includes 34 1861
3¢, approximately 370 3¢ green Bank Notes, 80 blue 1¢ Bank Notes, 80 brown 2¢ Bank Notes, and around 200 3¢ large
Bureaus, with grids, targets, crossroads, and fancies, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1863-1968, plate blocks of 6, remarkable group of mostly plate blocks in White
Ace Album, starts with rare original gum #76 block of 4 with imprint at left, followed by Columbians including 1¢ & 2¢
Plate number blocks of 8, 3¢ Plate # block of 6, 5¢ Plate # strip of 4, 8¢ block of 4 with Plate # selvage reattached, 246
Plate # block of 6, 308 plate # block of 6, followed by 537, 628, a nice selection of 2¢ reds, complete set of Washington
Bicentenial, 3¢ purples, Farley’s including sheets and perforated and imperforate Parks plates, nice never hinged C18
Plate, 1030-1053 complete plates, and much more, many prime and desirable plates, Catalog value over $24,000,
overall Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
U.S., Old Time Collection of Blocks, 1898-1940, neatly hinged into old time block of four collection with
(blocks of four unless noted otherwise): 285-86, 286 (2 plate number pairs), 288 (stuck down), 295, 300 plate block of 8,
302, 314, 320, 323, 328 (2), 329 (2), 330, 343-47, 346 centerline block, 367, 370, 372-73, 435a, 537, 534, 541, 550, 571
block of four with plate number, 610-12, 614 plate block, 615-16, 617-19, 620 right arrow block, 630 souvenir sheet, 644
plate block, 646 plate block, 658-68, 669-679, 698 plate block, 700-1 plate blocks, 740-49, 756-65, 785-93, 859-93
plate block set, C1, C7-9, C10, C12 plate block, C13 used single, C18 (2 used, 1 mint), C24 plate block, Q1, Q3 and
QE1-4, a few small faults, but overall condition appears mostly fresh and sound, many potentially better singles
scattered about that would be perfect for the eagle eye philatelist, o.g., top stamps hinged to album, some never hinged
stamps at bottom, generally F.-V.F., ex-Abrams.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Old Blocks Collection, 1893-1930 (230//685), neatly mounted on pre-war album pages, highlights
including 230-237, 294-299 less 4¢, 328-330, 370-373, 537, 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 551-558, 560-565, 570-571,
581-591, 658-668, 669-679, and more, fresh and brilliant colors, most blocks with two to four never hinged stamps
included, remarkable centering throughout, many superb stamps for the picking, a very few insignificant faults amoung
a plethora of beauties, generally F.-V.F. Scott $14,000+.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1938-60, very nice small group, all never hinged, with five sets #803-834,
several #1053, #832c; an outstanding investment, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000+.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
U.S., Balance of Full Sheet Collection, 1935-75, balance of sheets from estate; includes #628, 703, 705,
Overrun Countries complete, #733, 799, Prexies ½¢ to 22¢, #855, Famous Americans, and more; a useful selection,
F.-V.F. Scott $4,737.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
U.S, Plate Block & Face Value, 1925-1975, stupendous lot consisting of Prexie plate blocks complete,
QE1-QE3 plate blocks of twenty, E14 plate block of twenty, many 3¢ sheets, plate blocks, total face $1450, a
smattering of United Nations, a terrific lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., 1851 #11 Specialized Collection, small approval book with approximately 440 stamps, with shades,
cancels, positions, etc.; from balance of estate as received, unchecked for varieties; mixed condition, but certainly well
worth a bid or two, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., 1893-1913, 1¢ 2¢ 3¢ Columbians & 1¢ 2¢ Parcel Post, Post Office Fresh Blocks (230-232, Q1-Q2),
blocks of 1¢ (25 and 22); 2¢ blocks of (23 and 24); 3¢ block of 27); Parcel Post 1¢ block of (18); 2¢ block of (15 and strip
of 4), incredible freshness as if the postal clerk just removed them from his drawer and handed them over; three #Q2 are
defective from mis-handling, V.G. to extremely fine, some GEMS present especially of #230-231, haven’t seen the light
of day in over five decades! ex-Abrams. Scott $6,033.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., 1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue, Balance of Specialized Collection (285//290, 285E8//293E7),
exceptional and elusive group including five different 285 top plate number and imprint strips of five, 286 top and bottom
plate number and imprint blocks of ten, 288 top plate number and imprint strip of five, 289 bottom plate number and
imprint strip of five, 290 top plate number and imprint strip of five, all never hinged, brilliantly fresh and lovely, and a
complete set of bicolored proofs on india, bright and beautiful, few with minor mounting defects, an outstanding
group for resale or as a magnificant beginning or addition to a fantastic Trans-Mississippi collection, generally Very Fine
to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., 1907 Jamestown Exposition Issue, Specialized Collection (328-330), all mint singles on black
display pages, many never hinged; #328 (44) includes imprint and plate number strip of three, six plate number singles,
plate number block of four; #329 (85) has arrow block of four, seven imprint and plate number blocks of four, seven plate
number blocks of four; #330 (33) has imprint and plate number block of four, imprint and plate number pair, mostly
F.-V.F. Scott $13,700.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., 1907 Jamestown Exposition Issue, Specialized Collection (328-330), outstanding hand picked
material, includes mint and used singles and blocks, imprint singles, plate number and imprint strips, arrow blocks, used
plate blocks of 1¢ and 5¢, used 5¢ block of eight, 1¢ double transfer, 2¢ broken frameline, and various position pieces,
difficult to duplicate, high quality and desirable material, ripe for expansion or valuable breakdown, generally Very Fine
and attractive.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., 1929 Kansas-Nebraska Mint Never Hinged Collection (658-679), on display cards, mostly in blocks;
we note (blocks of four unless noted) #664 (9), 663 (7), 665 (4), also plate block #672; many 1¢ to 2¢ blocks; an
inexpensive opportunity to restock, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., 1935 Farley Special Printings, Specialized Collection, in 2 volumes. First volume Scott National
series of Gutter Pairs and Blocks 1935 Special Printing, appears to be a complete collection of all gutter and line pairs
and arrow and centerline blocks plus a complete set of imperforate plates, second volume corprises plate blocks from
1929 to 1954 mostly complete #657-1061 missing a few of the Liberty Issue including $5.00, also includes a mostly
complete section of 1935 Special Printings with guide line and arrow blocks and top and bottonm Plate blocks, plus
some sheets and gutters, combined these two volumes provide a wonderful specialized and comprehensive collection
of the Special Printings and additionally a nice group of 2¢ to 3¢ plates, exceptionally useful group for dealer or collector,
attractive and desirable, premium quality, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott approximately $5,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
U.S., 1955-2010 Space & Space Related Collection, a two volume special collection of souvenir pages,
plate blocks, full sheets, souvenir cards, first day covers, program for Twin Space, Stamp Commemorative Ceremony,
Moon Landing Commemorative Air Mail Stamp Ceremony Program, booklets, total face $452.88 , what was checked
was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Quality Collection, 1875-1960’s, airmail and back of the book collection with
some high graded ducks with graded certs and varieties, some occasional duplicates, with C1-6, C1 plate block of six,
C3 landed airplane, C7 two plate blocks, C8 plate block, C9 plate block, C10 plate block, C18 (9), C20-22 plate block
set, C21 large plate block of 10, C24 plate block, E2-13, E10, Q1-12, JQ1-5, F1, J1-4, J6-7, J15-16, J20-21, J22-25,
J28, J32-33, J40, J44, J54, K1-18, PR9, PR10, PR89, PR116-25, LO6, RW1-10 (RW2 o.g. graded XF90, RW3 o.g.
graded XF-Sup 95J, RW4 o.g. VF80, RW8 o.g. Superb 98) and RW12-14 (RW12 o.g. graded VF-XF 85, RW13 o.g.
graded XF 90); a few small faults, but generally F.-V.F. Scott $23,500+.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
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U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Old Time Collection, 1870’s-1910’s, in old time album of quadrille pages, filled
with a better official section, some revenues, special delivery, etc., with some better items that include mint: E2, E3, E5,
J25, O1-2, O14S, O15 imprint strip of three, O15, O19, O21, O24, O29, O35-37, O53, O56, O57-66, O72-79, O87-88,
O90-93, O90, O106, O120, Q7-9, Q11 and used: J20, O4, O11-12, O14, O25, O28, O30, O32, O33, O38, O40-44 and
O67. Collection in the old time style, so several multiples, cancels, etc., a few small faults as you typically see in these
old time collections, several very fresh and attractive stamps you don’t often see in many collections, generally F.-V.F.,
ex-Abrams.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Collection, 1879-2012, neatly mounted in Scott National binder, air mails
complete except C13-C15, earlies hinged rest NH, Special Delivery complete, earlies mostly used, others hinged or
NH, Postage Dues nice but scattered group with most used, pleasing Parcel Post mixed mint and used, Ducks complete
with most unused including modern self-adhesive sheets, also included is a small group of mounted duplicates,
condition is generally high quality though several faults noted throughout, useful collection of desirable back of the book
issues, mostly F.-V.F. or better. Scott $7,300 plus face material.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Exceptional Old-Time Collection, 1875-1975, rarely seen this complete with both
mint and used sets of #E1-E7, Q1-Q12 and several hundred more stamps from this fresh holding mounted on quadrille
pages; highlights also include mint #J1, J5-J6, J15-J26, J28, F1, O1-O7, O10-O11, O15-O24, O25-O34, O35-O36,
O38, O40-O42, O47-O56, O57-O67, O72-O75, O82-O93, PR1-PR3, PR114-PR125; used #J1-J5, J18-J19, J26-J27,
plus Official Specimens #O1, O25, O105, O115, O145, O255, O265, O355, O365, O575, O585 and a selection of
Phillippines definitives including used #223 and 236; a great collection stored carefully for many years so its colors
“pop”, F.-V.F. Scott $27,500+.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Neat Better Quality Inventory, 1873-1920, primarily mint or unused, strong in
Officials plus other Back-of-the-Book including several Newspapers, Hawaiians and more; we note, all mint or unused
#O1, O4, O7, O8, O15, O18, O21, O25, O30, O35, O36 (2), O37-38, O41, O52, O55, O57-59, O61-62, O64, O72-73,
O75 (4), O76-77, O83-85, O87 (2), O88, O89 (2), O90 (4), O91 (3), O92 (2), plus unused including sets, #PR120 and
PR125 both mint; a well put-together, nice quality, carefully described retail stock, generally F.-V.F. with some mixed
condition. Scott $13,000+.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Collection of Plate Blocks, 1913-29, presented on black stock pages, most never
hinged, with #C11 (8), E11, E14 (2), J48, J52, J61 (2), J65, J71, J72, J77, Q1, QE1-QE4; a magnificent collection of
these gems, F.-V.F. Scott $8,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Nifty Collection, 11 binders with well-annotated descriptions and in many cases
the reference behind the items; we note Treasury Department seals, Test Stamps, Cinderellas, Post Office Seals,
Savings, Officials, pre-cancels, etiquettes, Wine Stamps, Customs baggage tags, and Philippine Revenues, each topic
in a volume; some might stand alone, but one thing’s for sure: in a year of Sundays you couldn’t duplicate this esoteric
tickle-your-funny bone collection; a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to add to the pile, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Collections Plus More, a box full of various collections including Officials,
Revenues, cut squares, a nicer-than average Telegraph collection and many other bits-and-bobs, plus four file drawers
full of backup, State and Federal Revenues plus much more; a great opportunity to unlock the back half of the Scott
Catalogue and then some; collector or trader, you won’t want to miss out on this excellent value of seldom-seen stuff,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Collection Including Plate Blocks, 1895-1990, housed in three binders, two
covering Airmails, the third comprising Special Delivery, Postage Due, Parcel Post and Official issues; we note mint and
used #C1-C3, C4-C6, plate blocks C7-C9, C10, C11, C12, C16, C17, C19, C18 single, C24, then plate blocks appear
complete to C150; Special Deliveries include mint #E2, E11, E14-E15, plate blocks E16-E23; Postage Due plate blocks
#J86; Parcel Post used #Q1-Q2, Q4-Q9, Q11, plus a nice collection of modern mint Officials, generally F.-V.F. with
better.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Special Delivery, Plate Number Singles and Blocks, 1917-34, all on display pages, includes #E11
plate number singles with many never hinged examples, two plate blocks of six, mostly sound; #E12 plate number
singles, two plate blocks of six; #E13, #E14 with plate block of ten, plate block of 20 with two plate numbers; #E14 block
of 36 with two plate numbers; and continues with #E15-E23 and #F1, with many better plate numbers, F.-V.F. Scott
$9,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
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U.S., Postage Due Hoard, 1895-97, incredible hoard of used J40-43 in blocks, strips and large pieces, many
VF and better sound examples left in, generally F.-V.F. Scott $54,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Postage Due, Specialized Collection, 1879-1959, neatly mounted on Scott Specialty pages, with
used: J2 block of 10, J20 block of eight, J22 block of 12, J26 block of four and block of six, J28 block of four, J36 block of
four (separations), J41 plate block, J42 plate block, J46-49 blocks of four, J49 plate block of 35, J49a block of six,
J52-57 blocks of four, J53a plate block of 32, J54 block of four with plate number, J55a plate block, J56 block of six, J56a
block of six, J57 block of 12 with Baltimore, Maryland bureau precancel, J57 plate block, J60 block of four, J61-66 blocks
of four, J61b plate block, J62 plate block, J63 plate block of eight, J64 plate block, J64a block of four with plate number,
J64a block of 15, J65 plate block, J65 block of 70, J65a plate block, J66 plate block, J66a plate block, J67 two plate
blocks, J68 plate block, J77 plate block, J78 plate block, J87 plate block and mint: J16 corner margin block of six with
plate number, J22 imprint, corner and plate number block of 18, J46 plate block, J49 plate block, J52a plate block, J57
plate block, J61 plate block, J62 plate block, J64 plate block, J65 plate block, J68 plate block, J69-71 plate blocks, J83b
plate block, J84b plate block, J85a plate block, J86a plate block, J87 plate block and J88-101 plate block set. Many
large multiples and shade varieties, useful for integrating into a decent specialized collection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Official Stamps Collection, 1873-1911 (O1//O126), almost 150 assorted Officials on stock pages,
almost complete for period, virtually all unused with many full original gum examples and a few extra used stamps,
minor duplication, scarce and desirable group, most bright and reasonably well centered, significantly better then usual
for these, F.-V.F. and attractive. Scott $35,000+.
Estimate $6,000 - 7,500
U.S., Officials, Mint Balance, 1873, mounted on Scott Specialty pages, nearly all o.g. with many sound
examples; with #O1-O9, O12, O14, O15, O17, O19-O23, O25-O28, O30-O33, O35-O36, O39-O45, O47-O56,
O57-O61, O63-O68, O72-O77, O79, O81-O82, O83-O92, O95, O97-O101, O107, O108, O109-O112, O114-O119,
O121-O122, O124-O126; useful stock, or a solid start for a new collecting area, F.-V.F. with some better. Scott $27,500
(Owner’s).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Officials and Other Back-of-the-Book, High Quality Mint Collection, on large black stockcards in a
presentation box, lovely officials with hard paper issues well represented (catalog about $10,000), also some airmails,
C1-6 and others up to C61 and some later, with some duplication, parcel post and parcel postage due sets plus a few
extras, special handling in blocks plus extras (unchecked for newly listed papers), a clean and useful holding that is well
above average quality, generally Very Fine with some fine and also extremely fine, viewing a breeze. Scott
approximately $20,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,500
U.S., Revenues, Old time Collection, 1862-1875, mounted on Scott National pages and with lots of
duplicates and extras including several documents, the mounted collection has a marvelous and extensive array of first
issue imperforates including R1a, R4a, R33a, R37a, R43a, R51a, R63a, R71a, R81a, R82a, R85a, R86a, R88a, R90a,
R94a, two R98a, R101a, part perforations highlighted by R6b, R13b, R45b, R57b, R62b, perforated missing only a few
numbers between R1c-R102c, second Issue complete from R103-R128 and R130 with extra diagonal perforations,
Third issue complete from R134-R149 plus R135b inverted center, and some additional later issues, also included are
stock pages and glassines stuffed with duplicates and numerous other assorted revenues certainly containing many
pleasant suprises, minor flaws to be expected but generally appears to be significantly better then usual, many
questionable imperforates and part perforations included but not counted in total catalog value, generally F.-V.F., An
outstanding group worthy of careful inspection and consideration. Scott $27,000+.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Revenue Handstamp Socked-On-The-Nose Collection, 1860’s, 75 stamps, a few of which are in
pairs or strips of mostly first issues revenues, most with clean and attractive hand stamp cancels, with occasional
different colors and mostly clear strikes; a few small faults, but generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,500 ++.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Tobacco & Liquor Tax Paid Stamp Collection, 1861-1930, massive and valuable collection of
several hundred, with tobacco, cigar, cigarette, snuff & liquor stamps, state cigarette stamps, cigar box labels, tobacco
strips, liquor strips; includes Springer number #TC10, TC48, TF11, TE414, TG395, TG75A; tin foil stamps #TF23-28,
TF5-10, TF6-15; small stockbook of cigar labels, also Canada & Cuba issues and—as a bonus—United States Private
Tobacco Proprietary Stamp catalogue, Catalogue of Cigarette Stamps, and United States Internal Revenue Tax Paid
Stamps Printed On Tin Foil And Paper; tough to find such large quantity, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S., Federal Duck Stamps, Massive Old-Time Accumulation, 1934-61 (RW1//RW28), several thousand
in old glassines; large quantities of many, most used but a substantial number of unused included, condition runs the
gamut from defective to delightful; an excellent opportunity to acquire a deep stock of the early Ducks at a bargain price,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $23,000+.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Duck Stamps Mint Collection, 1934-2009, residing on black display sheets, #RW1-RW6 plate
number singles (never hinged!), RW7-RW14, RW15, RW16-RW28 plate number singles, RW29-RW43 plate number
singles; appears complete for period with just a couple items duplicated; a bodacious collection, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Ducks, Mint and Used Collection, 1934-2010, an unusually complete collection, on pages in a binder;
includes #RW1 (no gum), RW4-RW5, RW7, mint RW3-RW4, RW6-RW8, RW9-RW14, RW15-RW21, RW23-RW27,
RW29-RW30, RW32-RW35, RW38, plate blocks RW41-RW46, RW47-RW54, RW55-RW60, RW61, RW65-RW80,
RW65a-RW80a, plus an almost complete used set from RW10-RW45; also features a selection of Junior Duck
Stamps #JD59-JDS27, plate number 25, blocks of four Junior Ducks #JDS10, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Duck Stamps including State Ducks and Indian Reservations Collection, 1949-2000, a diverse
collection with mint ducks RW16, RW18, RW19, RW24, RW25, RW27-RW32, RW34- 36, RW38, ducks on licenses, full
sheets of state ducks, Crow Indian Reservation Montana 1, Lake Traverse 7 booklet pane, Pine Ridge 1 booklet pane
(Cat $1,250), Fort Belknap 3, various magazines & price lists, table top book Duck Stamps & Prints, clean and fresh,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Sanitary Fair Collection, 1864, stamps and covers, with several very rare items, a few of which have
appropriate certificates, with WV1, WV1 block of 15 with PF cert, WV2 with PF cert, WV3, WV8, WV9, WV11-13,
WV11-E1 (three shades: Black, Dark brown and Light brown), WV12TC5d brown block of four, WV12P6aC green perf
error, WV12TC6b vermillion, WV12TC6d blue, WV12TC (six shades: Blue, Brown, Orange, Purple, Green on card),
Black on card), WV14 single, extremely rare sheet of four with PF certificate, WV14 extremely rare on cover, 1 of 6
known with “Due 10" and five Sanitary Fair covers, all franked with #65 (one with Sanitary Commission corner card, one
with manuscript Soldiers Letter, U.S. Christian Commission, one with embossed U.S. Sanitary Commission Soldiers
Mail, one with United States Sanitary Commission and last one with Sanitary Commission markings), a few small faults,
but most have great color and some are extremely rare, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Accumulations
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U.S., Accumulation of Better Singles, Blocks and Plate Blocks, 1851-1950’s, better stamps filled
somewhat randomly into large stockbook, with used: 9 (14 singles, 4 pairs and 1 strip of five), 20 (5, 22, 23, 24 (42), 29,
30, 76, 77, 78, 165, 166, 191, 217, 218, 239-43, 277-78, C14, R102c (faulty) and mint: 26 block of four, 207 block of
four, 210 (2 blocks of four), 211, 212 (12), 213 (2 blocks of four), 214 (3), 215, 217, 222 plate number strip of four,
230-35, 231 (7 broken hat), 232 block of four, 237 (2 blocks of four), 237-45, 269 (2 blocks of four), 281 plate number
strip of three, 285 plate block of four, 288-93, 309 block of four, 326 block of four, 330, 400 block of four, 426 pink back
block of four, 528 plate number strip of three with monogram, 528 plate block, 531 plate block, 540 plate block of six,
C1-6, C10a, E3, E5 (2), E7 (2), F1, K7-K14, K16, five stock pages of various specimens, proofs and essays including:
O10SD-O14SD, 113-E3de, 114-E6cd, 120P4-122P4, 242P4, 245P4, O83P4-O93P4 and so much more. Condition is
somewhat mixed, with occasional faults, many better key stamps that are always in high demand and several
interesting multiples, useful lot for retail breakdown, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott approximately $75,000+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
H/m
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U.S., Large Accumulation of Better Items, 1887-1980’s, each on black approval card, each mounted on
three pocket stocksheets (mostly mint, mint unless noted otherwise): 232 (2), 234, 235 (2), 236 with PF cert, 237 (2),
238, 239 (2), 279Bc NH with PF cert, 290 with PF cert, 296 (3), 300b, 301c, 326 block of four, 336 plate block of six, 340
with PF cert, 357 with photocopy of PF cert, 394 used pair, 402, 407, 414 (2), 435 block of four with PSE cert, 435, 437
with photocopy of PSE cert, 481 (3 with oversize margins), 505 with normal 2c with PSAG certificate, 505 single in block
of four with normal 2c, 518, 550, 528B (6), 568 plate block, 569 plate block, 571, 573, 573 block of eight with red plate
number, 583 plate block, 666, 670 plate block, 679, 834, 899b block of four, 900a block of four, 1338Fi strip of six, C1 (5
singles, 1 block of four, 1 plate block of six and 1 top margin arrow block of four), C3 (3 singles, 1 block of four), C4 plate
block, C6, C7 plate block, C10a, C13 used, C16 plate block, E11, E13 plate block, J52 block of four with PF cert, J61
plate block, JQ2 block of four, K17 (3 each with photocopies with PF certs), O15 with PSAG cert, O90, O91, Q2 corner
margins stirp of four, Q7 with PF cert, RW35, RW42 plate block, RW46 plate block, RW47 plate block, RW50 plate
block, PS8 (2 plate blocks), 213P3 pair, 219DP5 block of four and Hawaii 78 (2), most stamps appear sound with many
fresh and better items for high retail breakdown, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Useful Holding with Premium Items, Mostly 20th Century, in a small box, several hundreds of items,
highlights include: 1922 Issue and Kansas-Nebraska blocks of four, C18 (21); Washington - Franklins,
commemoratives, some decent fine to very fine and also quite a few select choice quality items, incredibly useful and
worthy of a more-than-a-glance to properly evaluate. Scott $35,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Early 20th Century Accumulation (481//J70), sheets, booklets, and coil rolls, to some degree or other
damaged from improper storage/water damage, includes numerous sheets and part sheets of 481-482, 529-530,
542-543, J69-J70 and others that are or have been partly or entirely stuck down to sheet files, a large box containing coil
rolls from Washington/Franklins, prexys, prominent americans, etc, and an assortment of mostly early booklet panes,
all partly to entirely stuck together, there is a substantial amount of salvagable material including a good number of
clean never hinged stamps and plates and others with partly disturbed original gum, a significant amount of time and
patience would be required but well rewarded, viewing is highly recommended. Scott $46,000 ++.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Large Accumulation, 1850’s-1930’s, very nice quality group arranged by collector in small baseball
card album, with (mint) 227, 235, 236, 238, 287, 290, 297, 325, 469 NH, 476 with Weiss certificate, 514 NH, 586 NH
block of four, 679 (3), 701 (2), 834 (2), C1 (3), E8 (2), J25 NH, J36b, O53, O54, O115 NH block of four, PR6,
O47P3-56P3 (2 sets), O47 plate number strip of six, O48 imprint strip of four, RW6 and (used) 36, 68 strip of three, 116,
119, 149 (3), 153, 160, 238 and 311, a few stamps with small faults and many NH and well centered, F.-V.F. Scott
$22,568.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
U.S., Old Timers Accumulation, 19th & 20th Century, group of over 50 important used mostly classics as
received from collector, half a dozen on Kelleher sales sheets from the 1940’s, rest on old stock cards and loose now on
stocksheets, they almost all seem to be highlights among which we noticed 1-2, 21, 29, 30A, 36, 38, two 72, 101,
115-122, 155, 191, 242, 276A, C14, O35-O45, two bunches of loose 1851-1888 issues grills and types unchecked by
us but including numerous high values, many selected for condition or cancels, generally much better then expected
though a few faults should be expected, we guarantee some pleasant suprises and hours of enjoyment, generally
F.-V.F. appearance, ex-Abrams.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Pleasing Accumulation of Mint, Used & Covers, a bit of everything contained within a bankers box
and smaller brown box, of note are a small stockbook of 1922-32 bureau plates (low to mid values, most NH), sparsely
filled american album, group of 2¢ red sheets, revenue sheets, zeppelin covers, 1874 90¢ SPECIMEN entire,
promenent americans blocks and plates to $1 and singles to $5, mint and used farley’s including used sheets, back of
the book from airs through revenues, saving stamps, etc, several groups of classic covers, box of FDC’s most
uncacheted, box of plates Army Navy through 3¢ purples and BOB, a disorganized mish-mash that certainly hides
some pleasant suprises, owners catalogue over $25,000, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Large Wholesale Accumulation, 1910’s-1980’s, album and stock pages filled with 344 oversize
centerline block of 96, 701 NH 74 stamps in large blocks, 731 (80+), 740-49 set of sheets, 785-93 set of sheets, 859//93
group of Famous American sheets and larger groups of scrap, group of 32¢ large gutter blocks from full press sheets,
O139 large plate block of 30 on large piece and O139 large wholesale group of 100’s of plate number strips of five,
generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $22,000+.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
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U.S., Interesting Mint Accumulation, 1870-1934, about 60 pieces of excellent mid-range items, all unused,
some mint, highlights include #153 on old Kelleher sales page from Boston days, #289 block, 235 NH block and single,
three #240, four #299, four #369, four #400, three #C1, four #C2, C3 & C6, three #C5 a few will pass as NH, three C18
and a block, RW1, and many other useful and salable items, few minor defects including gum disturbed and/or
indications of bewing stuck down, some TLC will enhance the value, but many attractive and desirable stamps,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, ex-Abrams.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Blocks and Plate Blocks Accumulation, 1894-1938, Mint group of useful blocks including 246 NH
imprint and plate number block of 10, 295 NH and 296 blocks, 309 block with plate number two NH, two 518 blocks, 524
block (2 NH), selection of Kansas and Nebraska blocks, group of Washington Bicentennial blocks and plates, assorted
farley blocks, plates and sheets, generally high quality and desirable with numerous gems to be found, many NH singles
and blocks included, generally F.-V.F. some for the better. Scott $10,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Meaty Airmail Stock Accumulation, 1918-40, a beautiful collection with heavy duplication; mint has
#C1 (3), C3, C4 (3), C5, C6, C13 (3), C14-C15, C18 (18 plus plate number block of four); used includes #C3, C13 (4),
C18 (12); great stock for your inventory, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Wholesale Group, 1930’s-76, over $600 of premium face value, with souvenir sheets, plate blocks,
etc., containing large group of 1c Park souvenir sheets and many other Farley’s four sets of Famous American 859-93
plate blocks, group of souvenir sheets from 1930’s-1950’s in quantity from approximately 25-300 of each, two small
manila stock cards packed with 1059 line pairs, broken pad of 1976 13c State Flags, generally F.-V.F., nice group of
premium issues with better quality. Scott approximately $7,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
U.S., Plates, Sheets & Miscellany, Mostly Mint and 20th Century, two old-time Elbe stockbooks with
stamps neatly arranged, some useful and valuable; a sheet file with 3¢ purples mostly plus a few better; plus another
carton filled with mostly face driblets from varous collections; cut down on your mailing costs and sell the rest online; a
winner, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mint Sheet Folder with Goodies, 1898-1938, tucked away in a dark vault and includes HR Harmer Lot
1699 from 1954 sale reconstructed right side of pane block of 40 of #285 with both top and bottom plate numvbers and
imprint blocks (unfortunately this is adhered to the original mounting) same with a #630 White Plains souvenir sheet,
other highlights include #504 (27 examples in blocks), #756-65 three sets of plate blocks and various blocks including
arrow blocks and other Farlies, #832 top plate strip of twenty, #832-834 plate number blocks with arrows, #C18 Plate
Blocks (hinged in selvedge to page) then six sheets of #617 as fresh and can be, tail end of a great holding, generally
F.-V.F., ex-Abrams.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Estate Balance Accumulation, 1850’s-1950’s, early U.S. used and 20th century mint with plate
blocks, group of old albums, loose album pages and glassines packed with interesting stamps, with Scott 73 - two
covers, one of which has Wholesale Grocers corner card, small group of approval cards in small box, containing 36,
115, 135, 233 mint, 235 mint, 238 mint, 834 NH, 1053 mint, C11 mint plate block, E5 mint, RW6, several plate block
albums, containing 537 plate block, 548-50 blocks of four, 620-21 centerline blocks, C18 block of four with plate
number, three mint sheet file folders with large blocks and sheets of 1940’s-1950’s 3¢ issues, study of 20 Virginia covers
and post cards from 1890’s to 1970’s, priority envelope full of post office seals, in large multiples and better singles on
album pages, small group of legal papers with various checks and officially stamped receipts, Germany C37 L.Z. 127
Graf Zeppelin cover, $10 Federal Reserve Note, Series 1929, Liberty National Bank and Trust Company of Louisville,
Kentucky and hundreds of dollars’ worth of face value postage, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $7,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

Dealers Stocks
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U.S., Retired Show Dealer’s Better Stock (237//16X1), two high end counter books, features 61 valuable
and useful items highlighted by Columbians including 239 NH, 241, 242 used, 243, 244 (4), 244a, 244 used, 261A (2),
262 (3), 263, 276, 276 used, 278 (2), 278 used, 292 (2), 292 used (4), 362 with cert, 421, 440 (2), 523 (2), C18 plate
block, E4 plate strip, O68, O80, O95, O102, 16X1 used, several certificates included, huge catalog value, few with small
faults overshadowed by many premium and super-premium items, incredibly useful and desirable group.
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000
H/m
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U.S., Dealer Stock of Better Singles, Blocks, Plate Number Strips and Plate Blocks, 1867-1901, in three
ring binder packed with many better items including mint: 149, 150, 157 (2), 159, 179 (2), 182, 183 (2), 189, 207 block of
12, 212 block of fifteen, 230 plate block of six, 232 block of nine, 237 plate block of eight, 239, 244, 244A, 274 plate
number strip of three, 284, 294 plate number strip of three, 189S, 190S, 191S (3), 205S, 206S, 207S, 208S (2), 209S,
210S, 211S, mint blocks of four: 183, 205, 206, 210, 211, 214 (2 and block of six), 215, 219 (3), 220 (2), 221 (3), 222,
224, 226, 230, 232 (3), 233 (2), 234 (3), 235 (3), 236, 237, 238, 239 (2), 240 (2), 254, 269, 270, 271 (2), 282, 285-86, 287
(2), 288, 289 (2), 290, 294-99, 296 (3), 297 (3), 298, 299 (2) and used: 101, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155 (2), 160, 165, 190,
191 and 240. Condition is mixed with occasional fault and usual dubious mint single among the early classics, so
caution should be exercised when examining these early issues, overall value is substantial with many high ticket items,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $100,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Dealer Stock of Better Plate Blocks, 1893-1940, group of black stock pages filled with many better
plate blocks, including: 230 plate block of six, 232 plate block of 10, 233 plate block of six, 235 block of six with imprint
and letter Z, 234 (from what used to be a plate block of eight, but now is a plate number strip of four and a strip of four),
237 plate block of six, 264 plate block of six, 267 two plate blocks of six, 269 plate block of six, 271 plate block of six, 285
corner block of six with plate number and imprint, 286 plate block of four, 295 (from what used to be a plate block of six,
but now is a plate number strip of three and strip of three), 323 plate block of four, 325 plate block of four, 326 plate block
of four, 333, 345, 397, 398, 402, 461, 465, 466, 483, 484, 501, 503, 504, 506, 507, 508, 509, 511, 512, 512a, 513, 514,
515, 516, 526, 528, 528B (2), 530, 535, 538, 540, 541, 542, 543, 545, 546, 548-50, 554 with five point star, 555, 556,
560, 561, 564, 565, 571, 575-77, 579 (2), 617-18, 627-28, 622, 623, 630 souvenir sheet, 635-42, 646, 647-48, 649-50,
654-55, several 2c red plate blocks, 610-11, 694-701, 711-15, 718-19, several sets of Presidential to 50c and Famous
American plate blocks, C7-C9 and C11 (2). Typical mixed condition, with a few small faults like gum bends / skips / perf
separations, etc., overall value is substantial with several high ticket items, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately
$55,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $12,000 - 15,000
U.S., Collection / Stock, 1857-1990’s, in two glassine boxes of #2 to #4 glassines, each containing one or
more stamps, which seem to be the duplicate collection of Gottlieb’s main collection with plenty of better premium items,
which include singles: 35, 37, 65, 112, 113, 118, 145, 157, 158 (2), 179, 182, 189, 205, 208, 211, 212, 215, 223, 223P5
pair, 224 (2), 228 with PSE certificate, 230 (5), 231 (3), 232 (2), 233 (2), 234 (3), 235 (2), 236 (3), 237 (2), 238 (2), 239
(2), 240, 241, 242, 248 (2), 269P5 pair with PF certificate, 274, 272, 273 (2), 281, 285, 286 (3), 287 (2), 288, 289, 290,
294 (3), 295 (3), 296 (3), 297 (2), 298 (3), 299 (2), 302 (2), 303 (2), 304 (2), 305, 306, 307 (3), 308 (3), 310, 323, 329, 336,
340, 342, 337, 357, 358, 369, 380, 391, 396 (2), 397 (4), 399, 400, 404, 407, 413, 414, 416 (2), 418 (2), 419, 427, 428,
429, 430, 431, 437, 440, 464, 465 (2), 469, 470 (2), 471 (2), 472, 473, 474, 475 (2), 507 (2), 509 (3), 511 (2), 512 (2), 513,
514, 515, 516, 517 (2), 518, 523, 524, 534A, 536, 550, 571 (3), 572, 573, 591, 666, 679 (2), 701 (2), C1-6, C13, C18, E3,
E6, E9, E11, E13, F1, Q6-11, K1-18, QE1-4a and plate blocks: 620, 633, 646, 647, 658, 659 (2), 677, 696 (3), 697 (2),
698 (3), 699 (3), 700 (2), 701 (2), 713 (2), 714 (2), 715, 704-15 and 833. Most stamps are mint, with only a few
questionable items among the classic era, plenty of sound and useful higher values scattered about, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, ex. Gottlieb. Scott $48,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
U.S., Retired Show Dealer’s 19th Century “Better Book” (1//228), consists of 31 better items on pages,
noted are unused 20, 25, 37, nicely centered OG 38, 71, 72, 75, 116, 118, 120, 163, 186, etc, used 29, 38, 70b, 122, 144,
153 with red NYFM, some regummed or otherwise slightly flawed, many useful and valuable stamps for your
consideration, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Old Timers Used Stock, 1880s to 1920s (211//E3), high quality group neatly arranged in old glassines
in shoe box, quantities to many hundreds of each, replete with numerous sound and Very Fine or better stamps hand
picked by a long deceased Old Time collector, one can mine some extremely-fine gems from this holding, some that
would be worthy of grading, F.-V.F. with many better. Scott $70,000+.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Retired Show Dealer’s Back of the Book Stock (C1//JQ2, 3P4//129P4), mostly mint, well organized,
sound and desirable material, highlights include C1-C6 from one to six of each many NH and VF-XF, twenty C18 most
NH and excellent, group of C25 with “R.F.” overprints, Special Delivery including E1, two E2, seven E3, E4 faults, E6, E7
mint and used, three F1, Officials including O10, O80, O82, PR90, mint and used Parcel Posts, a superb group of Proofs
highlighted by 3P4, two 4P4, excellent 1857’s, 1861’s, and 1869’s including 120P4, 121P4, 122P4 and 129P4, high
quality premium items, all usable material, overall Very Fine. Scott $17,000+.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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U.S., Incredible Mint Stock, 1847-1980, a choice mint collection with all sorts of goodies; starts with a used
#1 with red grid cancel, mint #241, 298, 299, 319g, 630 White Plains sheet; Kansas-Nebraskas with #658 (5), 659 (5),
660 (5), 661 (5), 662 (10), 663 (8), 664 (10), 665 (5), 666 (5), 667 (19), 668 (8), 672 (17), 673 (12), 674 (7), 676 (2), 678
(14), 679 (5), with many examples gradable; #704-715 plate blocks; we also note mint never hinged Ducks #RW13 (5,
with two plate number singles), RW14 (four, with two plate number singles), RW15 (8, with two plate number singles),
RW16, RW24, RW25 (2), RW26 plate number single, R161-R172, a group of EFOs, Cuba #E1, and much more; an
unbeatable group, mark this baby down, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Dealer Stock of Better Mint, 1869-1995, in two dealer counter books filled with better singles and
blocks, with many sound and better centered items, with singles: #112, 232 plate number strip of four, 288, 294-299,
397-400A, 439, 479, 480, 547 (4), 599A line pair, 631 gutter pair without gum breakers, 634A, 658-679, 803-834, C4 (8),
C5 (4), C6, C10a (2 complete booklets), C18 (2), WX4a and blocks of four: #221, 233, 233 with plate number, 234,
235, 236, 286, 287 right arrow line block, 288, 297, 308, 325, 326, 328, 329, 399 (2), 509, 511, 512 (2), 513, 540, 561,
571, 572 (2), 834 (2 centerline blocks), 1053, C4, C18 with plate number, RW24 with plate number, RW37 (2 plate
blocks), RW38 (2 plate blocks), RW57 plate block, RW60-RW62 plate blocks; a good lot to find better sound and
occasionally better centered items, generally F.-V.F. and better.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Dealer Stock of Multiples and Better Singles, 1867-1930’s, in large three ring binder of dealer tear
pages, with mint: 178 imprint strip of three, 205 partial imprint pair, 222P5 pair, 231 broken hat, 251 three imprint strips
of three, 252 three plate number strip of three, 268 plate number strip of three, 270 plate number strip of three, 271 plate
number strip of three, 273 plate number strip of three, 279Be, 299, 300b, 319g, 320 group of private vending coil pairs,
327, 330 plate number strip of three, 368 and 373 group of private vending coil pairs, 383-384 group of private vending
coil pairs, 391 pair, 406 group of plate number singles and pair, 408-9 group of private vending pairs, 411 paste up strip
of six, 412 pair, 413 line strip of six, 442 two line pairs, 443 pair, 444 line pair, 452 pair, 455 two pairs, 488 line pair, 656
strip of four, and used: 90 pair and 154 pair. Occasional small fault, with many sound with plenty of better plate number
pairs, coil pairs, private vending coils, etc., plenty of better items adding up to high cumulative Scott value, generally
F.-V.F. Scott $30,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Superb Revenue Stock, 1861-98, superb holding from a retired show dealer, neatly mounted (the
stock, not the dealer) and described on small lot cards; comprises #R3a, R36a, R1a, R6b, R22b, R34b, R56b, R58b,
R61b, R62b, R65b, R6d, R55d, R95a, R63a, R61a, RB15c, RB11c, R19a, R41a, R43a, R51a, R52a, R57a,R13b,
R52a, R64b, R2c, R14c, R17c, R21c, R44c, R77c, R83c, R86c, R65a, R177, R81d, R560, R616, RB6a, R65b, RB7b,
RB16b, R75a, R76a, R82a, R94a, R101a, R81a, R86a, R93a, R3b, R88a, RF10, RE195-196, RE198-RE203,
RE183-RE184, RD338, RD286; a few items appear dubious, but the balance is genuine and incredibly useful with
massive retail value, F.-V.F. Scott $15,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Useful, Well-Identified Mint or Used Selection, worthwhile selection of perhaps 250 or so items,
occasionally very lightly duplicated, each identified by Scott number in individual glassines, beginning with a used #7
and going through the Famous Americans, plus Airmails, etc.; includes a decent selection of classics, some nice
booklet panes and coils, etc.; good variety of mid-range material, with lots never hinged, largely F.-V.F., well worth a
peek on the web; inventory included. Scott $11,700 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
U.S., Dealers Stock Balance, shoebox filled with an interesting array of United States material, ranges from
classics to some modern, regulars and commemoratives through back of the book of every shade, values to low
hundreds, will yield much useful mid-range material both mint and used, we spotted mint 492 LP, 514, C1, C4, RW3,
RW12 NH, RW38 NH, etc, Used included many usable classics, back of the book including PR106 with minor flaws, we
found a large envelope with hundreds of useful officials, another batch of postage dues from the earlies, several
batches of early 20th century including Washington / Franklins and commemoratives, a significant group of revenues, a
group of classics to Columbians, and a valuable stack of mint blocks and plates, overall much material to work your way
through, some mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. Scott $10,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
U.S., Balance of Show Dealer’s Stock (73//RW62), 38 mostly mint items on counter pages, most are
exceptionally well centered, features Premium 247, 289 NH, 290, 298 NH, 304 NH, 306 RG with cert, 377 plate block,
547, C5, E5, Q6, Q11, RW36, Graded RW46 (85), RW47 (80), and two RW62, and many more well centered mid-range
stamps, few regummed or minor defects but overall many particularly attractive and useful stamps, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
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U.S., Officials, Postal Savings and Postage Dues Stock, 1873-79, old-time mostly used holding on three
manila stockpages organized by Scott number; includes #O121-O126 with four #O122 blocks of four; Post Office,
Treasury, Interior, and War Department issues; plus Postage Dues ranging between #J19 and J56; intriguing lot of
Back-of-the-Book material seldom seen in these quantities, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
U.S., Rambling Revenue Retort, Mint and Used, in 16 dealer sales books plus a few long Tobacco strips
that just don’t fit anywhere; we noticed with a quick perusal State and Federal Issues, Beer, Ducks, Tinfoil, Tobacco,
Medicine Trade Cards, Fractional Currency, Camelpost, Rocket Mail, First Day Covers, Catapults, Advertising, Paul
Tibbets Autograph, German Propaganda and some Stampless covers…you-name-it and it might be here; a real
tickler of a lot and will prove useful to a US collector or trader, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
lasso this one.
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U.S., Back-of-the-Book Stock, 1847-1920’s, in dealer stock book of approval cards on dealer tear pages,
with better (mint unless noted otherwise): 306 imprint pair, 359 with Herrick certificate, 524, 620 centerline block, 834
plate block, E4, O1-9, O25-34, Brazer 79e-Ci, mint blocks of four: 300 (3), 301 (3), 302 (2), 303 (3), 304 (2), 305, 306
(3), 308, 314 (2), 320 (2), 323 (2), 324 (2), 325 (2), 326 (2), 327, 327 used, 328-30 (3 sets of blocks), 328 (2), 329 (2),
330, 330 block of eight, 330 block of nine with plate number and imprint, 335, 336, 370, 371, 400A, 548-50, 550, 572,
620 (3), 621 (4), 662, E7, covers: 1, 2, 25, 32 (two singles on cover), 33, 35, a couple early Cameo covers and 15L13.
Typical mixed condition you see among most dealer stocks along with plenty of sound better items scattered about. A
great lot for breakdown for individual resale, generally F.-V.F. Scott $35,000+ (Owner’s). Estimate $9,000 - 12,000
U.S., Back-of-the-Book Stock, 1850’s-1990’s, in dealer stock book of approval cards on dealer tear pages,
with better (mint unless noted otherwise): 2607c pair, 3265A imperf plate number strip of 5, 3265A imperf strip of three,
E2, E3, O25-31, O33, PR2, PR3 (2), PR4 used, PR5, PR8, W66 used, UY5 (3), group of early mint and used locals, 5L2
used, 117L4 used, 143L5 used, J32P1 hybrid with india on card, O1P4-O93P4, PR3P3, PR2P4-PR4P4,
PR5P4-PR7P4, PR16TC (7 different colors), R135b cut cancel, PS2, PS15, WS2, WX4 complete booklet of four panes,
554 scarce counterfeit, Confederate States 2, Hawaii UE1 entire, blocks of four: 10X1 reprint, E3, E5, E7, E11, E12
(2), F1, J61-67, QE1-4, QE4a, JQ1-5, Q1, Q3, Q6 (3), Q11, O97 and R240-R241a. Condition is a little mixed, with some
occasional gum issues or minor faults, plenty of sound better items scattered about. A great lot for breakdown for
individual resale, generally F.-V.F. Scott $26,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Face Value Lots
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U.S., Face Value Lot, 1930s-2000s, consisting mostly of full sheets or large multiples, starting with Prexies to
the 50¢ in plate blocks, Famous Americans and then onwards, with values of 3¢ to $3.00, total face value
approximately $12,000; plenty of adhesives, with popular thematic Elvis, Joe Louis, Henry Fonda, Sugar Ray
Robinson, Lucille Ball, Frank Sinatra issues; useful and desirable; some edge damage due to the binders used for
storage, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1945-2010, consisting of singles, plate blocks and strips, coils, booklets, souvenir and
full sheets, in quantity, with values from 3¢ to $14.40, total face well over $10,000 , with plenty of self-adhesives,
souvenir sheets of James Dean, Humphrey Bogart, Lucille Ball, John Wayne, Henry Fonda, Judy Garland, James
Stewart and Bob Hope; an extensive and valuable holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Face Value Plus Bonus, 1920-2015, 19 binders hold most of the value, with booklets and coils, with
values from 6¢ to “Forever”, total face value $5,300 ; then, the bonus includes three mint sheet files with various
values, mint postal stationery, postage, First Day Covers, and State and Federal Revenue stamps; a money-maker for
sure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Full Sheet Collection/Stock, 1927-60, hundreds of sheets in all, presented in six binders of mint sheet
files; better includes #498, 551, 615, 634, 638, 646, 649, 653, 657, 681, 690, 703, 724, 725, 726, 733, 734, 737, 740,
750, Army-Navy issues #785-794; nice array of 3¢ Purples; #803, 805-806, 829, Overrun Countries with duplication,
#909 reverse printing (4), Famous Americans #859-866, 874-876, 878-881, 884-886, 889-891; heavy duplication;
some faults, but many large blocks plus numerous plates (unchecked for better numbers); huge Brookman/retail value,
what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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U.S., Face Lot in Pads, 1970-1990, six pads, with pad of 100 sheets Owls 1760-1763, 2 pads 100 sheets
Skilled Hands 1717-1720, pad of 100 sheets Love 1475, pad of 100 sheets Folk Art 1706-1709, pad of 100 sheets
Butterflies 1712-1715, total face about $3500, , F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1945-2000, thousands of singles all in glassines of 100 of the same value, with values
from 4¢ to 29¢, total face $4,100, make this a priority on your bidding list, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
U.S., Slogan Blocks and Sheets, 1968-2005, residing in 14 binders, with blocks, pairs and singles; values
from 10¢ to $16.25, and a total face of $4,500, with scores of “Forever” stamps and self-adhesives; hellava lot, what
was inspected was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Terrific Face Lot with Bonus, 1980-2010, housed in four volumes, total face $2880.00, better has full
sheets 1612, 2194, 2196, 2482, 2592, 2875 (3), Legends of the West recalled sheet (5), and self adhesives, the
balance made up of Celebrate the Century sheets & booklet panes, great lot for the internet or bourse dealer, what was
checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,000
U.S., Miscellaneous Full Sheets, 1935-1940, held in eight mint sheet files, total $2,616.23 face, consisting
of 5¢ ($37.50), 6¢ ($140.52), 8¢ ($564.32), 10¢ ($296), 13¢ ($585), 15¢ ($202.50) 18¢($59.04), 20¢($394), 29¢
($337.35), F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Coil Rolls and Part Rolls Accumulation, large group of mostly Transportation coils, some premium,
over $3350 face value, Many complete rolls.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Face Value Collection and Accumulation, 1920-2000, starts with two Commemorative albums
including issues from #610//2437 plus souvenir sheets and Airmail all neatly mounted, followed by USPS Year Set
Books from 1984-2003 missing only 1996 all in perfect quality with significant retail value over face; unmounted
accumulation of coils, blocks, some sheets completely unpicked with much value in later issues; some Ducks with $250
face, total face is $2700; a great lot for eBay resale.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Great Face Lot Plus Bonuses, 1851-1985, a bit of a rag-tag presentation, but some juicy material such
as used #240 and Q1-Q12; mint #C1-C6, C13-C15 (#C13-C14 never hinged, #C15 lightly hinged), C18 never
hinged; four binders of commemorative covers; plus a ton of face, with value in full sheets, with values up to 29¢; two
boxes of 3¢ and 4¢ plate blocks, etc., etc.; sell the face, keep the good stuff, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1927-2000, originally in four boxes with singles, blocks and plate blocks, coils,
booklets, souvenir sheets, full sheets, with values from 3¢ to $1, total face over $2,500; a few goodies strewn about,
what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1940-2010, in a slew of glassines, with values from 3¢ to $11.75; better items with a
Scott value of $3635, with an additional $1300 in face value, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$3,635 premium items plus face.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., A Merriment of Mint Sheets, 1944-60, gathered in ten sheet binders, ranging between #922 and
#1169 (the 3¢-4¢ period); quantities range from a couple each to bulging; the perfect lot to make up your discount
postage offerings—or to sell at your next bourse; total face (per consignor) is $2120.82, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Cover Collections
140

)
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)
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U.S., Alaska Collection 1904-1972, massive & valuable collection of Alaska & related, includes 38 dog team
post cards & covers, 10 stereoviews, 22 covers including first days, first flights & naval, approximately 215 picture
postcards mostly views & Indians, 16 Arctic Air Mercy stamps, and a binder of all different 1972 town cancels, with
tremendous break up value this is a gem for your inventory or the gateway to a new collection area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Michigan Fancy Cancels, 1860s-90s, about 130 cards or covers with a wide variety of cancels
including about 40 with various Letters - single of combination - and about 30 Stars; the rest are a mix of Geometrics and
Pictorials including Wheels of Fortune, Jack-O-Lanterns, Shields, etc. A great lot, generally F-VF throughout.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
info@kelleherauctions.com
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U.S., Texas, Massive Postal History Collection, 1850-1975, over a thousand covers and cards, with fancy
cancels, better frankings & usages; advertising including illustrated; stampless, mourning; machine cancels, RPOs,
Parcel Posts, Registered, First Flights, postal cards; also better cancels including manuscript Pine Tree (S/R 7), Omen
(S/R 5), Ovilla (S/R 5), Mooreville (S/R 5), Cadova (S/R 7), Starrville (S/R 5), etc.; a satisfying lot to dig through, with
many surprises awaiting the winning bidder, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Texas, Rootin’ Tootin’ Postal History Collection 1850-1930, a magnificent cache of over 75 covers &
cards, with nine stampless two manuscript, nine illustrated advertising, DPO’s include Mount Pleasant (S/R 7), Blanche
(S/R 4), Cotton Gin (S/R 5), Mcconnell (S/R 5), other better with Baylor University Independence, Wells Fargo,
Washington to NYC forwarded to Thompsons Station, “Wheel of Fortune” on Belton cover, most have informative
annotation, mixed condition as to be expected, don’t let this one slip away, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Seigle Route Agent Markings, More than 600 cards and covers with “AGT.” or “R.R.” markings in a
long cover box; virtually all are 19th century, mostly 1870s & 1880s, many of them with original purchase details..
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Seigle “R.P.O.” Covers - Dont miss the Train, more than 600 cards and covers with minimal
duplication, all with “R.P.O.” markings, packed into a long cover box; late 19th to mid-20th century with most being early
20th, including several illustrated advertising covers; many have original purchase details.. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Seigle “R.P.O.” Covers - Jump on this train, more than 600 cards and covers with minimal
duplication, all with “R.P.O.” markings, packed into a long cover box; late 19th to mid-20th century with most being early
20th, including several illustrated advertising covers; many have original purchase details.. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Seigle Railroad Corner Cards -, more than 600 cards and covers from the 1870s to the 1930s packed
into a long cover box with minimal duplication; all have Railroad Company corner cards and probably about half have
Railroad cancels and a few illustrated; many have original purchase details..
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Seigle “R.P.O.” Covers - Fortuitous balance, more than 600 cards and covers with minimal
duplication, all with “R.P.O.” markings, packed into a long cover box; late 19th to mid-20th century with most being early
20th, including several illustrated advertising covers; many have original purchase details.. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Seigle “R.P.O.” Covers - Promising Holding, more than 600 cards and covers with minimal
duplication, all with “R.P.O.” markings, packed into a long cover box; late 19th to mid-20th century with most being early
20th, including several illustrated advertising covers; many have original purchase details.. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Seigle “R.P.O.” Covers - Burgeoning Balance, more than 600 cards and covers with minimal
duplication, all with “R.P.O.” markings, packed into a long cover box; late 19th to mid-20th century with most being early
20th, including several illustrated advertising covers; many have original purchase details.. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Seigle “R.P.O.” Covers - Enticing Group, more than 600 cards and covers with minimal duplication,
all with “R.P.O.” markings, packed into a long cover box; late 19th to mid-20th century with most being early 20th,
including several illustrated advertising covers; many have original purchase details..
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Colorado Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection, 350-400 covers or cards with Colorado
Railroad markings in random order, unidentified and with duplication; dates range from the 1860s to the 1930s, and
most have with Towle Rarity Factors of II or III, plus, we note a few nice illustrated advertising covers scattered
throughout; all housed in various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes; condition is typical of the genre: a little mixed,
but generally Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection - West of the Mississippi, about 105 all different
markings with Towle numbers between 808-S-1 and 996.1-B-1 plus 13 Mail Steamer routes—all are duplicated in the in
the Northwestern and Southwestern States lots listed elsewhere in the same number ranges—; dates range from the
1850s to the 1930s, all housed in various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes; virtually all are Rarity Factor IV or V,
with a few better IIIs, having retail values of $25 to $75 or $100; includes several illustrated advertising covers scattered
throughout; condition is typical of the genre: a little mixed, but generally F-VF.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S., Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection - Unlisted Markings #3, about 80, all with
unlisted “R.P.O.” markings and including a few straightline and auxiliary markings; dates are primarily the 1880s to the
1910s, and all are housed in various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes and have the marking identified as nearly as
possible, depending on the strike; theoretical retail values are virtually all $50-and-up and condition is typical of the
genre: a little mixed, but generally Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection - Unlisted Markings #2, about 65, all with
unlisted Route Agent’s markings containing “R.R.” and including several manuscript markings and a few river routes;
dates range from the 1860s to the 1890s, and all are housed in various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes and have
the marking identified as nearly as possible, depending on the strike; theoretical retail values are virtually all $50-and-up
and condition is typical of the genre: a little mixed, but generally Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection - Unlisted Markings #3, about 60, all with
unlisted Station Agent’s markings containing the name of the station; dates range from the 1850s to the 1910s, and all
are housed in various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes and have the marking identified as nearly as possible,
depending on the strike; theoretical retail values are virtually all $50-and-up and condition is typical of the genre: a little
mixed, but generally Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., California R.P.O. Collection, 1874-1946. About 170 covers or cards from the Clarence D. Brenner
collection mounted alphabetically, two to a page, on plain 3-ring pages; runs from Alturas & Reno to Yosemite N.P. &
Merced and is loaded with RF III-V markings, including “SHINGLE SPG’S & SAC.” (981-A-1), “TOM. & SAN FRAN.
AGT.” (985-C-1) and “WILL. & WOOD’D AGT.” (986-D-1); condition is a little mixed, especially on the 1870s & ‘80s
material (as usual), but is generally clean and F-VF.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Colorado - Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection, about 115 covers or cards, about 75
of which are better markings identified by Towle number between 932-A-4 and 9962.6-D-1 plus and a few unlisted;
most are Rarity Factor IV or V (none are less than II, and two are RF VI); the rest have an exceptional variety of
Colorado Railroad corner cards; dates range from the 1870s to the 1910s with a few later, and there are several
illustrated advertising covers scattered throughout; all are housed in various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes;
condition is typical of the genre: a little mixed, but generally F-VF.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Excellent and Extensive Advertising Cover Dealer’s Stock, a clean and useful group comprising
approximately 440 advertising covers, each housed in its own cover sleeve and prices; includes a wide range of topics,
including colleges, Expos with Jamestown and Pan-Pacific items, religious items, Masonic and other Societies,
druggists, insurance companies, music (with organs, pianos, etc.), sporting events, mourning covers, political items
(e.g., House and Senate covers), Christmas, telegraphs, animals, banks, Scouts, landmark places, even stamp
dealers; nice lot for the trader, mostly late 19th to early 20th century, largely F.-V.F., take a peek online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Wonderful Dealers’ Selection of Advertising Covers, clean and useful group of approximately 220
covers from select collecting categories, each in its own cover sleeve and priced, albeit many years ago; nearly all 19th
century to pre-1920, including colleges and schools, hardware and tools, agriculture (including specific products,
nurseries, poultry, dairy, etc.); many nice designs depicted, including some multicolor overall designs, etc.; fresh,
mostly F.-V.F., nice lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Kitty Hawk Commemorative Cover Collection, 1927-1975, around 440 covers & 34 picture
postcards, postcards in three volumes and in large envelope, heavy duplication of cachets, a few of the postcards are
used, with many Wright Brothers, cachets are mostly 1932 commemorative, with a few Crosby photo cachets, many
1938 First National Air Mail Week covers, a fabulous lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S., All American Aviation/Airways Archive, Became Allegheny Airlines, 1939-1941, — Flight cover
accumulation & other items including unique Map of Pick Up Routes, photographs, press releases and more — all from
the Estate of David L. Miller — the Aviation Pioneer who, according to the front page of the August 12, 1970 issue of “the
Air Commuter”, Miller “was instrumental in development of the early air mail pick-up techniques that gave birth to All
American Aviation, but at the same time was a champion of the evolvement of the company into the more conventional
passenger service business….He was an extremely forward looking man and formulated many programs that were
ahead of their time and in many ways responsible for the growth of the company into Allegheny Airlines.”
According to www.aerodacious.commemorative, All American Aviation was founded in 1937 by Richard C. and Alexis
F. duPont. All American received three contracts to carry mail. The first contract was for two experimental air mail routes
(AM-1001 and AM-1002), and was awarded to allow AAA to test the feasibility of feeder lines to serve the smaller
communities where airport facilities or volume of mail were insufficient to justify full air mail service. It would radiate from
terminal city hubs and would utilize the rugged Sinton Reliant aircraft. Equipped with a long take-up boom with a hook
and a winch that operated through an opening in the fuselage, the Stinson would swoop down snatching the container of
mail suspended on a rope between two poles. This nonstop airmail pickup and delivery system was invented by Lytle S.
Adams, who sold his patent rights to AAA.
Experimental Route 1001 (from Pittsburgh to Philadelphia) was inaugurated in four stages on May 14, June 4, June 18
and July 2, 1939, and Experimental Route 1002 (from Pittsburgh to Huntington West Virginia) was inaugurated in four
stages on May 12, May 28, June 11 and June 25, 1939.
The second contract AAA received was for AM-49, which was inaugurated in five parts:
Part A — August 12, 1940, November 2, 1940, May 7, 1941, September 27, 1943
Part B - November 12, 1940, May 15, 1944, April 29, 1946
Part D - August 12, 1940, July 14, 1941
Part E - December 2, 1940
Part F — August 12, 1940, July 14, 1941, September 29, 1941
The third and final contract AAA (now All American Airways; the company changed its name with the introduction of
passenger service) received was for AM-97, which began scheduled flight service between Washington DC and
Pittsburgh PA on March 7, 1949. AM-97 replaced AM-49.
On January 1, 1953, All American Airways officially changed its name to Allegheny Airlines.
This lot contains many hundreds of covers. All sorted an organized for easy integration into stock or eBay sale. Also
includes 14 8.5 x 11 in. black & white photographs, 24 metal plates that were used for cachets (all identified), a small
group of negatives of photos of an airmail pickup flight, an impossible to find booklet “The Triple A Story 1938-1946" by
Frank Petee, a brochure explaining the pickup system developed by Adams, a unique 24.5 x 16.5 framed map of the
company’s Air Pickup Routes, a binder of the company’s first 34 Press Releases May 1939- June 1940, and a binder of
the first 6 years of ”The Pick Up" - the company newsletter., overall Very Fine, Miller died July 15, 1970. His family has
dutifully saved this for the last 50 years.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Massive Postal History Collection, 1861-2010, thousands of covers and cards, presented in every
which way possible; includes fancy cancels, First Day Covers with some better cachets, First Flight Covers, cacheted
covers, advertising including illustrated, postcards, WWII Patriotics, Hawaii postal cards, navals, space and related,
mint postal stationery, group of Commemorative Panels, inauguration covers, two enclosures for Billig handbooks;
stamps included as well, with a box of several hundred precancels, stockbook of EFOs with imperforates and
misperforations, #899b, 901a, ink smears, gutter snipes; enough to keep you warm on a cold winter’s weekend, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Excellent and Substantial Old-Time Dealer’s Postal History Accumulation, wonderful, clean and
valuable section of perhaps 400 or so covers, including about 100 lovely ca. 1900-40 Registered covers offering a
superb range of franking combinations, markings, etc.; perhaps 200 or so covers mostly 19th century to pre-1920,
showing foreign destinations, mostly to Europe but with some nice exceptions; a lovely group of incoming
stampless covers, plus a surprisingly nice group of miscellaneous US covers—with many unusual sleepers, F.-V.F. or
better, an excellent, generally clean group.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., Premium Picture Postcards Holding, marvelous super duper lot, includes nine panels of four Magic
Post Cards; five panels of four NY Sunday American; 140 NY Sunday American mostly single cards, some with Buster
Brown and Tigger; a small album with 38 mint Coins of the World; set of eight “Lord’s Prayer”; four Holland Wooden
Shoes cards; 11 Holland-American Line cards; six Maiden Dutch cards; six Valentine’s Scotia’s Heather Hills with
envelope; 12 1906 Ullman Months of the Year; set of 12 Calcium Lights; ten Junior Red Cross Summer Cards with
wrapper; six Deek’s Puzzle Cards; two Santa cards; ten stamp art cards; approximately 35 Buster Brown cards; ten
Hold To Light Saint Louis World’s Fair cards, and much, much more; a unique offering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Insurance Advertising & Middleboro MA Covers, 1840-1969, two cover albums bursting with better
material; stats with quite a few stampless, a few highlights include 1897 illustrated ad cover with bandaged cat &
remedies, 1858 blue cameo ad cover with “Paid” cancel, 1889 allover ad cover showing naval battle, 1886 illustrated ad
cover of fire truck, West Middleboro MA stampless to Amherst MA, stampless cover manuscript East Middleboro to
Kingston MA, 1885 Eddyville town cancel to Cincinnati O, also a selection of trade cards, see our selected images and
you’ll get the picture and bid bid bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Blackjack Cover Collection, 1861-68, consisting of 20 covers and two fronts; many ad covers, colored
cancels, mourning cover front; much nicer than the usual, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., First Day Cover Album 1923-1980, hundreds of first day covers housed in 17 albums, we note U.S.
first day covers, first flight covers, a few better includes 614-616 on one cover (2), 906 (2), 617-619, 620-621, 740-749,
834 (3), Famous Americans complete, 853 first Artcraft cachet, 1295, album of postal cards, album of postal stationery,
with many better cachets, a meaty group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Confederate States, Impressive Specialized Collection, 1861-1863, singles and multiples with several
rare items, several of which have certificates, with used: 1 (stone 1 and stone 2), 1a (stone 1 and stone 2), 1b (stone 1
and stone 2), 1c (stone 1 and stone 1 or 2), 2, 2b (2, both with PF certificates), 2e, 4 (stone 2), 4a (stone 3), 4b (stone 2
and 3), 5 with PSE certificate, 5 malformed “T” variety, 7, 8 strip of four with magenta cancel, PF certificate, 10 with
Crowe certificate, 10a with PF certificate, 10b, 10c, 13c, unused: 1 (stone 1 block of four and stone 2), 2a, 2b (single
and block of four), 3, 4 (x2 stone 3), 4a (stone 2), 5, 5a, 6 block of 16, 7 (pair, gutter block of four and block of four), 8
block of 32 with PF certificate, 8A pair, 9, 9a, 9a block of four with BBP certificate, 9b, Archer & Daly: 11, 11a, 11b, 11c,
11d, 11e officially perforated 12.5, 11 with hard, medium and thin soft papers, normal and brown gum, 11c with plate
number strip of six with PF certificate, 11c block of four, Keating & Ball: 11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 11d, thin and soft papers,
normal and brown gums, 11 block of four, Archer & Daly: 12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 12d, 12e, 12f, thin, medium and soft papers,
brown, yellow and white gum, 12 block of four, Keating & Ball: 12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 12d, 12e, medium, soft and thick ribbed
paper, 12 block of four, 12 imprint and plate 4 number strip of six, 12 plate 1 and imprint block of 20, 12 plate 3 and
imprint strip of 10, 14, 14A, 13, 13a, 13b, 13c imprint block of eight, 13 block of ten and 13 gutter pair, overall condition is
typical or better condition for stamps of this era and age, a few typical small faults, many great items that will surely be of
interest to even the advanced specialist, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
Confederate States, Cover Collection, 1861-1864, fabulous group of 37 covers with several rare covers,
several of which have certificates, with 1 (4), 2 (2), 2A, 2B (3), 2e, 3 with CSA certificate, 4A pair, 4B pair, 5 with red
Camden, SC postmark, 6 (2 covers franked with pairs), 7 pair, 7 pair on Patriotic, 7 pair on adversity cover, 8, 9 double
transfer, 9 with APS cert, 9a, 10 (2, each with CSA certificate), 10 on rare Flag Patriotic cover (repaired), 11b, 11c, 11d
(2), 12 with fancy 10 in C cancel, due 10, 12 Wallpaper adversity cover, 12, 12 Election Returns to Amelia court house,
13, Adams Express Co. Soldier’s Package, 1864 Baton Rouge, LA - soldier pay envelope to Mass. with wax seal on
reverse, overall condition is typical or better condition for covers of this era and age, some include letters, a few
patriotics and some interesting cancels or usages, sure to be several great items for even the advanced Confederate
Postal Historian, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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Confederate States, Provisional Stamp Collection, June 1861 to October 1861, highly specialized group
of early Provisional issues from highly advanced collection also included in this sale, with better items that include (mint
unless noted otherwise): 5X1, 11X2, 16X1 with black town postmark, 26X1 with manuscript cancel, 56X1, 56X1 block of
eight, 56X2, 58X1 with black town postmark, 58X2, 61X1 with PF certificate, 61X2 and 61X3 with blue town postmarks,
61X5 with trace blue postmark at bottom, 62X1, 62X2, 62X2 position 21, 62X3 with paid cancel, 62X4 with New Orleans
postmark, 62X5 with paid cancel and 81X2 with CSA certificate, condition is typical of these Provisional issues, with
occasional small fault, a couple certificates on a few of the more difficult items, great collection with items for even the
most advanced Confederate Specialist, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Confederate States, Postal History Collection, 1861-64, 46 covers, with #5 tied by Savannah GA c.d.s. to
Elbertson GA, #13 tied by Richmond VA c.d.s. to Americus GA, #2 tied by Tuscumbia AL c.d.s. to Lynchburg VA, #2 tied
by York VA c.d.s. to Madison GA, #4 sheet margin left example tied by Gordonsville VA to Statesville NC, jumbo #4 with
parts of three other stamps showing tied by blue Petersburg VA c.d.s. to Montgomery AL, #6 pair with four margins tied
by Burlington NC to Pendleton SC, #7 tied by indistinct c.d.s. to CSA patriotic cover addressed to Saumsville VA, #7
block of four tied by Goldboro NC to Americus GA, #12 tied by Talbottown GA to Whitesville GA, #12c tied by purple
Augusta GA to Macon GA, needs some serious research, mixed condition, a great lot at a great price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Confederate States, #1s on Cover Collection, 1861-62, 32 covers franked by #1, includes 5¢ tied by blue
target with matching Brownsville NC c.d.s. to Charlottesville VA forwarded to Staunton VA, 5¢ tied by blue Columbia SC
c.d.s. to Yorkville SC, 5¢ tied by Graham NC to Keens Creek NC, with contents headed Camp Lee, 5¢ tied by
Gordonsville VA c.d.s. to patriotic cover of ten star flag to Lafayette Hill VA, 5¢ tied by Montgomery AL c.d.s. to cover to
Florence AL, 5¢ tied by blue Newbern NC c.d.s. to Petersburg VA with contents, 5¢ with sheet margin at bottom tied by
double circle Macon GA c.d.s. to Mobile AL, 5¢ sheet margin at top and left, tied by double circle Mobile AL to Marion
Station MI, four pairs include pair 5¢ on stained cover to Union Court House SC, pair 5¢ tied by Richmond VA c.d.s. to
Rocky Springs MS, pair 5¢ tied by Orange C.H. VA to Martins Depot SC, and pair tied by indistinct c.d.s. to Richmond
VA, mixed condition, a treasure trove for the CSA maven, plan on spending sufficient time with this beauty, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Confederate States, Provisional Cover Collection, 1860-1861, highly specialized group of 27 early
Provisional covers from highly advanced collection also included in this sale, with better items that include: 16X1 with
PF certificate, 18XU14, 31XU1, 31XU2 turned adversity cover, 49XU1, 58X2 tied to cover with Mobile postmark,
59XU1, 59XU2, 62X4, 65X1, 68XU1, 79XU1, 118XU? unlisted circular cancel, Provisional Covers: Augusta, GA with
paid 5, Charleston, SC with paid 5, Cuthbert GA with Paid 10, Fredricksberg, VA with paid 10, Forsyth, GA with paid 10
in box, Hillsboro, N.C. with blue paid 10, Mobile, AL with PAID 5 in box, Murfreesboro, TN. with straightline paid, New
Orleans, LA with numeral 3, Richmond, VA with black paid 10 in circle, Roswell, GA with blue PAID, Uniontown, AL with
numeral 5 in circle, Winchester, VA with paid 10, U.S. 65 on P.O.W. cover from Ohio through Virginia to Morgantown,
condition is typical of covers of this era, with occasional small fault, great collection with items for even the most
advanced Confederate Specialist, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S. and Foreign
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U.S. and Foreign, Face Value Lot, 1940-2010, a disjointed face value lot with values running from 3¢ to $5,
with U.S. in singles, booklets, coils, plate blocks and strips, souvenir sheets, full sheets, and year sets, total face well
over $10,000; also Canada that includes face, mint and used in album 1870-1985, plus United Nations Flag issues
and worldwide on-/off-paper; U.S. face the vast majority of the value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S. and Foreign, Compilation of Space Covers, 1968-88, approximately 675 covers, with early test
launches, ICBM launch, Apollo 6 capsule testing, Polaris sub firing, Gemini, Apollo 7 through 17, including launches,
moon landing, recoveries, splashdown, with two covers, Apollo 8 and Apollo 9, signed by Frank Borman, James
Lovell, William Anders, Dave Scott, and James McDivitt; a premium collection of this popular Topical, and a rare
opportunity to stock up, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S. and Foreign, Philatelic Behemoth, 1861-2000, a messy lot with stamps in albums, in glassines and
loose, consisting of U.S., face value with plate blocks, full sheets, etc. that some organization would help, values up to
$1.00, wines, match & medicines, postal history, mint Germany collection with 398-400, B49-B57, B68 singles, B103,
C46-C56, nice Spain collection, Great Britain #2 used, Scott Platinum hingless pages parts III & IV, thousands of
stamps with no place to call home, give them a chance, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S. and Foreign, Philatelic Blow Out, 1880-2010, many thousands of covers & stamps, with 4 Volume
Germany collection, first day covers from the 1930’s to 2010, first flight covers, world wide postal history, U.N. first day
covers, various cacheted covers, hand drawn naked mermaid on naval cover, dozens of packaged first day sets such
as Classic Disney Movie Panels, advertising covers, U.S. face, mint & used worldwide,
tons of fun for cheap money, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S. and Foreign, Postal History Extravaganza, 1861-2010, many thousands of covers and cards in
albums and boxes, with U.S. First Day Covers, First Flight Covers, Akron and Macon covers, four hand-drawn cachets
by Robert Clymer, #U103 and U105 mint entires plus other mint stationery including several mint #U293 and a group of
mint wrappers, Washington Birthday postcards, stampless, Naval, 1937 Navy Football Schedule cover, railroad
covers, postage dues, cacheted special events, postcards with Black Xmas greeting, expositions, world wide First Day
Covers and postal history, V Mail, etc., etc., etc.; mixed condition, a true bargain, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S. and Foreign, Picture Postcard Collection, 1890-1975, a luxurious lot of a several thousand picture
postcards, with many scenic, some better includes Uncle Sam & Teddy Roosevelt, real photo Charles Lindbergh, 1904
World’s Fair, San Francisco earthquake, 1906 Veteran’s Bazaar, two volumes ocean liners, blacks, volume 1939 New
York World’s Fair with ephemera, box of military postcards, zeppelins, also trade cards, menus & calendars, a rare
opportunity, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S. and Foreign, Philatelic Monstrosity, 1857-1960, nice selection of worldwide singles, most 19th to
early 20th century, enormous catalogue value, some reference items noted, strong in France & British Colonies,
separated into U.S. and foreign, approximately (370) individual stamps on display cards, a few surprises i.e. some well
centered, better cancels etc., U.S. first day covers with many better cachets, an astounding selection for your inventory,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S. and Foreign, Mint & Used Collection, 1847-2010, eclectic lot with U.S. used 2 pen canceled, mint 399,
400A, 403, 630 White Plains sheet, C2-C3, loads of postage with some of it stuck down, Poland B-31, nice group of mint
South East Asia, excellent JFK two volume topical collection, postcards & postal history, U.S. quarter collection, a grand
grop, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S. and Foreign, Covers Galore, Some Useful, many thousands of items; we note trade cards, Zeppelin
postcards, insurance forms with stamps, First Day Covers, First Flights, cacheted, even a few early Valentines, picture
postcards, meter mail, stationery, etc.; from useless to useful, one thing’s for sure: our estimate is conservative and will
reward the brave buyer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S. and Foreign, Stamp Exhibits, Exhibitions, Poster Stamps and Seals, 1895-2016, sprawling stock
restrained in 21 counter books which contains an incredible array of material, some in quantity, and represents just
about every event ending with NY 2016; by and far a really nifty lot that will reward the bidder for resale value at many
multiples of our conservative estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S. and Foreign, Copious Collection of Postal History, 1860-1975, over a thousand cards & covers with
many premium items, included but not limited to 1908 Christmas Seal tied to cover, J1-J2 on cover to Rome NY, Q1 on
picture postcard, C13 pair on small box, mint postal stationery, stamp postcards Mexico, Paraguay & Cuba, North
Borneo first day cover 193 (2), 194, 195, 197, 199, first flight, illustrated advertising, unusual Akron cover, fancy
cancels, official War Department envelopes, first flight covers, first day covers, and more, the perfect lot for the cover
dealer, some mixed condition, an overwhelming lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 2,000
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U.S. and Possessions, Cornucopia of Eclectic Material, 1847-1993, useful group of deverse material,
mint never hinged, original gum hinged, used, covers, some with defects, highlights too numerous to mention but…in no
particular order, two #1 used, E2(*) with corner crease, 1053 FDC, 1053*NH, 834*NH, 330*, 12 used small thin, 421*,
pocket stockbook with nice Hawaii Banknotes, used 153 with cert, RB23 Plate block, group of high value Newspapers,
568*NH block, Defense Savings Booklet, C36 Essay, seventy-nine NH R734, 386* x 2, Group of misc proofs, essays
and specimens, 374*NH Plate block, O52-O56*, 319p* booklet pane, 623*NH Plate block, 262 used, 92 used, 2870
recalled Legends pane, QE1 & QE3(2) NH panes, C10a booklet pane, two C24 Plate blocks, and so much more,
hundreds of interesting and useful items, some high value with flaws, others lovely premium items, lots of fun and
suprises. Scott $15,000 ++.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S. and Possessions, Clean Mint and Used Stock, 19th to 20th Century, barely restrained in 25 volumes
and a long red box, intact as received and containing highlights such as #9X1, Washington-Franklins, mint #547, 573,
Columbians to the 50¢, some Trans-Miss, Pan Ams, #400; some is never hinged; also a nice selection of
Back-of-the-Book including cut squares, Revenues, Possessions and of course the stalwart United Nations; clean and
useful inventory that has been very conservatively evaluated and will provide a handsome return for the internet trader,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
files, with mint sheets of Samuel Clemens (3), #463 (59), Overrun Countries, 3¢ Purples, #644, 704 (18), 706, 709 (2);
Canal Zone #C15-C20; Puerto Rico #210-212, 214; Cuba #221-222, 224-226; used includes #230-238 with
duplicates, 285-290, used Ducks with #RW1, RW4-RW8, F.-V.F. Scott $9,400+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S. Possessions, Tucked-Away Holding, 19th & 20th Century, on various pages and a well-worn Elbe
stockbook, old-school all the way, we note Hawaii (mostly reprints); Shanghai’s (includes high values mint); Canal Zone
on stockcards and sales sheets with blocks and varieties, specialized collection on album leaves (Cat $3,678); seven
various old auction lots on original album pages —about $2800 catalog value here, then folders of Philippines (over
$3,000 catalog) Guam (over $6,800 catalog) then Danish West Indies (catalog $750), an interesting oldie but goodie lot
and unchecked for potential varieties, the occasional very good or fine and some faults as one might expect, viewing
invited, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $30,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
U.S. Possessions, Collection, 1861-1978, mounted on Scott pages in 3-ring binder, much of the value in
Canal Zone, well filled and mostly unused, highlights include used #1-3, J2-J3, unused #4-8, 18-20, #21-45 (couple
used), 50-51, 53, 57, 59, 70-81, 85-95, 97-104, 120-135, C1-C5, CO1-CO7, J16-J17, J19-J20, Cuba includes few
overprints, D.W.I. has nice unused set of #5-13 and a few varieties, Guam includes unused #1-8, 10, M3-M4, and used
E1, Hawaii features an excellent mixed selection of the banknotes #30//52, Provisional Gov’t #53//73, and Republic
#74//82, Philippines consists of a small selection of used overprints including #223, and a small selection of the later
issues, and finally a nice group of Puerto Rico overprints, much premium Canal Zone material, an excellent start to this
popular area, significantly better then usual condition; few minor flaws, Very Fine and attractive. Scott $9,500 ++.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S. Possessions, Lovely All-Mint Old-Time Collection, a beautiful, clean and high quality mint collection
of Canal Zone, Philippines and a touch of Guam, assembled on springback quadrille pages; the Canal Zone is quite
excellent, including better like #58-59, 60-66, 70-81, 84-95, 86e, C15-C20; good Philippines like #276-280, 302, 304,
319-325, 340-353 with 4p in a pair; plus a bit of Guam with Guard Mail issues, etc.; attractive, fresh lot, F.-V.F. or better,
see it in its entirety on our website.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Guam, Collection/Stock, 1899-1930 (1-12, E1, M1-M11), strong stock of U.S. overprinted GUAM stamps,
from 3-8 of each overprinted value (lacking only the two rare type II), and one to 8 each of the 1930 Guard Mail material,
couple of used 2¢, all others mint, many fresh and well centered, much better then usual, also included is an interesting
collection of the Guam Guard Mail Local Post of the 1970’s to 1980’s, including stamps sheets and covers, useful group
of this desirable territory, F.-V.F.; with 2002 A.P.S. certificate for one #11. Scott $10,000 ++.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Ryukyus, Organized Stock / Accumulation, 1948-1972 (1-228, C1-C30, E1, R1-R12), fresh and choice
group of mint, mostly never hinged, stamps and stationery neatly arranged on stock pages in Scott Speciality Series
album, comprehensive coverage including varieties and lacking very few whole numbers, well balanced reasonable
quantities with few over ten, crisp and sharp condition, also a complete run of Christmas seals, lovely group, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott approximately $4,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Great Britain & Canada, Collection, 1840-1892, mounted in a binder, Great Britain has used #1 three
margins, 3, 34, 42, 43, 54, 57, 94, 95, 96, 103, 104, 105, 106, 139, 140, 142, mint 78, 111-122, 124, 137, 138, used &
mint Officials, Canada is noted with used 4 (2), 8, 17, 18, 19, 21-25, 27, 28, 65, mint 36 pair, 37, 38, 46-47, 50, 52-58, 63,
85 block of four NH, 135, C2-C4, E3, Nova Scotia used 3, mint 8, 11,12, some primo material for our brave bidders,
F.-V.F. Scott $25,000+.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Great Britain, Solid Balance of a High Catalog Value Collection, 1840-1970. A marvelous collection in a
Scott Specialty album with extra pages added for varieties and covers; the Queen Victoria through King George V
issues - virtually all used - are missing only nine major Scott numbers: Scott 31, 47, 56, 63, 90-93, 173, 174, 176, 177,
178 & 209. In addition, the Queen Victoria issues are loaded with plate numbers, minor duplication and a few better
mint, the mint including #33 (plate. 102), 56 (plate. 12), 78 (block of 6, stamps NH), 99, 104 (Specimen overprint), 117
(full pane of 20, few slightly “jammed” perfs, stamps NH), 119-122 & 126, plus a used 1d Mulready Letter Sheet (mint)
and 2d envelope mint. The George VI issues are mixed mint & used, while those of QE II, which include Channel
Islands, are just about all mint and NH (the first definitives and phosphor issues are LH). The Postage Due issues, with
J18-25 & J34-67 being mint (mainly LH) are complete and the Officials, which are fairly strong, include (used) O6, O17,
O21, Govt. Parcels complete (usual heavyish cancels), O49-52, O63-64, O69, O72-77 (½d mint) & O83 (two, one
heavily canceled). The Offices Abroad are pretty scattered except for the issues for Turkish Empire, which catalog
about $600. As for condition, the pre-1880 Queen Victoria period is somewhat mixed, especially on the high values, but
includes plenty of F-VF $100-and-up stamps, while the later material is generally F-VF with only a few small faults on
some of the high values. All-in-all, a very nice lot with plenty to recommend it. Scott $60,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Great Britain, Charming Mint & Used Collection, 1840-2000, presented in two Scott albums, better used
includes #17, 26, 27a, 32a, 48, 57, 62, 64, 73, 87, 96, 107, 268; mint has #371-374, then fairly complete for the rest of
the period; Postage Dues, Officials, Regionals, Offices Abroad, with extras such as blocks, varieties, etc.; a treat for the
winning bidder, F.-V.F. Scott $13,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,800 - 2,600
Great Britain, Lovely Mint and Used Collection, 1840-1997, in two Scott Specialty albums, starts with
three-margined #1 with black Maltese cross cancel, followed by used #3, 4, 8-10, 26, 27-28, 34, 39-40, 42, 44, 48,
52-53, 55, 70-71, 78-87, 96, 104-05, 107, 108-109, 126, 139-141, 179-181, 222-224; mint #267-268, 292-308, then
mint complete to 1992; Postage Dues used, then a nice group of mint Machin Heads 85% complete, F.-V.F. Scott
$16,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Great Britain, Revenue Collection, 1854-1959, hundreds of stamps neatly mounted on annotated pages in
a Scott album, with exceptionally strong Queen Victoria issues; includes Admiralty Court, Agricultural Unemployment,
Bankruptcy, Chancery Court, Civil Service, Common Law, Companies Registration, Contract Note, Customs, District
Audit, Counterpart, and Foreign Bill, with spaces for addition Revenues; a classic collection not often encountered,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Aden, Magnificent Award-Winning Exhibition Collection of the First Queen Elizabeth II Issue, 1953,
superb, beautifully assembled and perfectly annotated collection of over 125 covers, blanketing in detail nearly every
conceivable usage of this landmark issue; the collection is assembled by denomination, beginning with the 5c low value
properly used locally on a newspaper wrapper, the in combination with multiples of itself or other values from the set to
satisfy other rates and usages; no real sense to further detail the many highlights here, as the outstanding write-ups
certainly cover them; truly a fascinating study of a “modern” issue from an unusual, exotic locale, F.-V.F. though most
are certainly better, sit back and enjoy reviewing the entire lot on our website.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
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Aden, Outstanding Postal History Collection, ca. 1937-52, a lovely, neatly presented specialized holding
comprising 11 choice and very scarce ca. 1903-07 picture post cards, five of which are rare usages from Perim Island
with the remaining six early Aden cards; from there, the rest of the collection consists of approximately 21 King George
VI Dhow issue-franked covers, including an April 1, 1937 First Day Cover bearing nine values, plus three additional First
Day Covers; a choice 1938 commercial usage to Kobe, Japan; a 1939 usage to Jerusalem; First Day Cover of #16-27
(less #14a, which cam out later), plus examples of different printings, Censors, etc., F.-V.F., specialist’s delight; imaged
in full online.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Australia, First Flights, 1930-84, over 150 covers, better includes 3 Aug 1937 first glider flight Geelong to
Melbourne, 4 Dec 1934 first Australian rocket flight, 13 Dec 1935 Adelaide to Kangaroo Island, 28 Mar 1936 Narimine to
Dubbe, 19 Apr 1937 Darwin to Brisbane aboard “Lawrence Hargrave”, 18 Dec 1949 Special Christmas Flight Brisbane
to Mornington Island, 3 Oct 1950 Wellington to Sydney via flying boat, with photos, newspaper clippings and luggage
stickers, a phenomenal collection of this popular country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Australia, Huge Valuable Face Value Lot, 1995-2010, many hundreds of presentation packs, total face
approximately AU$4,500 (= US$3175); great lot for the Topical dealer, fresh and clean; a massive lot, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Forces in Egypt, Compelling Specialized Collection, 1932-35 (M1//M11), in two binders with
additional loose, comprising the Letter Seal, Postal Seal and Letter Stamp issues (no Christmas Camel issues);
collection kicks off with an example of the announcement of the Postal Concession, and continues with mint and used
examples of the stamps plus 72 covers; stamps include a left margin imperforate proof block of four of #M1, followed by
extensive plating notes (even many of the on-cover stamps are plated!), with complete panes of 20 mint and used, large
multiples used, pane reconstructions (some more complete than others), etc.; covers offer a variety of Crown Cancel
numbers, a couple rettas struck in red, multiples on cover, Egyptian slogan roller cancels, a cover endorsed “Overland
Mail”, even a couple unauthorized usages, one with stamp on front tied by both retta and Crown Cancel, another on an
Official cover to Canada with penciled note from MPO Cairo that the stamps are only valid for use to Great Britain and
the Irish Free State, etc., etc.; some covers opened for display, some showing usage faults, but generally clean and
sound throughout, F.-V.F. with better, a wonderful lot; see it all online.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
British Forces in Egypt, Spectacular Exhibition-Worthy Collection, 1932-40, in two volumes on quadrille
pages lavishly and extensive annotated throughout; opens with a brief history of the Concession, followed by each
series of stamps with mint, used (including a lovely #M1 block of 15) and/or on-piece, with various plate or perforation
varieties noted; Christmas Seals follow, with nice usages with red or blue rettas to be found; then come the Crown
Cancels with several numerals and a #12 (in black) Mary Lloyd cover, with a binder-plus of Army Post stamps and
covers; note Christmas card envelopes properly franked by 3m Army Posts, multiple and mixed frankings, Active
Service covers; a nice array of Base, Army, RAF and Naval censors plus a neat green “Chief Field Censor” handstamp;
destinations include Egypt (an Official envelope), Ireland, New Zealand, Palestine (!)…the list of highlights goes on and
on; stamps near-pristine, with covers remarkably well-preserved on the whole, Very Fine, a must-see collection;
imaged in full online.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
British Forces in Egypt, Solid “Army Post” Collection (M12-M15), each of the four issues represented,
with mint and used examples plus 77 covers; includes mint blocks (corner and plate), used pairs and blocks (including
on cover); the covers are the heart of the collection, providing a range of MPO cancels, censor markings and numerous
First Day usages; a Feb. 24, 1936 cover (5 days before issue date), a Latest Documented Usage of #M13 from Abu
Sueir (Mar. 22, 1937); 1936 #M13-franked cover sent through the civilian Post Office, resulting in 4d due on arrival in
Stratford on Avon; a “Postmen/Alexandria” mixed-franking cover dated July 1, 1942, the day the Allies evacuated
following the Battle of El Alamein; a British India Line corner card cover, Active Service covers, etc.; most destinations to
the UK, but note also Cairo, the US, Australia, South Africa (50m rate cover), and a solid selection of New Zealand Red
Cross, On Active Service, and National Patriotic Fund Board covers; a remarkable holding sure to please, F.-V.F. with
better, fully imaged on our website.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Canada, Colossal Mint & Used Collection, 1860-2015, residing on pages and in three Lighthouse albums,
better used with 8, 34-40, 44-47, 62, 66-73, 89-95, 74-84, 158, mint has 162-177, 203, 241-245, 249-262, C1-C4, E2,
E3, E4, F2-F3, OX4, J6-J10, J11-J14, and the collection is further enhanced with covers, first day covers, better
cancels, booklets, etc., a first class collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Canada, Comprehensive Cover Compilation, 1885-1987, in two long boxes, everything you could wish for
in Canadian postal history beginning with the Queens and running to the recent present; a huge amount of
material—our estimate is over 1000 items—semi-sorted; note a nice range of Victoria and Edward covers, with various
cancel types and a wide range of locations; picture post cards (several real photos); slogan cancels; Registered and
Official covers plus a few Airs; coils on cover; postal stationery (cards, entires, lettersheets, aerogrammes, etc.); plus a
slew of First Day Covers from King George V on (most, unsurprisingly, King George VI and Queen Elizabeth II); an
outstanding old-time offering that will please the most die-hard dealer or collector, F.-V.F. with much better throughout,
inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Cyprus, Excellent Collection Balance, 1880-1966. A fairly complete, mainly mint collection in a 3-ring
Scott Specialty album; loaded with $50-and-up stamps, a number of them both mint & used; highlights include Scott
numbers (mint unless noted “º”) 1, 4, 5 (no gum), 6-8º, 10 (plate. 215 & 218), 11, 13 (light crease), 14º, 15º (thin), 16º,
17º, 20, 20a, 23a (small ink stain), 24a, 25, 25aº, 26aº, 27 (tiny thin), 37 (mint & used), 55-59, 71º, 85, 86º, 107, 108,
114-123 (all but 1£ used), and then virtually complete to 1966 (the album pages go to 1997), the 1934-55 issues mostly
used, the balance just about all mint and nearly all NH. A great lot. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Falkland Islands, Excellent Mint Collection, 1878-1932, desirable collection of 52 different stamps from
this popular country, mounted neatly on three Scott pages; includes #1, 3-4, 5-8, 9//18, 19, 20-21, 22-28, 30-38, 41-48,
and 54-64; truly worthwhile for expansion or resale, mainly F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Indian Expeditionary Forces, Mint and Used Collection, 1914-20, with 26 covers or cards, including 1914
½a variety double overprint never hinged; 1915 (July 20) ½a postal stationery envelope endorsed “On Field Service” to
Canton (arrival) via Bombay and Hong Kong showing “O.C. 126/Indian Field Ambulance” sender’s cachet in violet on
reverse; 1917 (Feb. 12) “On Active Service” censored envelope to Moscow bearing I.E.F. #12a, cancelled by “Passed
Censor/D” double-ring handstamp in red, with “F.P.O. No. 54" c.d.s. (Sheik Said/Sinn Area) on reverse; 1918 censored
envelope to Switzerland bearing I.E.F. ½a with India ½a pair and two singles, cancelled by ”Baghdad" double-ring
datestamp; and 1920 (Apr. 19) envelope to Alexandria bearing on reverse I.E.F. ½a and 1a, cancelled by “F.P.O. No.
18" c.d.s., showing ”O.E.T.A.-E.E.F./Jaffa" c.d.s. adjacent, F.-V.F., see it all online.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Malay States, The Soldier of Philately Collection, 1891-1970, approximately 1400-1500 covers total,
400-500 useful older from different Malayan/Malaysian States, including Perak, Negri Sembilan and Selangor; many
different usages and frankings, including Registered, Airmail and aerogrammes, etc., with scarce cancels to be found; a
genuine philatelic treasure for the specialist, F.-V.F. or better, see it all online.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
New Zealand, Antipodean Accolades Collection, 1856-1994, in a filled-to-capacity Scott Specialty album;
begins with a nice mix of Chalon Heads (various duplicated), with solid late-19th century Pictorials; much mint after
1906, with the vast majority of post-1935 material mint never hinged; Semi-Postals (from 1932) include miniature
sheets both mint and used, with Airs, Dues, Officials, Postal Fiscals and solid Life Insurance issues present as well;
everything you could want is here, including unexploded booklets, booklet panes, blocks, souvenir sheets (including
Expo-cancelled), etc., along with Ross Dependency to 1982; pages continue to 2000, making expansion easy, F.-V.F.
with much better.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Sarawak, Exceptional Mainly Mint Singles and Blocks, 1888-1947, a superior quality collection of dozens
mounted on stockcards; highlights include (mint, unless noted) #8-12, 22-27, 32-35, 36-47, 50-70, 77 (4), 77a, 77 block
(used), 78 (6) plus #78 block, 94-108, 109-134, plus used set and multiples, #135-154; a magnificent block of 50 of the
high value $10 #134; #155-158, 159-173, 180-195; excellent condition throughout with most being never hinged,
F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Sierra Leone, Extensive Holding of Modern Imperforates, a wonderful and perfectly clean two-volume
selection of hundreds of sets, many in pairs or blocks of four, plus souvenir sheets, all heavily Thematically weighted
from around 1990 on; includes unlisted versions of dozens of sets and souvenir sheets, many of which carry a decent
catalogue value as normal perforated issues; includes Disney, sports, celebrities, animals, art, etc., with a bit of French
Guinea included as well; ideal holding for the trader, o.g., never hinged, routinely Very Fine, a most uncommon holding;
imaged in full online.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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Trinidad & Tobago, Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1952, a fabulous collection of 205 mint and used
stamps, including numerous rarities, carefully placed on stock pages with Scott numbers and catalogue values;
highlights include from Trinidad unused #2-3, 4, 7, 15, 17, 23, 27, 39, 41, 45, 48a, 49, 50, 54a, 55-59, 63, 67, 68-73,
74-76, 78-87, 89-90, 92-102, 103-170, J10-J17 and used #1, 6, 9 thin, 11-13, 16-18, 21-22, 33, 35, 35a, 36, 40, 47;
Trinidad and Tobago includes mint #1-10, 34-42, 50-61; Tobago all mint #1-5, 6 (possibly regummed but looks fresh),
8-13, 14-18, 20, 22-24, 25-28, 30-31; a few items no gum but most fresh and attractive; expect a few faults, but loaded
with much better material, F.-V.F. Scott $21,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
H/m
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British Commonwealth, Absolutely Superb All-Mint All-Premium Selection, it’s not often we get the
opportunity to offer a lot such as this; imagine a lot with nearly every item on an individual stockcard, the bulk identified
on the back, all mint, and largely King George V to the mid-Queen Elizabeth II years, of which nearly all are in sets—and
throw in a good proportion of never hinged for good measure; what follows is merely a sampling to give a taste of what
you’ll find: Ascension #62-74, 75-88; Bahrain #1-12, 60-62, 78-80; Bermuda #128, 482-498 (gutter pairs); British
Antarctic Territory #25-38; Brunei #62-75; Canada #245, 302, C2 (block of four); Caymans #100-111, 122-134,
153-167 (2); Falklands #38, 107-120, 128-142 (2); Gambia #132-143; Gibraltar #132-145 (2); Iraq #188-194,
O90-O114; Jamaica #30; Malta #246-262 (2), J11-J29; Morocco Agencies #201-208; Newfoundland #115-126,
183-199, C13-C17; New Zealand #185-198 (2); Northern Rhodesia #25-45; Nyasaland Protectorate #54-67; Papua
#50-57, 122-136, 153-163; Pitcairn #1-10, 39-51 (2); Qatar #26-36; Rhodesia & Nyasaland #141-155, 158-171;
Sabah #1-16; St. Helena #38 (block of four), 118-127, 140-152; Singapore #21-22, 28-42 (2); Solomon Islands #J1-J8
(2); Southern Rhodesia #81-94; South Georgia #17-30 (2); South West Africa #249-260; Trinidad & Tobago #11;
Turks & Caicos #105-117; United Arab Emirates with rare 1971 unissued Swimming Championships issue, and tons
more; this lot will keep the eBayer going for weeks or longer; truly an exceptional lot with enormous aggregate
catalogue value; you’ll regret missing this one, F.-V.F., most better, check out images on the website.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
British Commonwealth, Spectacular Mostly All-Mint “G-T” King George V-King George VI Collection,
a splendid and fresh compilation, presented on Ne Plus Ultra linen-lined pages, formed by a prominent individual in the
1920s-’40s; absolutely loaded with premium such as (mint, unless noted) Gambia #102-119; Gibraltar #86-89, 90
(used), 91-92; Gold Coast #91-94, 95; Great Britain used #1, 209, mint #179-180; Grenada #91-112, 114-123; Hong
Kong #124, 143-146, 147-150, 168-173, J1-J5; nice India; Mesopotamia #N28-N41; Ireland #12-14, 36, 56-58, 77-79;
Jamaica #75-87, 88-100 (less #95); KUT 29-37, 46-59 (less #56); Leewards #76-83, 103-115; Malta #73, 86-93,
113-114, 116-129, 131-147, 166, J1-J10, J11-J20 tête-bêche pairs; Montserrat #69-74 pairs, 83-84; good NW Pacific
Islands; New Guinea #1-13 (two #13), 44-45 (used), C46-C59; Nauru #14-15 (used); Niue #30-34; Newfoundland
#145-159, 164-171, 212-225, C3 (mint and used), C3b (used), C6-C8, C13-C17; New Zealand #179-181, 185-198
(less #186A); Nigeria #38-49; good Nyasaland, Palestine and Papua; Northern Rhodesia #1-17 with #1-12 in pairs;
Southern Rhodesia #1-14 in magnificent blocks of four, 25-30, 42-54; St. Helena #92, 95-99, 101-110, 118-127; St.
Kitts #52-63; nice St. Lucia, Samoa, Sarawak; Sierra Leone #140-152, 153-165; South West Africa with pairs to the £1,
94-95, 99-105; excellent Sudan, Swaziland; Tanganyika #10-28, 29-44; plus Jordan, Trinidad & Tobago, great South
Africa, and much, much more, generally F.-V.F. or better, a wonderful lot imaged in full online; be sure to view.
Estimate $6,000 - 7,000
British Commonwealth, Massive and Valuable Never Hinged Accumulation, a superb, clean and
valuable accumulation of thousands, virtually all in sets, comprising King George VI and Queen Elizabeth II issues,
including multiples and miniature sheets in quantities; the vast majority of coverage lies in Queen Elizabeth II material to
the early 1980s, with loads of countries represented; to list all the “better” would fill pages, but a nice sampling shows (all
Gibbons numbers) Norfolk Island #1-12 (blocks of six), 6a & 12a (3 blocks of 20 of each (Gibbons £1800)); Nyasaland
Protectorate #144-157 (5 sets including blocks of four); Caymans #161a (2 blocks of four); nice South Georgia with
surcharge issues in multiples by printer; strong New Zealand, Falklands, Antarctic Territory, Australia and Papua;
Northern Rhodesia #75-88 (blocks of eight and pairs); Gibraltar #145-158, D1-D3 (2 sets of blocks of 30 with varieties);
Malta #280-282 (4 of each including pairs); Zanzibar #358-372 (in blocks of four and six); strong omnibus issues, and
tons more; simply put, a huge amount of clean and popular material, largely Very Fine, an exceptional lot.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
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British Commonwealth, 19th and 20th Century Inventory, a carefully put-together stock in two boxes, well
described by Scott numbers on individual sales cards; starts with Great Britain and runs through the Commonwealth;
approximately 70% is completely sound, with the balance with generally minor faults; perfect to sell at stamp shows or
online, as it will make up individual country stocks, generally F.-V.F., fresh and unpicked, with the work all done. 2016
Scott $20,300 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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British Commonwealth, Magnificent Mint & Used Stock, 1848-1970, over 700 sets and singles, all on
Scott-identified and annotated black cards, with better including mint Aitutaki #215-246D, Ascension #17 (3), Bahrain
#141-152, Bangkok #8 (2), Barbuda #11, Bechuanaland #1, Bechuanaland Protectorate #52, Bermuda #143-162,
British Antarctic Territory #24, British Central Africa #52, Cook Islands #12, Dominica #8, Fiji #17, Gibraltar #5, Gold
Coast #4, Hong Kong #52, India #52, Jamaica #1, Kuwait #291-298, Labuan #7, Nigeria #17, North Borneo #65, Oman
#94-105, Papua-New Guinea #108, Queensland #16, Saint Lucia #54 (pair), Saint Vincent #3, Sarawak #197-211,
Seychelles #21; and used Northern Rhodesia #74, Nyasaland Protectorate #23, etc., with many more stamps in the
$100-and-up range; some small faults with early material as to be expected, but much sound and salable material,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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British Commonwealth, Extraordinary Mostly All-Mint “A-F” King George V-King George VI
Collection, a remarkable and wonderfully fresh collection housed in a splendid Scott Ne Plus Ultra springback binder,
offering a true trip down memory lane; premium abounds such as (mint, unless noted) Aden #1-12, 16-27, plus Kathiri
States; Aitutaki #1-9 (2), 10-13; Antigua #67-76 (6d used), 58-64; Ascension #1-7, 10-21, 23-32, 40-49; Australia used
#125-129 & 130-132, mint #166-167a; Basutoland #1-10, 18-28; Bahamas #84, 85-89, 100-113, 116-129;
Bechuanaland Protectorate #105-116, 124-136; Barbados #140-151, 152-164; Bermuda #49-52; British Guiana
#183-187, 189 pairs, 205-209, 210-222, 230-241; Brunei #38; extensive Canada with #122, 155-158 pairs, 160-161
blocks of four, and extensive coil strips of three; Caymans #63, 85-96, 100-111; Cyprus #108, 110, 114-123, 125-135;
Dominica #83-85; Falklands #84-96; plus wonderful Egypt like #50-59 imperforate, 92-103, 121-123, 128-149,
155-158 with sepia centers, 167, 177-190, 224, and tons more; collection was formed by a prominent individual, who
noted the years and locations he acquired the items, mainly in the 1930s, mostly Very Fine, enjoy it all on our website.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
British Commonwealth, Mint and Used Stock Collection, 1848-1984, with each stamp individually
mounted on annotated stockcard, according to owner’s classification; comprising Australia with 1913 Kangaroo 5d
orange brown mint (5) and 2sh used, 1918 Kangaroo 5sh used, 1928 Melbourne Exhibition 3d pane of four mint
(brownish gum), 1935 25th Anniversary of Reign of George V 2sh mint (3), 1963 £1 mint (4, two never hinged) and £2
mint; Ceylon with 1857-59 imperforate 6d (2) and 1sh (4) used, 1861 rough perf 6d (3) used and 9d deep brown unused
(regummed), 1893 16c used and 1895 10c on 24c used; Cyprus with 1880 overprints 1d unused (2) and used, 1d plates
205 and 208 unused, 1884 ½pi on ½pi unused, 1894 Queen Victoria 45pi lightly canceled, 1903 King Edward VII 9pi
and 18pi both overprinted “Specimen” mint and 1912 King George V 45pi used; Gambia with 1859 imperforate 4d
unused, 1880 perf 14 1sh used; Malta with 1863-80 watermarked perf 14 ½d unused (20) and used (11) with shades,
1865 perf 12½ ½d used (2), 1886 5sh unused, o.g., 1914 King George V 5sh used and 1922 £1 unused; Mauritius with
1859 Britannia (9d) magenta used, 1862 6d green used (3, one canceled “B65" of Rodrigues), 1877 1sh on 5sh with
”Cancelled" overprint unused, o.g. (2), 1878 17c on 4d unused (regummed) and 1880 13c used; New Zealand with
1858-71 Chalon Heads including 1865 perf 12½ 4d unused (2) and 1sh used, 1874 2d unused, o.g. (2), 1882-97 1sh
unused (2), 1902 watermarked perf 14 5sh used, 1906 Christchurch 3d (4) and 6d unused, o.g., 1953 10sh mint (4); and
South Africa 1913 5sh unused, o.g., and 5sh and 10sh both handstamped “Specimen” in violet without gum; the quality
is mixed throughout with faults, yet there are many collectible stamps, as well as fine and desirable examples to be
found among most issues, which is more apparent in respect to the later issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
British Commonwealth, Baby-Boomers’ Amer-Asian Bonanza Jackpot Collection, 1859-1982, in three
Scott Specialty albums, each with dustcase, almost all used with many choice town, c.d.s. and genuine cancels;
Volume I is a respectable BNA (mainly Canada) collection (#15//902, and very strong Back-of-the-Book with #C1-C10,
CO1-CO2, E1-E11, EO1-EO2, J2//J36, MR1-MR7, O1//O50) whose highlights include #15, 39, 46, 50-53, 56, 58-59,
66-70, 72-73, 74-80, 91-93, 96-102, 104-122, 123-124, 125-130, 131-134, 136 pair (with many other beautiful Admiral
coil pairs), 139-140, 149-159, 162-177, 178-183, etc. (20th century largely complete); of special interest are the many
stunning coil pairs throughout, plus booklet panes and phosphor varieties—usually difficult to find used;
Newfoundland (#40//270) includes #48-51, 59, 61-74, 96, 239-243 etc.
Volume II includes Queen Elizabeth II British America with many nice cancels, largely complete for the following:
Antigua (1953-72), Bahamas (1954-72), Barbados (1953-75), Bermuda (1953-75), British Guiana (1954-75), British
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Honduras/Belize (1953-79), Cayman Islands (1953-74), Dominica (1954-75), Falkland Islands & Dependencies
(1955-77), Grenada (1953-75), Grenada Grenadines, Jamaica (1856-72) Leeward Islands, Montserrat (1953-76), St.
Lucia (19530-80), St. Kitts & Nevis (1954-74), St. Vincent (1955-79) with some gutter pairs, Grenadines of St. Vincent
early issues (1975-77 with some scarce used gutter pairs, Trinidad & Tobago (1953-70), Turks & Caicos (1957-75) and
Virgin Islands (1956-75); includes mostly complete sets, with definitives including many key top values.
Volume III is British Middle East, with Mesopotamia, Iraq (1923-82) extensive through 1975, Jordan (1920-82)
strongest from 1925-75 (includes #218-220, 306-318, C28, N1-N17), Kuwait (1923-82) mainly complete, including #83,
99-101, 742-749, C1-C4, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
224
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HH/H/m British West Indies, Caribbean Banker’s Portfolio Collection, 1859-1998, in Minkus Specialty album,
most mint in clear mounts; highlights include: Bahamas 1859-1997 very extensive and nice sound condition (used):
#11, 14, 16, 18, 22, 27-29, 90-91, MR13 (mint o.,g.): #1, 19, 30, 37-41, 44-47, 49-55, 58-62, 65-69, 72-83, 85-89, 92-95,
105, 116-129, 132-147, 148-149, 158-173, 185-200, 204-218, 230-244, 252-266, 272-275, MR1-MR4 (mint never
hinged): #33-36, 313a-330b, 317a, 328-330, 362-365a, 370-375a, 392-393a, 464-479, 490-491a, 492-495a, 504,
514-517a, 539-542a, 559-562a, 564-567, 576-579, 580-584, 597-601a, 604-618A, 621-624a, 625-629, 636-639,
640-644, 645-648, 651-654a, 659-662a, 663-667a, 672-673, 674-677, 679-682, 688-692, 693-694, 695-699, 700-703,
705-708a, 709-724, 725-729, 732-735, 736-739, 740-748, 749-754, 755-759, 763-766, 767-770, 776-783, 784-787,
793-796, 797-800, 801-805, 806-810, 811-814, 816, 817-821, 830, 831-834, 835-838, 849-864, 865-869, 870-874,
875-878a, 879-883, 884-885, 886-892, B3; Cayman Islands 1901-1998 very fresh and largely complete mint, with
(used): #354-359, 502-509, 518-521, 539-542, 547-550, 551-561 (mint o.g.): #1-2, 3-4, 8-15, 17, 24-28, 32-42, 50-62,
69-79, 85-94, 100-11, 116-117, 122-134, 135-149, 154-167, 210-224, 227-241, MR1-MR2 (mint never hinged):
#81-84, 262-276, 287-290, 331-345, 372-376a, 452-462, 532-533, 535-538, 574-578, 562-573, 579-582, 583-585,
586-589, 590-593, 594-597, 598-600, 602-603, 604-607, 609-613, 614-617, 618-621, 624-627, 628-631, 632-635,
636-647, 648-652, 653-656, 657-661, 662-665, 666-667, 672-675, 676, 677-680, 681-685a, 686-687, 688-692,
693-698, 698a, 699-703, 704-707, 709. 749-753, 759-762; Jamaica 1860-1998, with 9used): #1-2, 6, 11-12, 18-20, 23,
43, 45, 70 (mint o.g.); #28, 44, 51, 60, 84, 106-108, 109-112, 118-128, 138-139, 159-174, 181-184, 185-196, 279-291,
306-318, B1-B3, O2 (mint never hinged): #435-438a, 512-518, 528-531a, 546, 550-555, 556-559, 573-580, 591-594,
595-598, 604-611, 671-678, 679-682, 683-686, 687-693, 694-701, 699a-701a, 705-709, 710-716, 733-740, 756-759,
772-779, 798-799, 800-805, 814-822, 827-830, 831 with and without overprint, 841, 885-888, B4-B7, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth, Mint and Used Holding on Stockcards, 1860-1930, an eclectic holding of several
dozen on stockcards; the star of the lot is an almost complete collection of mint Tobago, including 29 of the 31
Scott-listed and a Rendon Certificate for #10 (Scott $3289); in addition, we noted B #1-12 mint ($714); various Hong
Kong including 11 mint examples of #61 ($550); Trinidad #O1-O6 ($367) and more Trinidad plus early Jamaica, etc.; a
few no gum, generally F.-V.F., an interesting assembly.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,500
British Commonwealth, Clean and Valuable Colonial Selection, well-organized and neatly arranged,
including a very substantial holding of Tristan Da Cunha with many blocks of four, good sets, better booklets, etc.;
Norfolk Island #1-12, 21-24, 26-28 all in never hinged blocks of four; Papua #122-126; Christmas Island #1-10 in singles
and blocks of four, plus duplicated later sets through the $1 values; loads of various booklets, a stockbook of mint 1970s
Oman; British Antarctic and Africa sets, etc., largely Very Fine, a super lot of popular material.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Pacific, Substantial Used Collection, 1899-2008, three Minkus albums loaded with about 5000
stamps and souvenir sheets, 99% used, with the hard-to-find used sets and singles; some earlier but strong in Queen
Elizabeth II issues, comprising 20 different island nations featuring Christmas Island #1-10, 39-54 (Scott $480); Cook
Islands #7, 25-26, 74-75, 101-102, 112-114, 131-140 ($1935); Fiji #17, 40-43, 53-58, 74, 106, 117-135 ($1750); Gilbert
& Ellice ($425); Kiribati ($400); Norfolk Island #1//224, 290-351, 447-549 ($815); Papua ($735); New Guinea ($760);
Papua New Guinea ($1030); Pitcairn ($185); Solomon Islands($920); Tokelau ($570), plus others; perfect lot for resale
by the country or by singles and sets, all nice and cleanly cancelled, generally F.-V.F., rarely offered thus. 2015 Scott
$11,200.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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Czechoslovakia, Mint Collection, 1918-85, mounted in a Scott Specialty album, virtually complete for the
period; includes #23-40, 187-190, C1-C3, C36-C39, plus Special Delivery complete, Postage Dues, Officials,
Newspaper stamps, Bohemia & Moravia #1-19, etc., etc.; doesn’t need many for completion; a nice album for Topical
dealers, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
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Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1858-2010, in three volumes; earlies generally used with good coverage
of 19th century in fairly decent condition; includes #121-127, plus Semi-Postals, Airmails, Postage Dues, Officials,
Newspapers and Military; a nice collection on which to build, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 600
Belgium & Colonies, A Comprehensive Mainly Used Collection, 1849-2006, A very solid collection of
several thousand mainly used sets and singles neatly mounted in a Minkus album several inches thick. Well above
average quality and missing very little up to about 1980. Highlights include the following used except for a very
occasional mint stamp: 1-4, 6-8, 9-15, 17, 25, 28-39, 45-48, 49-102, 108-122, 171, 172-184, 212-215, 221, 222-224,
251-253, B1-B24 except B10, B25-B40, B69-B77, B93-B106, B124, B138-142, B144-150, B169, B178, B199,
B241-263, B472-B513, B515-B522, B531-B560, B573-B591, E1-E5, J1-J16, Q1-Q6, Q7-Q48, Q61-Q80 except Q75.
German occupation IN1-IN58, INJ1-INJ10 complete. A nice showing of Belgium Congo including: 3, 11, 26(2),
115-129, and more, Belgium East Africa. A collection that is perfect to expand on its high qualilty base or to break down
for profitable online sales. Very substantial Scott catalog value, loaded with scarce used sets and singles, and souvenir
sheets. Condition is mainly F-VF. Well worth viewing and our conservative estimate..
Estimate $1,500 - 2,500
Czechoslovakia, Magnificent Collection of Die Proofs and Original Artwork, ca. 1950s-80s, superb
collection of approximately 85 items from the mid-1950s to the Moscow Olympics, most acquired from major
international auctions over the decades; includes marvelous Thematic appeal, including Aviation History, Space,
DaVinci, Prague, UN projects, Gagarin, Warsaw Pact, excellent Sports, etc.; in addition to the extraordinary range of die
proofs, several unique items of artists’ original artwork are present as well; very much a one-time opportunity, as
material such as this rarely appears on the market—and nearly never in such quantities; numerous pieces signed
“Karasek”, generally Very Fine, imaged in full online.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Czechoslovakia, Wonderful, Super Clean Mint Selection, 1930s-’80s, well-organized and -presented
selection of thousands, often lightly duplicated, comprising mint sets, blocks of four, footnote-listed sheetlets and
souvenir sheets, all housed in nine stockbooks; the run of material is very impressive, beginning just prior to the war
years and continuing strong from there, with a wealth of high quality material, largely Very Fine, an excellent, much
better than normal holding.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Czechoslovakia, Mucha Picture Postcard Selection of 13, ca. 1910, includes seven Months of the Year &
six miscellaneous designs; months include January, April, May, July, August, November and December;
miscellaneous has gold arch, sunrise, girl with necklace, girl kneeling before old man, full length girl with bouquet and
girl’s portrait in circle; unbeatable lot from a still-popular artist, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Czechoslovakia, Mostly All-Mint Collection, 1918-75, residing in a Scott album; highly complete for
regular and early Back-of-the-Book issues; includes #61-63, 65-81, 119-122, 165-167, B133-B136, B137-B139,
C1-C6, C10-C17, C36-C39, plus Postage Dues, Officials, Newspapers, a Bohemia and Moravia collection, Slovakia
#2-22, and much, much more; fresh and attractive, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Czechoslovakia, Mint & Used Collection, 1918-1995, includes nice 2 volume Victoria albums
Czechoslovakia collection with sets, lots of souvenir sheets, plus extra material covers, first day covers, varieties, also
Ukraine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,199
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France, Mint and Used Stock, 1849-1970, about 350 black display cards with singles and sets, adding up to
enormous catalogue value; better includes used #2, 3 (2), 7 (3), 9, 12 (3), 13 (3), 37 (5, including one forgery), 40 (2), 41
(2), 46 (3), 48, 83 (5), 126 (13), B9, C1, J4, J21, and N2; and mint #3, 22 (2), 26, 30, 31, 33, 38 (3), 39, 40, 48, 52, 53 (2),
54, 58 (3), 60 (2), 61 (2), 62 (2), 64 (2), 66, 74, 89, 95 (2), 119 (3), 123 (12), 130 (2), 135, 136, 137 (3), 142 (2), 254A (2),
263 (2), 300 and 300a (2), 315-320, 347, 348 (2), 414 (6), B11 (6), B19, B23, B43, B66-B67, B157a, B294-B299, C15,
C17, C27 (2), C29-C32, N2 (5), N3 (3), Telegraph stamps, Offices, and a few Francophonie issues; useful duplication,
some classics with small faults; fully identified and ready to sell, F.-V.F., come and get it. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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France, Beautiful, Highly Comprehensive Museum Proofs Collection, 1995-2011, super,
well-presented collection comprising over 880 different French Museum proofs, nicely displayed in six uniform
counterbooks; includes a remarkable run for the period, with the great majority of items offering considerable Topical
appeal, Very Fine, a fresh, lovely lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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France, Nearly Complete Collection, 1849-1988. Just about complete for the period in a two-volume Scott
Specialty album; primarily used to the mid-1930s and mostly mint from there on, with NH beginning in the mid-1970s
plus a few earlier; condition is mixed, nearly all of the stamps cataloging $500-and-up having problems, but there is still
plenty of F-VF material here. We note, for instance (mint unless noted) Scott 4d (no gum), 37 (used, two tiny thins), 126
(used), 246 (no gum), 254 U.S. Possessions, 329, B9 (used), B10, B23 (used), Semi-Postals complete from B24, C15
(used), etc. A useful lot.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

France, Beautiful High Quality Never Hinged Selection, a lovely holding from around 1918 to the 1960s
where we found only #B27 hinged, and the only two used items being Very Fine examples of #329; never hinged
highlights include #313-314 (4), 329, three sets of the unissued Marianne without “France” (catalogue value $100
each), 256-257 blocks, 349 block of six, 624 (7), B11, B38, B43 block of four, B48-B53 (2), B147a (10), B157a,
B249-B254, B294-B299, C5 (4), C6 (2), C23-C27, and more, mostly Very Fine, clean lot of popular material.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
French Area, Splendid Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1985, presented in three volumes, better mint with
311-312, 630-632, B44-B45, B68-B69, air mails, postage dues, officials, occuptions, offices abroad, colonies, plus a
stockbook of mint including 38, 51, 123, 256-257, 262, 308, 313-314, 372-373, B2 B48-B53, C7, C8-C13, a much better
than usual collections, F.-V.F. Scott $5,200 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
France & Colonies, Substantial, Premium Holding of Proofs and Deluxe Sheets, a wonderful, clean and
valuable holding of approximately 130 engraver-signed die proofs from across the French Community, with a sprinkling
of deluxe sheets present, etc.; in addition to the many trial color signed die proofs, we note some rare first state proofs,
with a heavy Topical appeal throughout, including flight, Olympics, inventors, etc.; aside from the lovely France proper,
we note coverage from Andorra, Benin, Chad, Dahomey, FSAT, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Mali, Monaco, New Caledonia,
Niger, Wallis & Futuna, and others; an exceptional holding, ideal for the internet trader, largely Very Fine, enjoy some
sample images online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
French Colonies, Extensive, Nearly All-Mint Airmail Collection, to the 1970s, a superb and neatly
assembled collection of thousands alphabetically assembled in four large binders; begins with the earliest Andorra
issues and continues on strongly with excellent Common Design issue sets, French Equatorial Africa #C9-C16, CB6
(signed Brun) plus unissued values and a variety or two; good Laos, Madagascar; New Caledonia #182-207 (one of the
very few used sets present); Reunion#C1, C32-C34, C35-C38, C39-C41, C42-C45, C46-C47; Saar, St. Pierre &
Miquelon, plus tremendous French Africa including miniature sheets, etc.; a very substantial collection of popular
material; freah, generally F.-V.F. or better, catch some nice glimpses on the web.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
French Colonies, Vast Holding of Trial Color Engraver-Signed Die Proofs, a single large binder
containing approximately 292 different die proofs in various colors, all signed, with strength in Space Topicals; includes
astronauts and cosmonauts, Apollo, satellites, rockets, UN topics, etc., with strong French Africa, Wallis & Futuna,
France proper, Laos, St. Pierre & Miquelon, etc.; a fantastic and rare opportunity to acquire a substantial holding of
these beautiful items, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
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French Polynesia, An Outstanding Collection, 1892-2005, many hundreds of almost all mint singles, sets
and souvenir sheets (most all, except some earlier stamps, never hinged) housed in a very full Safe stockbook; Airmails
through 1975; well worth a look for eBay or online sales, as it is quite complete for the period and loaded with all the
hotter singles and sets, F.-V.F. with much better post-1940. 2013 Scott approximately $6,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Powerful, All-Specialized Holding, wonderful holding
comprising imperforates, deluxe sheets, engraver-signed die proofs and progressive color proof strips; highlights
include color proof strips of #25, 28, 58-63; coin daté imperforate blocks of four of #25, C9a, C11; deluxe sheets of #25,
C5 (2), C9-C10, C11 (2), C12, C15, C67-C68; plus a few nice covers like a #24 & C6 Registered cover to England, etc.,
Very Fine, a wonderful group, ideal for breakdown; see the lot on our website.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Wonderful Collection, 1955-2000, several hundred stamps and
souvenir sheets, a few hinged but mainly never hinged, organized neatly in a well-filled Safe stockbook; includes
Australian Antartic Territory, loaded with key sets and souvenir sheets; fresh, mainly Very Fine. 2013 Scott $5,300 plus
(Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Specialized Assembly, 1960-80s, useful and substantial
specialized holding comprising approximately 140 different deluxe sheets, most with companion imperforate stamps,
including #20, 29, 33, C9-C10, C11, C13-C14, C15-C16, C17, C19, etc., and perhaps 20 premium engraver-signed die
proofs with better like #C9-C10 in purple, C39-C40, C50-C53, C73-C75, etc., Very Fine, lovely holding of popular
material.
Estimate $750-1,000

French West Africa, Extensive Holding of Deluxe Sheets and Imperforate Issues, a lovely and very
clean selection/collection comprising approximately 1000 imperfs, plus around 130 deluxe sheets, all housed in three
stockbooks; aside from the fact that some blocks are included, this is actually a collection of sorts, as blocks represent
the only duplicated in this vast and unusual holding; excellent Topical appeal throughout, routinely Very Fine, see a nice
representation on our website.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
French Colonies: Martinique, A Superior Mint and Used Collection, 1886-1947, nearly complete
collection of several hundred mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets neatly mounted on Palo pages; highlights
include (mint, unless noted) #4-5, 11, 19-20, 30, 32, 48-51, 53 (used), 54-61 (#57 used), B1-B7, Airs, Dues and more;
well worth a look, F.-V.F. Scott $3,700+.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
French Colonies: Senegal, An Important Mint Collection, 1887-1980s, an extremely neatly mounted mint
collection on quadrille pages starting with the early overprints and very complete mint from 1892 to the 1980s, with
hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets with much never hinged material after 1936; highlights include #1, 4, 6, 8, 9,
11, 12, 15, 24, 32, 35-52 plus duplicates, 53-56, plus duplicates, 57-72 (2), 73-78 (3), 79-122 (2) plus #123//137 blocks,
strips, singles, 142-171, J1-J21 plus Back-of-the-Book; extra blocks, strips and other specialty pieces make this huge
collection standout, almost all F.-V.F. or better, a wonderful collection to expand on or for resale; well worth a look. Scott
$9,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German Area, High Octane Used Collection, 1872-1982, in two Scott Specialty albums, almost all used
with many choice town, c.d.s. and genuine cancels; about 98% complete from 1872 onwards, really jam-packed;
highlights of Reich and West Germany include #B49-B57, B90-B92, souvenir sheets #B102-B106, B292-B293
socked-on-the-nose, B294-B295, B310-B313, B314-B315, B316-B317, B318-B319, B320-B323, B327-B330,
B334-B337, 1912 Rhein und Main Air Post (Michel #I-III complete including scarce “Gelber Hund” high value),
#C35-C37, C43-C45, scarce Michel #334y (sideways watermark), etc.; Berlin includes #9N1-9N15, 9N33-9N34,
9N35-9N41, 9N61-9N63, 9N70-9N74, 9NB75-9N79, 9NB4-9NB13, etc.; A.M.G. includes #3N1-3N18, 3N20 (plus both
Washington and London printings), #4N1-4N13; in addition, we have Baden #5N28-5N40, 5N41, 5NB5-5NB8,
5NB9-5NB11, 5NB12-5NB14; Rheinland #6N30-6N38, 6NB1-6NB9 (!); Württemberg #8N28-8N41, 8NB1-8NB4
(signed Bloch), 8NB5-8NB11; extremely extensive Saar, including: #1-17 (each handstamped on individual piece),
35-37 (each signed), 38-39 (each signed), 85-98, 99-116, B1-B4, B5-B8, B9-B14, B16-B22, B234-B29, B37-B43,
B44-B46, B47-B53, B54-B60, O1-O15c, O27-O38, etc.; one whole album of GDR and Soviet Zones, including:
#82-84, 122-136, Karl Marx souvenir sheets (mint) #144a & 146a, Engels souvenir sheet #264a, B2, and Goethe
souvenir sheet #10NB11; Mecklenburg & Western Pomerania includes #12NB1-12NB3 socked-on-the-nose c.d.s.;
Saxony Province Coat-of-Arms issues almost complete for both Types I and II, #13NB1-13NB3a; Thuringia German
National Theatre souvenir sheets #16N9 & 16N9a; plus many German Locals in the Soviet Zone (such as Leipzig),
several on cover and many dozens of specialized post-WWII Local Posts, overall Very Fine, many complete sets and
key items.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
info@kelleherauctions.com
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German Area, Sparkling Mint and Used Stock, 1872-1970, approximately 350 black display cards, all
Scott-identified, with various singles and a few sets; includes Baden used #16 (4), 17 (3), 23 (4), 25, mint #23 (2);
Bavaria used #14, 18 (3), 21 (2), 36, J2, mint #8, 14, 15 (2), 18, 54; Hamburg used #21; Prussia mint #2 (3); Saxony
mint #14; Thurn & Taxis used #27; Württemberg used #39; Germany mint #1, 7, 25 (3), 75, 401-414, B23-B27, B33,
B320-B323, C35, C36, C40, and used #3 (5), 11, 25 (4); Berlin #9NB4-9NB5; DDR #82-84, 195, B21a (2); Offices in
China #5, 33; Offices in Morocco #6 (2); Caroline Islands #1, 4; German East Africa #1, 3, 41, etc., etc.; small faults
as to be expected but overall a solid lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Germany, Mint and Used Stock, 1940-75, presented in a binder and on black stock cards, all
Scott-identified and ready for your next bourse; better has #375, 477-478, 664a, 667-668, 669, 693, B79-B81, B119,
B141-B143, B144, B310-B313, O80-O91; DDR #54-57A, 78-79, 80-81, 82-84, 85-88, 116-117, 122-136, 146a
155-171, 187-204; Berlin #9N61-9N63, 9N68, 9N69, 9N102, 9N120-9N136, 9NB3a, and much, much more; needs to
be checked carefully for never hinged; clean & attractive, F.-V.F. with much better. Scott $12,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

256
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German Area, A Worthwhile Collection, 1868-2000, Several thousand mint & used stamps all neatly
housed in two Scott binders with German Specialty pages. Starts out mint & used with some mixed condition and later
we find much more mint with some NH and quite complete through 2000. Berlin contains many better earlier issues and
is quite complete in later years. We also note strong Germany postwar. A perfect lot for online sales or to fill in the
missing rarities, collector cataloged it in 2013 at over $9300 and this may well be conservative today, generally F.-V.F.
or better.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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German Area, Broad-Ranging and Valuable Stock, from States to Bund, a wonderful offering of definitive
issues; early Empire present used (and usefully duplicated) with some striking shade varieties present; Reich includes
various regular issues, including a few overprinted sets and a couple Inflations; Bund continues this trend with various
Buildings groups (including Mark values identified by Michel type) and imperforate and part-perf varieties, Posthorn
overprints, etc.; several West German items present in larger multiples; fresh and clean throughout, F.-V.F. with better,
inspection invited; see it all online. 2019 Scott $23,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German Area, Attractive Mint & Used Collection 1850-1945, a comprehensive collection in a Scott album,
carefully identified and neatly hinged; strong German States making up the bulk of the catalogue value (about $15,000),
with solid Germany proper (about $4,500) and Colonies & Danzig (about $2,000 each); condition is mixed for the early
States and German issues, but still better than usually encountered, F.-V.F. Scott $25,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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German Area, Extensive & Valuable Collection, 1850-1975, housed in a Minkus album; we note (mint,
unless stated) Württemberg #O136-O145; decent Empire, #212-217, excellent Numerals, #363-365, B105,
B141-B143, C35-C37, C46-C56; Berlin nearly complete with Posthorn set, excellent WWII French Zone, etc.; a lovely
collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

German Area, Potpourri Accumulation, 19th & 20th Century, an eclectic and worthwhile consignment of
all things German, mint, used, souvenir sheets, stockbooks, sales sheets, all originally packed into a medium-sized
carton; includes a slightly worn IPOSTA souvenir sheet, a very nice run of post-war commemoratives and
Semi-Postals, a well-filled binder of Berlin with some parallel mint and used, a stockbook of Colonial issues, and much
more, generally F.-V.F., diverse and interesting lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Area, Fresh Inventory, Mint & Used, 19th Century to 1990s, a large selection of several hundred
mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets, all mounted neatly on sales sheets never before offered, perfect for eBay or
any online sales; minimal duplication loaded with better mid-range sets and singles including some 19th century, with
much from the 1920s, Third Reich, 1950s, Back-of-the-Book both West and East Germany, some post-1960s; we also
note a glassine of US; all identified for easy sales, worth viewing, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Germany, Das Reich Used Collection, 1872-1945, in a Schaubek hingeless album, with many nice
cancellations; the highlight of this collection is that it appears to be complete from 1902-45, including those beautiful
engraved (but much more elusive in used condition) Third Reich issues; yes, all the souvenir sheets (although the #58
probably has a faked cancel), all the Zeppelin issues, all the Wagners, etc.; nice selection of Officials, plus a couple
covers to spice things up, F.-V.F., very high catalogue value.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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German Occupations, Fabulous All-Used Collection, an exceptional, clean and high-quality all-used
collection of many, many hundreds, with a large percentage in complete sets, housed in a Scott Specialty album; in
addition to the many sets and singles present, we note covers, items of postal stationery, cancellation pieces, etc.;
some of the dozens of highlights include Belgium #N1-N9, N10-N25; Germany #1N1-1N17, 1N25-1N41, 1N42-1N58,
1NJ1-1NJ10; France #N15-N26; Poland #N1-N16, K1-K36, plus Michel-listed overprint types; Romania #3N1-3N16;
good Danzig like #156-167, 193-197, 200-210, 241-254, C26-C35, O42-O54; Allenstein #1-28; Memel #16-17, 18-29,
39-49, 50-92, C20-C29, N1-N11, N18-N27, N31-N43, N44-N50, N51-N59; Marienwerder #32-35; Upper Silesia
#32-43; Germany #MQ2 bisect tied to unmailed card (signed Bloch), extensive Flemish/Walloon Belgium Feldpost
stamps and sheets, German Woldenburg Camp material, Poland General Government and Government-in-Exile
issues, etc., F.-V.F., most better, an incredible collection; enjoy reviewing in full online.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German WW2 Occupation of Poland, Magnificent Specialized Copernicus Collection, 1943, a superb,
beautifully assembled, highly specialized collection chock-full of rare pieces, beginning with color proofs of both the
stamp itself and the overprint on embossed 8.4.43-dated card showing specified dimensions, etc.; we also note two
additional cards, each bearing four stamps in issued color showing different overprint fonts, seven different (and rare)
color die proofs, various sheets of ten, plus examples of unoverprinted examples from #NB19-NB23 with special
cancels, numerous select covers or picture post cards, plus a nice related section which includes imperforates, proofs,
etc., from the Polish Copernicus Courtyard stamp and other related Polish and worldwide stamps on covers, cards, etc.;
generally fresh, Very Fine, an exceptional holding, imaged in full online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Germany: Berlin, Superior Mint and Used Collection, 1948-64, a neat collection of several hundered
stamps mounted on Minkus page; noted are #9N1//9N34 mainly used, 9N31-9N35 both never hinged and used sets,
9N61-9N63 never hinged plus used set, 9NB3a (“Bear” souvenir sheet) mint o.g.; an almost complete collection to 1964
with better sets throughout; clean and fresh, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Greece and Occupation Issues, Well Formed Mainly Used Collection, 1861-2005, Many hundreds of
neatly mounted into a quite full Minkus album. Begins with occupation issues and we note a mint run from N222-N238
and Crete 103-110 mint plus more. Greece starts with a showing of Hermes heads and better used including: 126,
321-334, 344-359, 535-538, 582-585, C15-C21, C67-C70 and much more. From the late 1920’s until 2000 there is a
very high degree of completion in used sets and singles. We also note two full glassines (uncounted) of duplicates. A
fastidiuous collector who had an eye for nice postmarks and quality. A tiny bit mixed in the earlys but mainly F-VF. 2015
Scott $6,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Hungary, Mint and Used Collection, 1870-1970, in a Scott album; includes used #4, C95, CB13-CB14; mint
#198-202, 487-491, 486, B80-B87, B202, C1-C2, C34, C66; with better cancels, perfins, duplication, shades, multiples,
tête-bêche, then Back-of-the-Book, First and Second Debrecen issues, First and Second Transylvania issues, First
Baranya issue; a great old-time collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
Italian Area, Mint and Used Mangia, 1858-1960, hundreds of stamps on black display cards, fully identified
by Scott, covering Italian States, Colonies and Italy proper; for better we have Italy #35, 46, 47, 49, 57, 60, 64-66, 67, 72,
73-75, 78, 81, 92, 111, 115-116, 117-118, 140-142, 165-170, B17-B19, E5, E19-E25, J1, J20, J85, NE1-NE2, P1, Q6;
Offices in Turkey #55; Somalia #61-64, 242, B29-B32, C68-C69, J2, EY1; Eritrea #19a, 34, B30, J5a; Trieste #1-14,
15-17, 18-29; Italian States Napoli #20, 21, 26; Two Sicilies #23, etc.; plenty of never hinged material; a terrific
addition to your collection or inventory, F.-V.F. Scott $38,000+.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Italian Area, Gorgeous Mint Collection, 1911-85, mounted in a Minkus album, with Italy #119-122,
159-164, 201-210, 248-256, 268-279, 280-289, 290-305, 324-328, 331-341, 349-354, 367-376, 477, 495-506, C3-C9,
C10-C11, C23-C6, C28-C33, C35-C39, C40-C41, C42-C47, C48-C49, C62-C65, C79-C83, C89-C94; Italian East
Africa #34-40, C18-C19; plus a mint Trieste collection; bright colors, an exceptional lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Italian States, Wonderful Close to Complete Collection, 1851-68, s superior quality collection of 174
different stamps both mint and used mounted on Scott album pages; a plethora of four-margined stamps with great eye
appeal; missing only a handful of stamps for a complete collection; we note Modena (Scott $5921), Parma ($8815),
Romagna ($1692), Roman States ($7819), Sardinia ($1529), Provisional Tuscany ($3555), Tuscany ($3490), Two
Sicilies Naples ($2051), Two Sicilies Sicily ($8476); some mixed quality with minor faults, but overall mainly F.-V.F.
Scott $43,345.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Italian Colonies, Extensive Mint & Used Collection, 1892-1960, many hundreds of singles, mint sets and
used, all neatly mounted in a Scott Specialty album; begins with some uncounted Campione and Trieste issues, next
up is Cyrenaica all mint mainly sets including #1-14, 17-49, 52-74, B1-B33, C1-29, 2B1-CB10; Eritrea mixed mint and
used #1-10, 12-17, and 19-78, mint #88-90, 99, 101, plus better 1925-29 issues, #109-14 mint, 168-174, Semi-Postals
mint #B1-B28, plus more; Italian Colonies mint #1-50 plus C1-C34; Italian East Africa almost complete mint; Libya
1912-37 mixed mint and used, then mint #65-94, B1-B21, B23-B36, C8-C13, C19-C50, plus Special Delivery issues
and Parcel Post; Somalia mint and used through 1930, mint #119-137, 156-169, B1-B50, C1//C16; Tripolitania very
comprehensive and all mint, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $12,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
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Luxembourg, Outstanding Never Hinged Stock, 1930s-70s, a fabulous, super-clean stock, with
emphasis in blocks and part-sheets, put away decades ago, with nearly all the coverage in Semi-Postals; loaded with
premium like #B50-B54 (4), B55-B59 (8, in two blocks of four), B60-B65, B73-B78 (7), B79-B84 (40), B133-B136 (50),
B143-B146 (46), B147-B150 & B152-B155 in sheets of 25, B156-B161, B174-B179 (50, in two half-sheets of 25), etc.; a
wonderful holding of clean, popular material, with very substantial aggregate catalogue value, routinely Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Monaco, Remarkable Specialist’s Artist-Signed Die Proof Assemblage of Jules Verne Issue, 1955, a
simply incredible holding assembled over many years, comprising 117 die proofs of Monaco’s 1955 Verne issue by
value; all denominations well-represented and, as a rule, we find exquisite examples including a vignette proof where
applicable, many choice and extremely rare first state proofs (for most of which less than ten were produced), many
delightful single-color proofs, plus multicolor and the most sought-after, valuable and appealing hand-painted varieties,
Very Fine and choice, just about a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity; see the lot in its entirety on our website.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
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Italy & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1960, several hundred stamps, all on fully identified black
display cards ready for inventory; includes mint Italy #67, 72, 92, 140-142, 201-210, 232-238, 242-246, 268-279,
280-289, 290-305, 324-329, 345-348, 349-354, 367-376, 377-386, 477, 515-517, B17-B19, B30-B33, C1, C3-C9,
C10-C11, C23-C26, C42-C47, C62-C65, C95-C99, CE8-CE9; Trieste #18-29; Cyrenaica; Eritrea #B5-B10; Somalia
#B25-B28; Tripolitania #B1-B6, B7-B12, and more; with plenty of duplication, even among the better sets, F.-V.F.
Scott $12,000.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
H/m

Liechtenstein, A Lovely Used & Mint collection, 1912-99, A superior mainly used collection of hundreds of
stamps mounted on Minkus pages in a binder. A few mint singles and sets but the majority is comprised a clean, neatly
cancelled, used loaded with better single and sets which are far scarcer used. Highlights include: 1-3, 6-16, 68-69,
74-80, 82-84, 104, 106-107, 109-110, 136-150, 157-159, 171, 247-258, 264, 270-273, B1-B6, B7-B10, B11-B13, B14,
C1-C6, C9-C13, C17-C23, C23-C33, J13-J20, O6-O7, plus many more. Missing only a handful in the early years and
very strong from the 1950’s-1998. An added bonus is a glassine of extras. Owner only cataloged until 1964 which in
2015 Scott totalled $4800+, F.-V.F. or better, well worth a look.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

HH

Monaco, Superb Assembly of the Royal Wedding Issue, 1956 (366-370, C46-C48), remarkable holding
comprising approximately 101 engraver-signed die proofs with each value represented, with specialization in a wide
range of colors and shades, variously sized proofs, various paper types, three rare First State central vignette designs
only, various unfinished proofs, etc.; simply put, an amazing and equally beautiful holding, nearly impossible to be
duplicated, Very Fine and choice, imaged in full online.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Poland, Valuable Premium Never Hinged Selection, 1930s-50s, valuable, duplicated, super high quality
stock of many hundreds acquired decades ago; strongest in miniature sheets, with many items in quantities of 20 to 30
or more each; some of the many highlights show #314a-316a (23 pristine sets), 333a (15), 539 (40), B28 (16, including a
block of ten), B35 (7), B102-B103 (9), C28-C31 (imperforate blocks of four), C34 (22), 3K17-3K20 (100 sets (!), mostly
in blocks of ten), 3KB1 (99), and more, routinely Very Fine, clean stock in immaculate condition from a popular period
with a huge aggregate catalogue value.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
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Portugal, 20th Century All Mint Collection, 1910-58, an impressive holding of several hundred stamps and
souvenir sheets very neatly mounted on quadrille pages loaded with key sets and souvenir sheets with much never
hinged in the later issues; highlights include #156-169, 170-183, 185-192, 193-198, 199-206, 315-345 (never hinged),
346-376, 377-397, 397A-397K, 398-421, 422-436, 437-452, 453-489, 497-519, 528-539, 543-548 (used), 558-573,
579-586, 586a, 594a, 602a, 605-614, 614a, 637a, plus never hinged #641a, 649a, 650-657, 657a, 661a, 662-670,
667a, 670a, 674a, 675-688, 682a, 694-701, 701a, 702-710, 711-845 complete; we do note one used stamp and set;
overall a superb collection with only a few with small faults, mainly Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

280
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Poland, Attractive Russia Used in Poland Collection, ca. 1868-1916, an unusual and impressive offering
presented on Vario stockpages, comprising one side of Coat-of-Arms and Romanov issues (some on piece) bearing
striking numeral, geometric or target cancels, and followed by 67 covers, cards and the like, all either Russian postal
stationery or covers franked by Russian issues, each with legible Polish postmarks; full range of usages present,
including Registered, domestic and foreign destinations, a Declared Value form, numerous company handstamps, a
nice range of auxiliary markings, etc., etc., Very Fine on the whole, imaged in full online; any discoloration visible is due
to the pages—the covers and cards are untoned.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Portugal, Stock of Magnificent Never Hinged Multiples, 1940s-70s, a superb, perfectly clean and
valuable holding mostly from the “sweet spot” immediate post-war years, put away decades ago, with most everything
in multiples of four to 25 of each; there are literally hundreds of better items in quantity, like #568B-569 (10), 642-649
(18), 650-657 (14), 658-661 (25), 671-674 (37), 675-682, 683-688 (24), 711-712 (48), 757-760 (36), 778-779 (25),
776-777 (21), 800-803 (5), 816-817 (45), 824-827 (34), 832-835 (25), 844-845 (50), plus extensive later issues in
similar blocks format; an exceptional lot with a huge aggregate catalogue value, routinely Very Fine, take a look on our
website.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Portugal, Superb Old-Time Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1940-49, a wonderful, overall exceptionally clean and
high quality holding put away decades ago, comprising #594a, 602a (2), 641a (25), 657a (25), 667a (2), 682a and 701a
(16); aside from the occasional very tiny flaw, nearly all are Very Fine never hinged, an exceptional holding. Scott
$9,242.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
HH/H

Portugal, A Superior 20th Century All Mint Collection, 1910-58, a great collection of several hundred
stamps and souvenir sheets very neatly mounted on quadrille pages; later issues include much never hinged, with key
sets and souvenir sheets abounding; hightlights include #156-169, 170-182, 185-192, 199-206, 346-397, 422-488,
534-539, 549//560, 570-602, 602a (never hinged), 605-614, 614a (never hinged), 637a (never hinged), 641a (never
hinged), 657a (never hinged), 650-661, 662-669 (never hinged), 667a (never hinged), 674a (never hinged), 675-686,
694-701, 701a (never hinged), 711-720 (never hinged), 721-728, 737-746, 747-752 (never hinged), 753-760, 761-775
(never hinged), 776-799, 804-837; several used stamps noted for complete accuracy, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, mostly Very Fine, a wonderful collection with many scarce sets in top quality throughout.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Portugal, Fabulous, Specialized Collection of Franchise Stamp Varieties, 1925-35, wonderful and clean
specialist’s assembly of 57 Red Cross-overprinted issues, with each item selected for variety/error status, including
double overprints, inverted overprints, double overprints one inverted types, #1S51 vertical pair imperforate-between,
etc.; a remarkable group, exceedingly difficult to duplicate today, largely Very Fine, a unique lot for the Red Cross
enthusiast; see it all online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Portugal & Colonies, Massive Well Filled Mainly Used Collection, 1853-2006, Portugal and 12 Colonies
with thousands of singles, sets and souvenir sheets, mainly used but occasionally mint, all neatly housed in a six inch
thick packed Minkus album. There are simply too many highlights to list all. We note used: 5-14, 16, 19-24, 39-46,
67-78, 92-93, 96, 97-109, C1-C10. Most sets are often complete used but we note a few mixed mint and used such as
346-376. There are a number of better souvenir sheets. A very high degree of completion through 1989. Twelve
Colonies round out this excellent collection and we note an Angola bird set Scott 333-356, Better Macao including
147-157D and J12-J22 both quality used sets. A great collection to bring easily to completion or a superior lot to break
down into saleable sections or singles and sets, loaded with higher value stamps and souvenir sheets. The collector
carefully chose nice cancellations, quality is above average and F-VF with the 19th century being a bit mixed. 2015
Scott $11,250 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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Russia, Impressive Postal History Collection, 238 items in total, all neatly presented on two-pocket pages
in a binder, spanning the Tsarist and Soviet era to the late 1950s/early 1960s; several attractive stampless covers or
folded letter sheets start the collection, with strong Coat-of-Arms issue usages including solo, multiple and mixed
frankings; good postal stationery, picture post cards including from the Caucasus, propaganda and advertising covers
(several Intourist “Visit the USSR” covers), a 2k Wenden tied on cover by manuscript cancel; WWI censor, an
uncommon “Young Men’s Christian/Association/in Russia/Harbin, Manchuria” corner card cover franked by perforated
14k and 15k plus imperforate 1R Coat-of-Arms issues, all tied by Cyrillic Manchuria cancels; loads of Registered
usages, domestic and international destinations, a “Unified Russia” imperforate set on cover, and much more—some
rather uncommon, Very Fine on the whole, an interesting lot; see it all online.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

287

HHa
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m/)
Russia, Numeral Dot & Geometric Cancels Collection, neatly arranged on stockpages in a 2½-inch
binder, consisting of (per the consignor) 73 covers and 2175 stamps; an interesting and pretty look at early Russian
postal history, with Moscow geometrics running between #1 and 31; the covers are equally interesting, with usages and
destinations to spark further study; plus the sheer number of stamps included offer a wealth of opportunities for the
fly-specker, F.-V.F. with better throughout, see the full collection online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

289

HH/H/m Russia, Wide-ranging and Useful Dealers Stock, held in five stockbooks or albums, plus glassines; some
Tsarist Coat-of-Arms issues, but majority of holding unsurprisingly from the Soviet era; material neatly arranged in
catalogue order, with some identified; note partial or full sheets (some mint from both eras, some Soviet CTO), loads of
singles with strong duplication, a stockbook of souvenir sheets (most mint/never hinged) also duplicated, a
clamshell-cased Lindner hingeless album for 1950-56 decently filled, a set of Mystic Stamp Company post-Soviet
Russia pages (most still in their original shrink wrapping), plus glassines of identified mint in blocks; a worthy lot for the
bourse or online dealer, Very Fine overall.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Portuguese Colonies: Macao, Advanced Mainly Mint Collection, 1884-2003, a wonderful holding of
many hundreds of singles, sets, souvenir sheets, blocks, sheetlets and more, strong in never hinged after 1945, all
neatly mounted on quadrille pages; highlights including (mint, unless noted) #1, 6-7, 15, 32C, 33-34, 35, 40, 44-45,
46//57, 65-66, 67-74, 75//103 (mixed mint and used), 110//118 (mixed), 119//130, 132//145, 157B-157D, 158, 159d,
187-194, 336-347, 348-370, 371-413, 416-421, plus very comprehensive up to 2003, #C1-C6, J43-J58, and P1-P5;
loaded with later issues in blocks with high face value, mainly F.-V.F. or better, well worth review.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Russia, Captivating Complete Collection, 1852-1916, beautifully presented and clearly annotated on
quadrille pages in a Scott brown binder; begins with two pre-stamp envelopes (used) plus a stampless folded letter
sheet from Mariupol to Genoa, and continues with an apparently complete collection of Tsarist issues, mint or used, with
many additionally present on-cover; note several varieties, including #20d (“V” background rather than “3", mint single
plus used on cover, with 2013 Basel certificate), 10k Coat-of-Arms with inverted background (#60a, two covers), laid
paper varieties, etc.; postal history includes local, domestic and foreign usages, postal stationery, a picture post card or
two, etc., the collection culminating in a lovely holding of positional multiples, plus part- and full-panes, Very Fine overall,
a truly lovely collection; see it all online to judge for yourself.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
Russia, Extensive and Valuable Offices and States Collection, 1880-1920, all on fully identified and
priced #102 cards neatly arranged on stockpages in a Safe binder; singles, pairs, strips, blocks, gutter pairs and blocks,
they’re all here, mint and/or used, with a wealth of cancel types and locales—and even more when it comes to varieties;
note Offices in China and the Turkish Empire, plus States including Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Siberia, South
Russia and Tannu Tuva; overprints inverted and doubled, background color inverted, offsets, imperforate and part-perf
varieties, even a few sheets; approximately retail value of $14,500, F.-V.F. with better throughout, a world of fun;
imaged in full online.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Russia, Collection of Coat-of-Arms Issue Full Sheets, fresh and largely sound holding of 45 different
sheets housed in an oversized Paramount mint sheet album; one Semi-Postal at the end, otherwise all Imperial
Coat-of-Arms values, some duplicated but showing distinct color varieties; note various marginal inscriptions; paper,
watermark and varnish varieties; different plate combinations; even a group of imperforate sheets; a few with
separations but surprisingly solid for their age, Very Fine, a great lot for the dealer or specialized collector alike.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Russia, Specialized Philatelic Exchange Issue Collection, neatly presented and annotated on quadrille
pages in a springback binder; comprises single stamps mint and used, ten covers illustrating usages, plus blocks and
part-sheets; the collector separates and notes issues by perforation and overprint types, and had an eye for varieties,
with numerous lettering, frame and other printers’ gaffes noted; exceptionally clean throughout, and a wonderful look at
this fascinating episode of Soviet philately, Very Fine, well worth review online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Scandinavia: Denmark & Colonies, Hearty Herring Salad Collection, 1851-2006, in a Scott Specialty
album (three-ring binder) with clear Showguard-style mounts, about 95% complete, Denmark mainly used until late
1960s, thereafter mainly mint, from early 1970s appear to be never hinged; some highlights include used #2, 3-10,
11-15, 16-20, 65-71, 72-78, both GPO issues (#82, 135), #97-134, O1-O3, P1-P10, with Postage Dues almost
complete, and with strong Officials, Newspapers and Parcel Posts used or mint; mint #79-81, C1-C5, M1-M2,
Q12-Q14; never hinged #B3-B5, C6-C10, etc.

Russian Offices in China, Gold Medal Harbin Issue Collection, 1920, a superior Gold Medal Collection
from the Vadim Ustinovsky holdings comprised of 188 mint and 24 used surcharged stamps all housed with
descriptions on quadrille pages and containing a plethora of varieties in full panes plus inverts, double surcharges,
multiple rare cancellations such as Manchuria and Station Ekho; excellent quality throughout with full o.g. and nicely
cancelled used; a certain enhancement to any collection of Russian Offices or quick online sales from these
hard-to-find issues, Very Fine overall, be sure to see images online.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Russian Offices in China, Imperial Stamps Used in the Russian Offices in China, 1899-1921, a totally
unique Gold Medal Collection from Vadim Ustinovsky, comprising 95 used stamps in singles, pairs, blocks plus one
complete sheet with six labels and very scarce postal history pieces; cancellations include Harbin-Mukden,
Vladivostok-Shanghai, Steamship Hurbin-Pristan, Kalgan border, Manchurian border and much more; we also note the
very rare CER stations Kuanchendzy and Handackhetze markings; a few flaws as to be expected, but generally sound,
generally F.-V.F., see our online images to fully appreciate; one that cannot be duplicated. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Russian Offices in China, Ex-Gold Medal Collection, 1917-20, a simply wonderful collection of almost 200
mint and used stamps from the superb Gold Medal Collections of Vadim Ustinovsky; contains Russian China Offices
from the Fourth Issue, deeply specialized including double and inverted overprints, various scarce cancellations
including Bukhedu, Hailar, Yaomyn and more, all presented and well-described in style on quadrille pages; superior
condition, mint generally full o.g. with clean used, F.-V.F., online images will allow you to fully appreciate this holding.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Russian Offices in China, Gold Medal Collection, 1899-1904, a small but certainly powerful collection from
the Gold Medal Vadim Ustinovsky Collections, beginning with a pre-philatelic cover from Kashgar to Tientsin followed
by a splendid showing of neatly displayed 60 mint and used stamps including singles, pairs, blocks, imperforates, perfin
“Obrazets”, superior cancellations, etc., all mounted in style on quadrille pages, mostly Very Fine, be sure to see images
online.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Scandinavia: Denmark, Postal History Holding, 1930-2000, a few hundred Danish covers, includes First
Day Covers, commercial mail, military labels, Registered, and more; fine lot for this popular country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

HH/H/m

Danish West Indies includes #2 used and mint o.g.: #3-4, 40-42, J1-J4 and others; Faroe Islands includes some early
Provisionals (#4-5 used and #3 mint o.g.), and then from 1975-2007 apparently complete never hinged, F.-V.F. overall.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
297
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Scandinavia: Sweden, Sensational Used Officials Collection, 1881-96, neatly hinged on quadrille pages
with full annotation, housed in two springback albums; a simply jaw-dropping holding, with thousands (we kid you not) of
the perf 13 Officials with a Sweden-wide range of cancels; the stamps themselves are identified by shade, with plate
flaws and varieties pointed out—we noted one 10öre with six plate flaws indicated; remarkably, given this issue’s
penchant for slipping off the paper, the majority of those here are wonderfully if not exquisitely centered; and while the
colors are enough to feast your eyes on, but the cancels will keep you coming back for more, with most solidly struck and
complete, just the kind of socked-on-the-nose examples that would please the most discerning collector, with most
identified by Facit page number and (ancient, we’re sure) catalogue value; mostly singles, but note pairs and a few
blocks; a few mint sprinkled in as well; a remarkable achievement, Very Fine, clearly a lifetime’s labor of love, virtually
impossible to duplicate today; a must-see.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Spain & Portugal, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-2010, hundreds of stamps, most all on identified black
cards; better includes Spain mint #418-432 (2), 585 (2), 877, C12-C17, C31-C42 (2); Portugal used #3, 5, 10a, 11a,
12d, 19, 26, 92, 93, 94, 142, and mint #114, 189, 206, 532, 595-602, 650-657, 675-682, 705, 708, 709, 721-726,
747-748 (2), 753-756, 784-791, 800-803 (2), 818-821, and 824-827; duplication throughout, including even the better
sets and singles, F.-V.F. Scott $11,284.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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HH/H/m Switzerland, Mint and Used Stock, 1842-1970, presented on approximately 230 black display cards with
singles and sets; starts off with forgeries of #1L4, 2L1, and 2L5l; followed by genuine used #7 (3), 8 (10), 10 (8), 12 (7),
15, 16, 17 (3), 22, 24 (4), 29 (2), 31 (2), 33, 34 (2), 42 (3), 48 (7), 50 (10), 64 (2), 67, 68, 81, 89, 93 (2), 99 (with full offset
on reverse!), 111, B3 (7), B6 (4), and mint #40 pair, 41, 160a, 185, 242a, 376-377, B116, B144, C1 forgeries (2), C2,
etc., with many additional Airmails & Postage Dues, along with a handful of souvenir sheets and used Officials; small
faults to be found, but generally clean; fully identified and ready to sell, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Vatican, Specialized Collection, 1929-45, magnificent mint and used collection, with many hundreds of
stamps mounted in two volumes, with mint #1-7, 8-12, E1-E2 (4), 19-34, E3-E4, 35-40, 41-46 (4), 47-54 and used #1-7,
8-12, E1-E2 (2); hundreds of EFO’s, including inverted watermarks, double perforations, gutter pairs, silk paper, flea
specks, printing flaws, ribbed paper, plus a few jumbo Specimens; excellent lot for the Vatican specialist, F.-V.F. Scott
$22,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

HH/H/m

Switzerland, Enormous Original Correspondence to the U.S., ca. 1930s-70s, a massive holding
comprising approximately 1200 or so items, consisting mostly of attractively franked covers and a smaller group of
postal cards; the great percentage are sent to a party in Brighton, MA and, in the Swiss fashion, were prepared with a
stamp collector in mind—that is, mostly franked with nice combinations of issues, etc.; as a note, a second lot from this
correspondence appears in this sale, with items there originating in the teens, so what we have here is approximately 60
years of correspondence; this lot came to us tightly packed in a banker’s box, generally F.-V.F. or better, unusual, useful
holding.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Switzerland, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-2000, housed in two Scott Specialty albums, essentially
complete from 1905 on and well-filled prior; with used including #8, 10, 12, 20-23, 24-29, 41-50, 181-185, B2-B3, B4-B6,
B7-B9, B10-B11, B12-B14, B15-B17, B18-B20, B21-B24, J1-J9; mint #242, 292-303, B80, B116, B119, B131, B132,
C1-C2, C30-C12, C13-C15, etc.; plus nice run of mint and used Officials, F.-V.F. Scott $12,800.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Switzerland, Wonderful and Diverse Postal History Assembly, a lovely and wonderful group of
approximately 100 items, nearly all from a very lengthy correspondence from either Liestal or Basel to Brighton, Mass.,
with nearly all the coverage from the mid-teens through the 1930s; we note a lovely and rare 1913 Liestal Rheinfelden
Pioneer stamp (Sanabria #6) on specially prepared picture post card, several attractive Semi-Official stamp usages on
cover, in addition to loads of other later Airmail-franked covers, with some splendid franking combinations; in addition,
we note a lovely 1932 Gordon Bennett Basel balloon flight cover, a #182 single-franking cover, #B105 commercially
used to the US, 12 nice parcel receipts bearing high franking combinations, five nice Zeppelin flights (four picture post
cards, the other a lovely America Flight cover), several Feldpost covers, and lots more of interest; super holding;
condition varies, but largely F.-V.F., catch some images on the web.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Switzerland & Liechtenstein, Useful Dealers Stock, presented on Vario stockpages in a binder; all items
fresh and mostly sound, identified by Scott, gum condition and priced (!); souvenir and miniature sheets dominate the
holding, in quantities ranging from one to maybe a dozen or so, but we also note Switzerland #3O1-3O26 used; huge
cumulative catalogue value, and all desirable and sought-after items, Very Fine, imaged in full on our website. Scott
$26,000+.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Switzerland & Liechtenstein, Lovely Collections, Mint and Used, 1850-2001, Liechtenstein highly
complete and includes Vaduz souvenir sheet and single, Officials, Semi-Postals, etc.; Swiss includes early Cantonal
reprints and then a few nice Rayons, imperforate Seated Helvetias and a nice smattering of items including
Semi-Postals, Airmails and Back-of-the-Book; not as many high-ticket items in Switzerland, but useful and clean; the
best pages have been imaged, have a look for yourself, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Vatican, Variety Collection, 1929-60, presented and annotated in four volumes; includes cover addressed
to Pope Pius XII, inverted watermarks, shades, plate blocks, gutter blocks, blue paper, double watermarks, #78
imperforate, plate flaws, cracked plate, #102 printed on both sides, extra perforations, double transfer, guide lines, #E9
imperforate at right, #E10 imperforate at bottom, collection of maximum cards, First Day Covers, #155a 2nd printing;
huge catalogue value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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Vatican, First Day Cover Collection, 1945-2000, several hundred in all, some better cachets, maximum
cards, many complete sets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Vatican, See-side Smorgasbord, 1929-90, thousands of all manner of philatelic material in 16 volumes:
mint sets, blocks of four, First Day Covers, souvenir sheets, varieties, full sheets, and more; break-up value is
enormous; a great addition to your collection or inventory, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Area Collections
309

HH
Europe, Enormous Never Hinged Souvenir Stock of Many Thousands, a massive, perfectly clean stock
of souvenir sheets from about the 1950s-70s, 95%+ European in origin, and most in quantities of ten to 100 of each;
some of the earliest include DDR #144a-146a (6 complete sets), Luxembourg #217 (40 pristine sheets), and Egypt
#452 (5); the lion’s share are from the ‘60s and ‘70s with excellent offerings of Austria, Belgium, Germany, Greece,
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, etc.; literally
thousands in all, routinely Very Fine, a super stock put away several decades ago—don’t miss this one; see our website
for a better feel.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Europe, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1975, in ten albums, with San Marino mint #B3 to B11, B12-B14,
B15-B17; Italy used #58-63, mint #124-125, 133-135, 140-142; mint AMG Trieste in two albums; Belgium mint #B178,
Q181-Q183; Austria; Greece #C1-C4; France #B44-B45, B48-B53, B68-B69, B70, B83; loaded with complete sets,
easily saleable material, and priced to make you smile if you are the lucky winner, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Europe, Tremendous, Clean and Valuable New Issues Horde, mostly 1940s-70s, an extensive and
valuable, oftentime duplicated new issue horde with much material in blocks, plus miniature sheets, etc.; we note strong
Greece including #545-548 in blocks of ten and pairs, 539-544, 604-617; extensive Cyprus, good Vatican City,
Switzerland with Officials; lots of Germany, Spain, Netherlands; Belgium like #Q347, Q388-Q406, Q407-Q409 in
blocks of six; Finland #357 block of 25, etc.; huge aggregate catalogue value, routinely Very Fine, a winner.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Europe, Vast and Valuable Never Hinged Holding of Select Countries, massive, perfect quality
accumulation of mostly 1940s-70s era new issues, most in blocks of four to 20, including strong Portuguese Colonies
like Guinea #251-257 (22), Macao #372-381 (16), Mozambique #313-324 (15), 293-296 (15), plus lots of complete
Common Design sets (again, many in blocks), plus extensive Iceland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Norway, etc.;
strength lies in post-war issues, routinely Very Fine, substantial aggregate catalogue value—and just a nice lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

HH/H/m

Europa…But Clearly Not As You Know It! a fantastic—make that incredible—specialized holding of
material related to the former world’s most popular Thematic; we note exceptional France, including 1956 and
subsequent years, imperforates, die proofs, deluxe sheets and trial colors; a counterbook full of similar specialty pieces
ex-Serebrakian; a fascinating one-volume collection/selection of various Romanian propaganda Europe issues;
Rocketpost Europa material, plus several binders of post-Europa bust material, year sets and sheetlets, of material you
just don’t come across; the proofs and early deluxe sheets are exceptional, F.-V.F. or better, be sure to get a taste
online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Europe (Central), Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1940, many hundreds in a Scott album, with Austria
making up the majority of the value, including better Semi-Postals and Airmails; the 19th century issues have significant
value and most appear to have been carefully evaluated before being placed on the pages; Czechoslovakia and
Hungary comprise about a third of the value, there is a smattering of Switzerland & Liechtenstein; an original old-time
collection with interesting postmarks; total current catalog is in the $8,000-10,000 range, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Europe (Western), Massive, Clean Europa Holding, thousands in all, well-organized by year sets, some in
singles but many in blocks, plus a second box arranged by country, with sheetlets, etc.; strongest in 1970s-80s material,
Very Fine, a very extensive holding.
Estimate $500 - 600
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China, Lovely Mint Collection, 1921-41, clean, fresh and valuable old-time collection (a few used stragglers
to be found) on quadrille pages; offers a fine range of premium values like #243-246, 248-269 (less #253), 276-279,
280-283, 284-287, 290-296, 326-329, C1-C5, C6-C10; Manchuria #25-28, 29-32, etc.; attractive lot of popular material,
fresh, F.-V.F., see the entire lot on our website.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Egypt, Specialized First Issue Selection, 1866, all on sales cards, fully identified and priced long ago, this is
a remarkable lot of varieties sure to please the most fastidious collector; we note mint #1 inverted watermark (4), 1c (3),
2 (imperforate vertical pair), 2c, 2e, 3c (2), 4c (vertical pair, broken “Misr” in overprint), 5, 6, 7d (signed A. Cajal/Madrid),
and used #1c horizontal pair, 3c (2), 4 (2), 7c (3), 7 var (2 different multiple plate flaw examples); condition varies as to
be expected, but generally bright, F.-V.F., see them all online.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

Dubai, Extraordinary One-of-a-Kind Highly Specialized Collection, simply put, a magnificent specialized
collection, beautifully presented in four clean stockbooks; easy part first: two volumes represent a complete 1963-72
collection, and by complete we note imperforates, footnote-listed miniature sheets with two sets of Gibbons #MS104d,
etc.; the third stockbook (imaged in its entirety online) is breathtaking, featuring an entire volume of First Issue varieties,
mostly all in blocks, including missing frames or centers, double/triple impressions, printing on the gum side, etc.; for
example, the 10r First Issue high value is present in rare perf 10½ blocks of eight and 12 with double impressions of the
center; imperforate blocks of nine, eight, six and four (5), along with an imperforate pair, most showing various varieties,
etc., Very Fine, an incredible holding.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Egypt, Sensational Stock of Classic to Modern, including varieties, essays, proofs, etc., all presented on
sales cards or in a counterbook; we note Sphinx & Pyramid issues with inverted watermarks and with damaged
“O.H.H.S.” overprints, plus a trio of bisects used on pieces; early Dues, a group of ten Suez Canal reprints (six with
cancels), pretty selection of French Offices in Alexandria and Port Said, #37 with narrow crescent in watermark (used),
96 and 96a mint imperforate horizontal pairs (#69 left marginal), 103 mint (2), 172-176 corner plate number singles (all
but one never hinged), #1515 with ochre omitted (as singles and in strips of four with normals), plus Bar and “King of
Egypt and Sudan” overprints, #C3, C3a & C4a never hinged; C5-C25 plate number singles complete, C36 Royal
imperforate proof pair; #C54-C64 never hinged plate number blocks, specialized holding of #J30-J39 imperforates (31
complete) and perforated color varieties (39 complete) from the Palace; three colors of UAR “Experimental Printing”
stamps, plus a handful of imperforates and essays for unissued stamps from the late 1950s and early 1960s; fresh and
clean throughout, Very Fine overall, a boon for the specialist collector or dealer; see the lot in full online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Egypt, Specialized Revenue and Revenue Stamped Paper Collection, interesting and extensive,
well-presented collection of hundreds of different items housed in two binders; binder 1, which is very well-annotated,
begins with a range of Revenue stamps from 1887 on, then continues very strong with usage on documents, with an
exceptional range included, such as passports, Consular Fees, Housing Fund, temporary visas, broadcast receivers,
lovely Revenue Stamped Paper, Land Registration, Education, Foreign Affairs, medical reports, lovely UAR items, etc.;
the second binder features a wide range of Revenue Stamped Paper, bank checks (many, if not most, Esso Standard
(Near East) payroll checks, etc.; very diverse and unusual group, F.-V.F., ideal lot for the specialist; see a strong
sampling of items imaged online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Egypt, Excellent and Valuable Cover and Postal History Selection, a lovely and attractive group of
approximately 67 items housed in a binder; begins with a nice #C3-C3 Zeppelin flight cover to Palestine, and continues
on with other nice flights, a lovely array of Censored covers, Official issue stamped covers, better First Day Covers like
#155-158, 172-176, 224 (2), various attractive Congress or Exposition special cancer covers, and more; many select
items noted, largely F.-V.F., see the entire offering on our website.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Iraq, Fantastic and Valuable Specialist’s Selection, an extensive and very clean, nearly all-mint selection
housed in four stockbooks, plus a binder and series of black stockcards; includes a wonderful, beautifully annotated
collection of the 1941-47 definitive issue with Officials, etc.; a very unusual volume of Officials and Postal Tax issues,
including Scott #O272-O282 (3 sets including pairs); 141b (3), C1-C8 souvenir sheets, two sets of sheets listed in
footnote after Scott #129; Gibbons #O482a and O486a, six transposed lines each in sheets of 100; 426a, 432a & 442a
in blocks of four plus the 16f value in an unlisted inverted overprint block of four; O460-O461, O463, O468, etc.; another
stockbook contains the difficult 1990-2001 years, including Scott #1514A-1514C, 1517A-1519A, 1562-1567, scarce
souvenir sheets, and much, much more, generally Very Fine, an excellent mix of rarely offered material; a super lot.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Jordan & Jordanian Occupation of Palestine, Fantastic Specialist’s Assemblage, mid-1930s to early
1950s, a marvelous, extensive and valuable holding with overriding emphasis on varieties, assembled by Gibbons
numbers which offer nearly all these as separate issues; we note some better straightforward Scott-listed premium, like
#175b, 176a, 177b, 207-220, etc., but the Gibbons listings prevail, including #314a-314b, 315, 316a, 317, 318a-318c,
319a, 321a, 323-324, 325a-325b, 326, 327a-327b plus unlisted double overprint, D346a, D347, D348-D348a, D350a,
D351a, D352a, D354a, 387a-387c, 388a-388c, 389, 390-390a, 391 inverted overprint, 393a (2), 393b (pair), 395-396,
398-400, 402-406, with many of these items in duplicate and many later similar type offerings, plus outstanding
Occupation of Palestine issues as well, largely F.-V.F., a superb holding of rarely offered material; see the entire
collection online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Iraq, Extensive High Quality Holding of First Republic Issues, 1958, wonderfully clean mint holding, most
of it in large-size blocks, including #188-194 (25 complete sets plus premium values like #190 in blocks of 50 and 20, 77
examples in all), 193 (25), 194 (29), 195-209 (25 sets plus #207 (70)), 209 (56), 210-225 (34 sets), 226 (66, in blocks of
24, 19, 10, 4 (2)), etc.; enormous aggregate catalogue value, and an easy lot to manage; fresh, generally Very Fine,
imaged in full online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Israel, Mint, Used & Postal History Collection, 1948-60, diverse selection with #1-9 First Day Covers (6),
full sheets #C1-C6 (small selvage faults, otherwise sound) many useful tabs still sound; mint #27, 28-30 (2 sets with
tabs in pairs) which have unforyunately been stuck down to the approval cards due to improper storage; used #7, 8 (6),
9, #55 (9), etc., etc., generally F.-V.F. appearance, ex-Abrams.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

HH/H/m

Jordan, Diverse Specialist’s Assemblage, comprising several better covers, like a 1935 Irbid to Sidon in
southern Lebanon, a 1956 cover bearing Gibbons #421 & 423 used Bethlehem to the US with violet boxed “Pas De
Service/Via Israel” handstamp; a scarce group of four 2½m, 5m, 10m and 15m “Waridat” Revenue blocks of four;
numerous different 1952 King Talal “fils” surcharge varieties, Gibbons #135-137, 139 & 141-142 imperforates with
inverted overprints; various barred overprint varieties on Gibbons #378A//386A, plus Gibbons #20a, 30, 80b in mint
blocks of four, #137a, etc., F.-V.F., nice group of uncommon material; see it all online.
Estimate $600 - 800
Kuwait, Specialized Postal History Collection, a nice, specialist-assembled collection of over 100 covers,
plus several interesting assorted ephemera items, neatly housed in two binders; binder one contains 15 lovely 1950s
covers from the Indian and British Postal Administration years, including a fine range of overprinted Great Britain
stamps on cover with nice usages, cancels, etc.; the second binder consists of post-1961 covers starting with a First
Day Cover of #140-152, along with 20 additional lovely covers franked with this issue, all commercial with nice usages;
moving on, we find better later issues on cover, Officials, items related to the Iraq War, etc., F.-V.F., an interesting,
uncommon group; see the lot in full online.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Kuwait, Wonderful Mint Stock, 1940s-90s, beautiful, clean and valuable, highly comprehensive never
hinged stock (perhaps the occasional hinged), perfectly assembled in one stockbook, with every single set offered in
quantities of three each; a sampling shows definitives (all (3) unless noted) #117-119, 155-172, 225-243, 462-473B,
723-729, 756-763, 853-871, plus commemoratives beginning with #173-174 and running very comprehensively to
1990, routinely Very Fine, get a taste of what’s on offer on our website.
Estimate $700 - 800
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Lebanon, Superb, Specialized Collection, 1924-68, in 2 volumes, outstanding and comprehensive, nicely
presented on quadrille pages, with mint substantially complete for the period and also including a strong used section;
lots of varieties, imperforates, miniature sheets, artist-signed die proofs in both issued and unaccepted colors, etc.;
highlights begin with a nice group of early Turkish issues used in Beirut, then on to mint like #1-14, 18-21 (2), 22-38,
45-48 (2), 50-62, excellent surcharge types, #63-84, 86-95A, 96-101, 108-113, 114-134, B1-B12 (plus #B1-B6 in used
blocks of 12), great Airs like #C1-C4, C5-C8, C9-C16, C21-C24, C25-C35, C36, C39-C48, C49-C55, C91-C98,
C169-C172, CB1-CB4; virtually complete Dues; some premium covers with early flights (e.g., 1929 Beirut-Paris, 1930
Beirut-Baghdad), good WWII-era postal history; plus #C65-C74 artist-signed die proofs in issued colors, a beautiful
section of the 1937-40 issue (#137-143D) with 17 artist-signed die proofs in issued or unissued colors along with two
rare intermediate-design trial color proofs, and much, much more, F.-V.F. with much better, a wonderful collection from
this fascinating country; enjoy the images on the web.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Lebanon, Superb Specialist’s Selection of Overprint and Surcharge Varieties, 1924-29, an amazing
and extensive holding of these fascinating overprints, some listed in Gibbons or Scott, but most are not; we note
overprints on the gum side, trial overprints; overprints double, inverted or printed in different colors; pairs, one without
overprint; partial overprints omitted in multiples with normal; overprints on unissued values, etc., etc.; a marvelous
addition to an advanced collection, or an ideal lot for breakdown as much information is present, largely Very Fine,
imaged complete on our website.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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Lebanon, Wonderful Holding of Specialty Items, a super holding comprising solely of imperfs, trial color
and unfinished proofs, pairs and varieties, with each item on its own annotated show card; just a sampling of the couple
to few dozen items shows #C143 imperforate trial color proof block of four in rose brown; #163 (2), 165 & C84
imperforate pairs on card, values omitted; #275 block of four, bottom pair imperforate; #212 imperforate block of four on
gray paper; #50 imperforate block of four; #C97-C100 imperforate; #C407 imperforate proof block of four; #156-159,
C80-C87, C97-C100, C129-C134 all marginal imperforates; #C182 a magnificent imperforate block of four with striking
double impression; #CB5-CB8 imperforate pairs with Red Cross omitted; numerous scarce deluxe proofs, etc., mostly
Very Fine, a terrific group of scarce material; see it all online.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Liberia, Proofs, Imperfs & Unissued Items, Massive Stock of Thousands, 1960s-’70s, a huge and
impressive holding of thousands in total, strong in thematically related interests (Olympics, UN themes, etc.); we note
extensive Wright Bank Note Company proofs, some with original letters to the Liberian Philatelic Agency in New York;
scarce material from the Format International Security Printers Ltd., London; plus quantities of imperforate single
stamps, souvenir sheet holdings in quantities of mostly 20-150 of each, including #390-392, 413, C126, C157-C158,
etc., Very Fine, eclectic holding nearly impossible to duplicate; a super lot.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Libya, Extensive and Wide-Ranging Postal History Holding, a fabulous, old-time collection comprising
approximately 180 covers, cards, postal cards or fronts displaying a wide range of fascinating, smaller specialized
sections within; for example, we note approximately 12 ca. 1893-1909 Turkish Post Office picture post card or postal
card usages, over 60 British M.E.F.- or BMA-overprinted items (both philatelic covers and commercial mail), about 14
French Post Office items, about 48 Italy used in Libya items (ca. 1903-37) with many lovely usages, over 40 items
war-related including Italian-Turkish conflict, later war and occupation items, censors and FPOs, etc., bulk generally
F.-V.F., excellent holding with some super postal history; enjoy the lot in its entirety online. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Libya, Outstanding Italian Administration Postal History Collection, 1920-43, exceptional,
well-presented collection comprising approximately 87 covers, picture post card usages or an item or two of postal
stationery illustrating the Italian Colonial period; begins with a splendid uprated 10c postal card used from Zuara,
Tripolitania, bearing four additional 5c adhesives, to Tripoli; and continues on to include numerous choice local scene
picture post card usages, nice town cancels, with some accompanying rare postmarks, Registered and Postage Due
usages, nice franking combinations, censored covers, Express stamp frankings, and lots more, F.-V.F., a fantastic
collection of uncommon material; see the lot in full online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Libya, Extensive and Valuable Collection, including Forerunners, a clean and powerful, mostly mint and
oftentimes lightly duplicated collection of many hundreds, comprising Libya proper plus excellent Cyrenaica, nice
Tripolitania, Eritrea and Fezzan; we note bitter mint or used Libya First Issues highlighted by a very scarce used #14;
good 1921 Pictorials including a few inverted centers, strong “New Libya” issues including #112-121 and 135-146, six
1966 complete booklets, plus strong Back-of-the-Book issues including Revenues, etc.; we also note strong British
Offices and M.E.F. King George VI sets complete through the high values; Cyrenaica #65-77, C12-C17 (2), J1-J7,
J25-J29 (2), J30-J36, O1-O8, Common Design sets, and loads more, generally F.-V.F. with much better, a super lot.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Libya, Wonderful Postal History Collection, 1913-42, excellent and diverse holding of approximately 79
covers or cards housed on binder pages, displaying an excellent array of franking combinations, town cancels including
Agedagia, Azizia, Beni Ulid, Deina, El Abiar, Homs, Misurata, Nalut, Sabratha, Tagiura, etc.; lovely study group of
seldom-encountered material, bulk appear F.-V.F., see it all online.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Mongolia, Magnificent Postal History Collection, ca. 1950s-60s, comprising 88 selected-for-interest
covers, each and every one superbly and professionally described, and beautifully presented in two binders; included
are not only scarce to rare stamps found on cover, but detailed analysis of cancellations, rare origins, rare early
cacheted envelopes, late usages on cover of stamps found in various Post Offices, such as #99 used on 1959 cover to
Shanghai; small towns such as 1959 cover from Erdene Tsagaan to Huhhot, a 1958 cover from Zuun Kharaa to
Manchuria and several other noted as the only known examples; #111 on 1958 cover, 1958 Bulgan Hangai to Toronto
cover, a 1957 stampless with boxed “ULAN-BATAR/T.P.” (all in capitals) handstamp, the only recorded example, and
many, many others of a similar ilk; simply put, a magnificent keepsake collection, remarkably presented and
researched, F.-V.F. or better, imaged in full online for you to evaluate.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
Mongolia, Fabulous Specialized Never Hinged Dealer’s Holding, ca. 1951-2005, a splendid, perfectly
clean and well-organized stock of perforated and imperforate mint sets and miniature sheets, as well as overprinted
issues and varieties, all painstakingly annotated and identified by Scott number, housed in ten counterbooks plus a
binder; most items present in quantities of one to ten each, with the run of issues very comprehensive; you just rarely
see this material, and while the Topical appeal alone is remarkable (you’ll see everything from Butterflies to Jerry
Garcia!), the varieties and souvenir sheets, along with the unlisted imperforates (included in three of the counterbooks)
make this exotic lot quite special, Very Fine, certainly a one-of-a-kind lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
Mongolia, Valuable Premium Selection to 1956, exceptional specialist’s assemblage housed in a single
standard-size counterbook, mint and used, and chock-full of premium such as mint #16-21, 16a-21a, 62-74 plus
duplicates, duplicated #74A with multiples, #74D (6), 74F (6), 74G (4), 74H (6), 74J (6), 83 (22 examples), 102-103 &
114-115 in blocks, #134 block of 20 plus two blocks of four, plus used #32-44, etc., etc., with even a bit of Touva included
as well, bulk largely F.-V.F., imaged in full online.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
Mongolia, Remarkable Two-Part Specialist’s Postal History Selection, ca. 1950s-80s, a superb holding,
broken into two parts; the first being 39 very select, impeccably and thoroughly described covers, all postally used,
including usages from Ulan Baatar, Baian Uui Sum, Gobi Altai, Xhongor Aimag, Dariganga, Kargalant-Sum, Dorno
Gobi, Choibalsan, Umnu-Gobi, etc., with many of the smallest remote locations using a wide range of older stamps
some 30 years after their issuance; this group provides an education unto itself, with every item select; the second
section, perhaps consisting of 100 items, contains native picture post cards, propaganda cards, First Day Covers, along
with a healthy portion of commercial mail, with lots of premium items, though not with the extraordinary write-ups of the
first group; a super lot of exotic, uncommon material, F.-V.F., specialist’s delight.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Mongolia, Fantastic Very Different Collection, 1943-2010, a truly unique and excellent collection in two
parts, the first being an amazingly comprehensive all-mint never hinged collection, 1960-2010, perfectly assembled
on album pages in eight nice binders; 1960-95 doesn’t have an empty space—believe it or not, this is not an easy
accomplishment when you add the scarce miniature sheets into the equation; from 1995-2005 the stray, odd set may be
missing, but all is there; the second part of this holding is a black stockbook which contains a wealth of premium items
such as used #75-78 (2), 87-89 (2), 90, 91-96, 100-101, 110-115, 136-139, plus mint #83 (3), 90 (2), 102 (5), 103 (2),
114-115, 121-126 (less #125, three of these), 137 tête-bêche pair, 141 (11 blocks of four), 144-148 (blocks plus
singles), and lots more, largely Very Fine, a super lot.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Mongolia, Fabulous Assembly of Specialized Proofs, 1970s-90s, incredible specialist’s assemblage of
several dozen or more proofs, mostly produced by Kultura Company Printers in Budapest, plus artist’s proofs, mock-up
and corrected proofs, die proofs, color separation proofs, imperforate proofs, etc.; a rich gathering of material, all very
limited in terms of numbers produced, with some others potentially unique; enormous Topical appeal, Very Fine, be
sure to review one of the volumes complete on our website.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Mongolia, Huge Commercial Mail Postal History Selection, ca. 1960s-90s, very substantial specialist’s
holding of approximately 400 or so commercially used covers, offering an extraordinary range of town cancels, wild and
colorful franking combinations (including numerous issues used properly on covers long after their issuance dates); we
also note many scarce and lovely envelope cachets for various events; various Registered, Airmail and other auxiliary
markings, etc.; a wonderful group for the specialist, available in quantities rarely encountered, F.-V.F., an exceptional
lot.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Mongolia, Specialized Caboose Lot, interesting and wide-ranging selection of material from a formidable
consignment, including one large volume of more recent progressive color proofs, including many of the
Hollywood/Cartoon issues like the Three Stooges, Lucy, Betty Boop, Howdy Doody, etc., most produced in very limited
quantities; we also note a couple binders of sheets, including better like #552-553 (blocks of 25), 2144B (two blocks of
25) plus unlisted imperforates, etc.; a volume of domestic-rate issues in blocks of four from 1960 on, various new issues,
some mint entires (about 400 or so), and more, Very Fine, a fun lot packed with stuff you just don’t see.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Mongolia, Highly Unusual, Exotic Cover Selection, ca. 1940s-2001, a fascinating and seldom-offered
type of lot, comprising eight plastic binders containing approximately 510 neatly presented Mongolian First Day Covers
from 1958-2001; within this group is an excellent overall run of sets and premium souvenir sheets present, without
duplication, which on the surface may not sound exciting, but a run like this is rarely seen; most First Day Covers are
cacheted and unaddressed, though a smaller amount are Registered Airmail covers, mostly to New York or London; the
final two binders are either picture post cards or envelopes, mostly 1940s-70s vintage, about 18 items in all, some
displaying frankings with 30-year-old (or more) stamps (!), Very Fine, a fun lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Oman, Vast and Supremely Uncommon Postal History Assemblage, a lovely and most unusual holding
of over 210 covers and First Day Covers, beginning with the first 1966 Muscat and Oman issues on; includes two nice
First Day Covers of #94-105 plus other scarce First Day Covers; many lovely and scarce commercial covers with a
wonderful variety of frankings, town cancels (including scarce to rare ones), Registered usages, various rates, etc.;
attractive lot of uncommon material, F.-V.F. or better, check our sampling of images online. Estimate $800 - 1,200
Persia, Solid Mint and Used Collection, 1876-1997, primarily used with some better mint; many hundreds
of stamps mounted on Minkus pages and loaded with nice higher value sets; highlights are plentiful and include the
following (used, unless noted): #47-49, 59, 60-65, 69-72, 73-89, 90-119, 120-135 (Scott $939), 136-151, 173-188, 321,
336-340 ($450), 351-362, 363 (mint, $550), 428-442, 443-445 (mint, $310), 481-500, 516-518 (mint, $900), 550-521,
543-549, 707-722, 723-734, 744-770, 771-784, 786-794, 827-840, 856-870; as noted much of the value is pre-1950; a
well-formed collection, but as always sold “As Is”, F.-V.F., substantial catalogue value.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Qatar, Wonderful Postal History Collection, lovely and extensive with approximately 120 commercial and
postal covers from the Independent Postal Administration (1960 on); begins with a lovely Scott #26-36 First Day Cover
and continues on to include early commercial usages of this issue, Registered examples, numerous scarce and exotic
issues, including foils, on commercial covers; a lovely section of new currency surcharge issues that include some very
scarce used stamps on cover, mixed old and new currency covers, etc.; a lovely, specialist-formed collection, F.-V.F.,
imaged in full online.
Estimate $600 - 800
Saudi Arabia, Valuable, Substantial and Diverse Specialized Accumulation, a clean and wide-ranging
selection of varieties, multiples, sets, cancels, etc., on over 100 annotated countercards; we note a bit of everything
from Turkish stamps used in Arabia to Hejaz Fiscal stamps, with specialized 1963 Freedom from Hunger issue with
imperfs and missing colors, 1968-76 Mosque issues with printing flaws, minor color varieties, etc.; the 1978 Al-Khafji Oil
Rig issue with shades, gross misperforations, gutter blocks, plus a fabulous 45h margin block of eight with spectacular
progressive double impression; extensive, duplicated Airmail issues including lots of multiples, with watermark
varieties, “3 dot” varieties, “cloud” errors, better individual values, and much more; bulk annotated and ready to go,
F.-V.F., be sure to view in detail online.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Saudi Arabia, Exceptional and Valuable Mint Collection, 1916-90s, a superb, clean and high quality,
highly comprehensive holding (a few stray used items noted) of many hundreds, neatly assembled in a stockbook; good
value everywhere you look, beginning with strong Hejaz and Kingdom issues, nice Jeddah issues, and amazing
coverage from the mid-1920s on, with nearly all the sought-after items present less some major rarities; the elusive
Dam, Oil Plant and companion Airmail issues are virtually complete, with excellent Cartouche types; the 1968-76
definitives are apparently complete, including #500-502, etc., while Airmails and Dues are well-represented as are
miniature sheets, which include better footnote-listed examples, etc., F.-V.F. with much better, a wonderful collection of
these difficult issues; be sure to view the lot in its entirety on our website.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
Saudi Arabia, Extensive and Valuable, Mostly Hejaz Specialist’s Holding, keenly assembled in a large
stockbook, comprising mostly the issues of the Hejaz, many lightly duplicated, with some nice varieties and multiples
noted; includes perhaps 300 overprinted stamps up to the 1925 King Ali issue, then continues from the 1926 Kingdom
issues, including some later mint blocks of four, etc.; a wonderful lot for the continuing specialist, F.-V.F., to fully
appreciate this fine holding, see it in its entirety on our website.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Saudi Arabia, Wonderful and Diverse Accumulation, an excellent, extensive and valuable specialist’s
accumulation, brimming with value from the classics on; a small blue stockbook offers extensive classics, highlighted by
a wonderful array of varieties like unused #L82a, L83c, L86a-L86b, L87b, L89a, L93a, L101c, L135d, and used #L85a,
L136a, plus many premium regular issues, etc.; we also note a lovely specialized collection of the 1pa Sherifate of
Mecca issues, another stockbook of mint blocks of four, sheets and part-sheets mostly from the 1980s-90s; a
specialized one-volume holding of the 1976-79 Holy Ka’aba issue (#691-711) and the 1976-80 Al-Khafji Rig issue
(#731-751) including a corner margin block of #738a, etc.; a super lot of this popular country, F.-V.F. or better, see
images of the classics on our website.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Saudi Arabia, King Ali Issue, 1925, Remarkable and Extensive Holding (L160//L186), a superb,
well-annotated, highly specialized holding on 43 larger-size counter cards; nearly all items are in pairs or blocks of four,
though a few cards show complete sets, etc.; included are imperforate blocks, listed imperforate-between pairs, loads
of overprint varieties including inverted month tablets, misperforated, inverted centers, double overprints, perforated
sets without control overprints, imperforate proofs in different colors, horizontal overprints, paper folds, fantails, an
Essay or two, etc.; a rare and exotic group, incredibly difficult to duplicate, F.-V.F. or better, imaged in full online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Saudi Arabia, 1922-25, Arms, Caliphate, Jeddah & Surcharge Issues, Superb Specialist’s Holding, on
40 larger-size counter cards, some containing sets and small groups, not necessarily one individual item; nearly all
varieties and most identified by both Scott and Gibbons numbers where possible; we note imperforates, overprint
varieties galore, trial colors, etc., with some highlights including Scott #L48ab in block of four, #L119, L122a, L135c
(signed Wilson), L136g (signed EID), L141 pair (one without overprint), L106a (signed Graham), plus used examples of
#L156a, L157b and L158b; we also note Gibbons #58b, D163a, 169ba, and much, much more, mostly F.-V.F., a super
lot of scarce material—specialists take note; imaged in full online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Saudi Arabia, Fantastic All-Mint Selection, ca. 1960-90s, wonderful and clean accumulation comprising
premium souvenir sheets plus issues of the period, largely in multiples, some sheets, etc.; a wealth of choice items
throughout, such as souvenir sheets #674 (3), 778 (3), 805 (3), 833 (3), 915-916, 956a (3), etc., plus #208-210
imperforate strips of three, #246-248 and 274-276 (3 sets each in marginal imperforates), #1002 (7 complete sheets of
48), #636-638 (4), 659-661 (10), 927-930 (2 sheets of 48 plus two blocks of 12), 936-937 (20), and loads more,
generally Very Fine, a rich holding of these scarce issues; see them all online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Saudi Arabia, Wonderfully Eclectic and Valuable Specialist’s Selection, 1867-1987, a wide-ranging
assemblage of the unusual, including 1867 Egyptian “Gedda” Inter-Postal Seals, various Dam and Airplane types with
frame-only or vignette-only printings, various double impressions and missing colors; a gummed 1926 large-size #J16
proof; various Revenue issues, a 1950s Arab Postal Union Reply Coupon, #79a, 193 block of four with double
perforations, 517-520 and 521-522 never hinged blocks of four; #732-751 scarce gutter pairs; used examples of
#L136c, L138a and L140b; modern mint blocks of four, and so much more; a super lot to spice up a traditional collection,
or for the savvy trader, F.-V.F. or better, all imaged online.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
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Saudi Arabia, Excellent and Valuable Postal History Selection, substantial specialist’s group of over 110
covers, most all 1930s-’50s usages, with the great majority of 1950s usages to the US; we note a choice array of Airmail
issue frankings, usually used in conjunction with Postal Tax issues, plus various Registered 1950s commemorative
issue covers, #L8 & L13 plus LJ1-LJ3 on unaddressed cover; #L8, L11, L13 and LJ1-LJ3 on unaddressed cover, and
more, bulk F.-V.F., colorful group of earlier commercial covers; be sure to view further on the web.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

358

H

359

HH/H/m

360

HH/H

361

H
Turkey, Magnificent, Highly Specialized Postal Tax Stamp Collection, an incredible and extensive,
variety-laden collection of many hundreds on album pages, stocksheets, etc.; what you will find here is extraordinary,
with nearly every basic stamp listed from #RA1-RA7 on, including the tough sets like #RA170-RA180, etc., but the
action begins with the literally dozens of scarce to rare varieties, including inverted and doubled overprints,
surcharges on gum side, missing and partial overprints and surcharges; type, shade and perforation studies; missing
colors, part-perforates including fantails, imperforate-betweens and imperforate pairs; plus souvenir sheets, sheetlets,
etc.; as a bonus we find lots of the post-1958 privately produced charity stamps as well, with many uncommon
varieties, F.-V.F., mostly better, truly a one-of-a-kind lot; imaged extensively online.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

362

HH/H/m

363

H/m
Turkey, A Solid Collection, 1863-1970, in 2 volumes, hundreds of mint and used singles, sets and souvenir
sheets—with much Back-of-the-Book material—neatly mounted in two Scott Specialized albums with added quadrille
pages for additional stamps; excellent mid-range value, generally F.-V.F. 2018 Scott $5,300+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

364

)

Syria, Superb Holding of Presentation Sheetlets, Imperfs, Proofs, etc., some unissued, a wonderful,
extensive and valuable holding including nine different (out of 13 total) 1956-57 Presentation Sheetlets for various
issues of the period, all printed in quantities of 1500 or less; we also note several scarce imperforate sheetlets of four
(printed in quantities of only 375 each), unissued 1955 Rotary sheet (two sets of #C187-188 & C189-C190, the latter in
switched colors), plus #C145a, etc.; finally, included is a very sizable holding of imperforate sets in singles, pairs or
blocks, some color proofs, etc.; generally fresh, Very Fine, a wonderful lot, with every item a specialist piece.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Syria, Wonderful and Diverse Specialist’s Holding of Varieties, an outstanding specialized selection of
dozens of premium items, many still on the original lot cards as when acquired a number of years ago; virtually every
item is selected for interest, beginning with the early surcharge issues with double overprints, inverts, missing numbers
and letters, multiples, etc.; we also note excellent Syrian Arabian Government issues, with premium like used #21, 40
(rare), 72, 85 (two each on piece), 84b var (two mint, each with one overprint inverted), plus Gibbons #D60c in strip of
three and many additional Gibbons-listed types, a few nice covers and stationery items, and so much more, F.-V.F., a
super lot of exceptional material; see it online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Thailand, Powerful All Mint Collection, 1905-72, extensive high quality singles and complete sets neatly
mounted on Scott pages; note many scarce items including #275-282, 304-332, 348-362A, 397-411A, 442-449,
469-476, 477-484, 501-516, B31-B33, B34-B40, C1-C22 o.g., plus some never hinged superior qualty from this popular
country; great for online sales, mainly Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Turkey, Extraordinary Highly Specialized Postal Tax Stamp Collection, 1941-61, a remarkable,
comprehensive collection comprising over 1200 items, nearly all mint, with nearly all listed sets, highlighted by the rare
#RA170-RA180; in addition, there are an incredible array of varieties, including imperfs, part-perforates, fantails,
foldovers, missing colors, inverted and doubled overprints, misperforations, misaligned colors, etc.; truly a noteworthy
and fresh lot of exceptional material, F.-V.F. or better, view the collection in its entirety on our website.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Turkish Post in Libya, Postal History Selection, 1903-09, comprising three covers and four postcards,
including 1903-06 postcards (3) to Algeria and the U.S. bearing 10pa or 20pa, canceled by “Tripoli (Afrique)” c.d.s.;
1905-09 envelope bearing 20pa and postcard to New York via Alexandria bearing 5pa on picture side, cancelled by
“Benghazi” c.d.s., the card also has another 5pa uncanceled on address side; 1906 postcard to the U.S. bearing 5pa,
canceled by “Tripoli (d’Afrique”) c.d.s.; 1909 envelope bearing 20pa, cancelled by “Dernah” bilingual c.d.s.; and 1911
unaddressed postcard bearing 2pa on 5pa, canceled by “Tripoli d’Afrique/3" c.d.s.; a few small faults, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 600
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United Arab Emirates, First Issue Revenues, Collection of De La Rue Proofs & Mint File Sheets, 1972,
unique, specialized holding from the original De La Rue archives, offering six rejected and later approved imperforate
values with dates and notations affixed to card; Arabic and English value proofs on card, the six values in different colors
with approved number values affixed to gold-edged card; plus quantities of issued values in blocks of 20, four of each,
Very Fine, see this wonderful, one-of-a-kind holding in its entirety online.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
United Arab Emirates, Beautiful, Highly Comprehensive First Day Cover Collection, 1972-2009,
superb and very scarce collection of approximately 110 First Day Covers, including nearly all the scarce to rare ones,
such as #1-2 & 6, 13-24, 25-26 (2), and an excellent run from #27-29 on, highlighted by two (!) rare examples of the
withdrawn-on-date-of-issue 1977 National Day issue (footnoted in Scott at $850; Gibbons #96-98 at £750 each!), Very
Fine, an outstanding lot not easily duplicated; see images of a few better online.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Area Collections
367

HH/H/m Middle East, Wonderful Mostly All-Mint Selection, a whopping holding in 11 (!) stockbooks; lovely and
clean, offering solid Egypt in the form of four volumes, three of which are mint sets, the fourth comprising mostly
specialized Airmails with control number blocks, extensive “Palestine” and barred overprint issues with multiples, loads
of varieties, some probable reference items, etc.; we also note a super mint New Libya collection beginning with
Cyrenaica #65-77 and J1-J7, plus Libya #102-111, 112-121, 135-146, 153-167, J25-J29, J30-J36, and lengthy runs of
mint sets going to about 1993; wonderful and valuable Syria is present in four volumes, with varieties, mint sets in
blocks of four; plus a bit of nice Jordan; Lebanon with some imperforates, two examples of the unissued 1962 Bridge
Tournament souvenir sheets, and lots more; wonderful lot of popular material, F.-V.F., most better, be sure to get an
inkling online.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

368

HH/H

369

H
Middle East, Fantastic Mint Accumulation, with bonuses, a lovely and most definitely unusual
accumulation, with the vast majority of coverage and value in the Middle East, housed on counterbook-size
stocksheets, identified on counterpages, etc.; we note good non-Middle East such as UN #31 & 39 punched Specimen
imprint blocks of six, some nice Basutoland Queen Elizabeth II surcharge varieties, Rhodesia #61-74, 75-88, 141-155,
208-221, 222, plus good Maldives, etc.; the sizable Middle East offering shows loads of varieties, including
imperforates, overprint types, misperforations, shifts, etc., plus solid, duplicated mint offerings from Qatar, Abu Dhabi,
Bahrain, etc., generally Very Fine, great lot worthy of close inspection; review further online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

370

HH

50

Middle East, Powerful All-Mint Premium Selection, lovely and exceptionally clean, mostly never hinged;
strongest in 1940s-60s material, including sets, blocks of four, souvenir sheets and a few select deluxe composite
proofs; we note better such as Bahrain #141-152 (singles and blocks of four), 182-185 (singles and blocks), 225-240;
Iraq #174-180 plus unissued values to the 200f, 188-225, O166-O177 (singles and blocks of six but for the 40f, which is
present as three pairs); Jordan #831-834, C62-C68 (in singles and blocks); Kuwait #155-172; Libya #122-134 less only
the 10m value (catalogue value $1.25) in horizontal strips of four; various large-size blocks of Morocco, Northern Zone
#9-11, 12-17, C1-C4; Syria #133-136 (5), C141a (5), C143a (5), etc.; beautiful lot of popular material, majority Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Middle East, Powerful Souvenir Sheet Holding, very substantial, clean and high quality, lightly duplicated
selection of hundreds of items housed in four stockbooks; the best coverage and value lies in Jordan, which contains
items from the 1960s-’80s in quantities of one to seven each, with about 70 different highlighted by the 1963 (2) and
1965 Holy Places & Monument sheetlets of 16 imperforate; we also note nice offerings from Lebanon, which includes
footnote-listed items like #C242a, C268a (2), etc.; nice Syria, solid Morocco and Iraq, good Yemen, good Saudi Arabia
with footnote-listed like #862-863, Libya, etc.; includes good material from the ‘80s and ‘90s you don’t find often, largely
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Middle East, Impressive and Valuable Postal History Accumulation, nearly 100 covers from classics to
about the 1960s, from an exceptional range of countries; strongest in Egypt, but we note Sudan, Saudi Arabia, Ottoman
Turkey, French and Austrian Offices, Persia, Alaouites, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Morocco Agencies and Tangier, etc.;
some of the many mouthwatering morsels here include an 1893 folded lettersheet from Naples to Aleppo, an 1888
cover (separated) from Soerabaja, Netherlands Indies, to Singapore (addressed in Arabic and Latin scripts); a bilingual
“Soudan” overprinted Egyptian postal card with revaluation handstamp overprinted; a lovely Turkish postal card (H&G
#36) from Jerusalem to the US with rare Beirut “Mu’ayyina Ulunmushdur” censor cachet (used only Feb. 10-Mar. 6,
1915); 1931 Egypt Airmail cover with aerogramme cut-out used as part-postage; 1931 Egypt Flight Zeppelin postcard,
two lovely Cook’s corner card envelopes from Egypt (Roda and Assouan cancels), a 1944 US Diplomatic Pouch cover
from Lebanon; a First Issue Turkey on cover, etc., etc., with usages including Air, Registered, Official, Due, loads of
censors, and so much more, generally F.-V.F. or, a bargain at our estimate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

372

H

Middle East, Attractive Collection with Bonus, nice group of country collections neatly presented in 3
inkus albums, mostly mint, with coverage to the early 1980s; we note an excellent Persia collection, which is virtually
complete from 1900 to 1982 and is highly complete mint from the mid-1950s, offering a wide range of better sets, plus a
group of stockcards offering some nice covers, stationery items, duplicates, etc.; we also find a lovely volume of
Morocco, which is very well represented and mostly all mint from the French period on through difficult modern issues,
with some nice imperforates and duplicates included; finally included is a nice, very representative Afghanistan
collection, strong in runs of 1950s mint, etc., F.-V.F. or better, a fresh and lovely trio.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Latin America
Country Collections
373

HH/H/) Argentina, Fantastic, Highly Specialized Antarctica Collection, an exceptional, neatly presented

collection including one volume exclusively filled with issued stamps, imperforate pairs and blocks, Trial Color Proofs in
singles and blocks of four, misperforations, etc., beginning with all associated Antarctic issues from #561//564 through
1109a, etc.; the remaining three binders consist of approximately 1950 First Day Covers, covers, expedition items,
commemorative cancels, cachets, base postmarks, etc., beginning with the rare 1947 Orcadas del Sur First Day Cover
from the first Antarctic Post Office; just a super lot not easily duplicated, Very Fine, see images of the entire stamp
volume online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
374

H/m

375

H/m/)

376

H/m

Bolivia, Extraordinary, Highly Comprehensive Collection, in 2 volumes, a superior collection not often
encountered with this level of completion; mostly mint, comprising a virtually complete Scott album collection to the
mid-1950s, literally complete for the period less only a very small handful of items; the better news is that some of those
missing from the Scott album appear in the second volume, a well-presented collection in a three-ring binder, containing
some very difficult items; collectively these two volumes are tough to beat, generally F.-V.F. or better, a super, fresh
collection; be sure to enjoy a glimpse online.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Bolivia, Outstanding Specialized Coat-of-Arms Issues Collection, ca. 1894-99 (40-46), terrific,
well-presented and -annotated old-time collection, neatly assembled by denomination, including a superb, wonderfully
researched history of the issue on typed pages, done decades ago; includes analysis by shades, perforations, printing
houses with identified forgeries included, reprints, wonderful cancellation groups, plus about ten select covers and
items of postal history, F.-V.F., a wonderful study; see it all online.
Estimate $500 - 750
Brazil, Fantastic and Valuable Old-Time Collection, splendid collection to 1960, properly assembled with
detail to impressions and printing and watermark types, which in itself is no small accomplishment; some of the dozens
of highlights include (used, unless noted) #1 (3), 2 (2), 3; nice “Inclinados” by impression, etc., including #11, 12 (2) and
13; extensive “Goat’s Eyes”, complete with duplicates and multiples of the lower values, plus #39 (4), 40 (mint and
used); nice 1866 officially perforated issues including #45, 48, 50-52; good Dom Pedros; Liberty Head issues including
the rare #109b tête-bêche pair; extensive 1920s-40s definitive issues by watermark type, comprehensive Airmails and
Postage Dues, Officials, Newspapers (including #P1-P9 and P10-P18 mint), Condors, and much, much more;
condition ranges a bit, but largely F.-V.F., a super lot; see it all online.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
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)
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Costa Rica, Fabulous, Highly Specialized Collection of the Rare and Esoteric, OK, so how’s this for
starts: a lovely Registered 1937 cover from the Director of Posts to Brussels franked by punch-holed Specimens of the
60c and 1col 1934 Airpost series? If you can imagine this, prepare for the ride as you will find unissued stamps and
overprint issues, a lovely group of “Cafe de Costa Rica” overprint varieties, #C15-C27 proofs in issued colors on card,
wonderful Officials with varieties, First Issue proofs and some very choice cancels, Airmail varieties, numerous nice
Guanacaste items, Specimens, Fiscals, and so much more, generally F.-V.F. or better, we’ve taken the liberty of
imaging the entire collection on the web.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Brazil, Premium, Select Group of 42 Postal History Items, outstanding, selected-for-interest group, with
the large majority of items from the pre-stamp period through the mid-1930s; we note a superb section of Airmail covers,
including a beautifully franked 1831 DO-X cover, a choice 1930 Zeppelin Condor-franked cover, plus numerous lovely
First Issue Airmail covers, with choice franking covers, scarce origin c.d.s.’s, etc.; additionally, we note interesting
censor covers, attractive advertising covers, Ambulante railway covers, and much, much more, bulk generally F.-V.F.,
a super group; please note images on the website (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m/)

Don’t miss this one, as we even took a page out of the Sperati book!

379

HH/H/m

380

H/m

381

H/m/)
Ecuador: Galapagos Islands, Sensational Collection, 1853 onward, stamps and postal history galore,
housed in 10 binders, two of stamps, the rest covers, plus two plastic tubs (as received by us) of additional material to
sort and organize; stamps include Ecuadoran issues related to the Islands and Darwin, plus additional worldwide
material celebrating the naturalist; covers and postal history dominate (we count over 360 general covers plus, in
separate mini-collections, an additional 30 Barrel Mail, 130 US Military and 70 FDCs); much recent material (vast
majority commercial or tourist), though the earliest cover is an 1853 folded letter sheet to Massachusetts; we note a
1929 cover to the Norwegian Consul in Guayaquil, a 1930 cover “mailed at whaling station P.O. in Galapagos” with
“collect postage” manuscript notation at upper right; a great array of Barrel Mail cachets, Galapagos seal handstamps,
covers mailed in the Galapagos with Tahiti cancels, Certified usages, US Navy covers, multi-country frankings, and
much, much more of interest, including stampless covers (some assessed postage due, some not), etc.; an additional
binder with the start of an Easter Island collection included as a bonus, Very Fine, you’re unlikely to find another
collection so extensive.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

382

)

383

P

52

Ecuador, Excellent Semi-Specialized Selection, lovely holding comprising a clean, nearly all-mint and
extremely well-filled collection housed in a Minkus album going to the mid-1960s, loaded with premium items like mint
#137-152, 160-165, 304-316, 331-338, 377-381, C8-C15, C26-C31, C32-C34, C35-C28, C65-C69, CO1-CO8,
CO9-CO12, and long runs of mint sets from there; varieties and proofs are also present, including 30 American Bank
Note Company Telegraph and Fiscal proofs in green, with and without values, #CO1-CO12 Specimen overprints, a rare
30c black reversed die proof for the 1942-46 National Defense issue, and lots more, F.-V.F., a wonderful, eclectic
holding; enjoy the images on our website.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Ecuador, Excellent and Very Eclectic Selection, lovely, highly unusual holding of hundreds of items,
formed by a specialist, with many sections from early Revenues, Telegraphs, lots of unlisted overprints (including
Airmails), plus some die proofs, early multiples, a few nice part-perforated, etc.; great specialist lot filled with
seldom-encountered material, F.-V.F., super lot, well worth a full review on our website.
Estimate $600 - 800

Haiti, Outstanding Early Flight Cover Collection, 1927-29, a beautifully presented one-volume collection
of approximately 60 covers, beginning with seven March 28, 1927 covers prepared in anticipation of the special Airmail
flight by De Pinedo (not flown, but scarce), then moving on to several nice Jeremie flight examples; West Indian Aerial
Express usages, including several nice uprated postal card examples, a fine array of Lindbergh service covers, etc.;
many lovely cachets represented as well, F.-V.F., though most are better, a lovely lot imaged in its entirety on the web.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Honduras, Remarkably Assembly of Proofs, Trial Colors and Essays, an exceptional accumulation
formed by a well-known specialist, comprising several dozen premium items including imperforate proofs in issued
colors for the President Morazan first regular issue; a nice group of four scarce proofs of the 1893 General Cabanas
issue, two pairs in red and two composite strips of three in blue; numerous lovely American Bank Note Company proofs
with early Airmail issues plus various vignette proofs; a rare 1934 Waterlow Telegraph die proof in brown, Waterlow die
proofs of frame and center for #CE2; rare larger format proofs for the Copan Ruins issue; a choice sunken die proof
(ABNC) for 50c General Guardiola (#117) in issued color; a beautiful group of four pictorial ABNC proofs for the 1931
Airpost issue; about a dozen archival photographic proofs, beautiful original artwork, etc., F.-V.F., simply put, a superb
holding and a specialist’s delight; imaged in full online.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Mexico, Nice Predominantly Used Collection to the 1870s, on several stocksheets, including better like
used #1, 4, 6, 9, nice Eagles including #20, 22 (3), 24 (2), 25, 27 and 30 (mint), plus light quantities of lesser values for
cancels, etc.; seven attractive covers noted; condition ranges, bulk F.-V.F., imaged in full online.
Estimate $400 - 600
Nicaragua, Old-Thyme Collection, 1861-1985, mounted in a classic large-format classic Yvert & Tellier
album with pages through 1968; extensive, mainly mint; includes Air Post and Officials, Postage Dues, Telegraphs,
Provinces of Zelaya (Bluefields) and Cabo issues, with scores of complete sets; with an 11-page specialized and
written-up study of the 1915-19 Provisionals, with many dozens of varieties, types, dies, settings, errors, etc.; also
includes a copy of the the 200-page catalogue Nicaragua to 1940: A Philatelic Handbook (Maxwell, 1988), F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Salvador, Valuable, Wide-ranging Specialist’s Accumulation of the Esoteric, substantial, clean and
overwhelmingly mint holding comprising mostly of varieties, including scores of different surcharge overprint and plate
types, plus unlisted imperforates, part-perforates, a few interesting larger pieces like #157I half-sheet of 50 (rare,
catalogue value $1,000), J9-J10 imperforate dual panes of 25, etc.; we also note Sanabria #S1a sheet of four
imperforate vertically, Scott #C3a, C8a and many additional “Atlantico” varieties, 17 gorgeous 1890 Allegorical Figure
design (Scott Type A13) Trial Color proof blocks of four (all different), a lovely 1899 1c American Bank Note Company
UPU sunken die proof, a beautiful 1894 postal stationery negative master die proof without value in red, #917 (15c Year
of the Child) inverted center, loads of specialized overprint sections by issue, and much more, F.-V.F., a fantastic
holding to be sure; specialist’s delight.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Salvador, Fantastic, Specialized Revenue Collection, 1883-1960, wonderful old-time mounted collection
comprising scarce early Fiscal issues, plus rare composite proof sheets of two or three in black for the 1928 Arms issue
(five different strips) plus 1928 marked die proofs in various colors or stages, 1928 black proofs of many denominations,
1930 Municipal proofs (set of 12 imperforate plate proofs of 1c to 200col, blocks of four in various colors, etc.); also
present are many examples of the early “Contrasello” circular overprints on the early Arms issue, etc.; a superb
collection and holding of genuinely difficult and fascinating material, bulk F.-V.F., be sure to see it all on the web.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Salvador, Enormous Old-Time Specialist’s Revenue Collection, massive, clean and well-organized,
formed by a well-known specialist; comprises many, many hundreds of stamps, mostly all from 1904-30, plus dozens of
varieties (e.g., imperforate-betweens, etc.), plus sheets and part-sheets of the 1904 issues, etc.; a huge and fascinating
holding which would be exceedingly difficult to replicate today, F.-V.F., see the video online.Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Salvador, Fantastic, Mostly All 19th Century Highly Specialized Collection, an extraordinary holding
housed in two binders and a few stockcards, formed by a well-known specialist in the area; we note an outstanding
presentation of the early Salvadoran cancels, including scarce towns; a great study of the fascinating “Star” cancels
with dozens of premium examples, identified forgeries, etc.; other noteworthy sections include a solid offering of the
1879 Coat-of-Arms issues for cancels, excellent Officials (including many seldom-offered issues), plus a nice range of
varieties on “Pinwheel” and surcharge types, etc.; a superb holding not be missed, F.-V.F., be sure to have a look online.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Area Collections
390

H/m
Latin America, Extensive 20-Country Mainly Used Collection, 1843-1999, any thousands of mainly used
and some mint sets, singles and souvenir sheets from 20 Latin Countries all neatly mounted in six very thick Minkus
Speciality albums also includes glassines and extra stamps not mounted. Includes regular issues, airmails and back of
the book. Brazil is exceptional with higher values including all used: 1-3 Scott $2125, 40 Scott $160, 44 Scott $190, 45
Scott $925, 49 $850 and 96-98 Scott $221, plus much more. We note decent country lots perfect for resale online of:
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Costa-Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Peru, Puerto Rico, Salvador, Uruguay, Venezuela. Far too many highlights to list here
and also perfect to expand for the intrepid collector. Often in many countries there is a decent degree of completion from
the 1950s up to the 1990s. Surprises can be found throughout (some faults in 19th century). A great buy at our estimate,
mainly F.-V.F., great eye appeal.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,500
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Latin America, Outstanding Collection of Select Countries, 1910-40s, beautiful, clean and valuable,
overall mostly mint collection of hundreds, neatly assembled on Ne Plus Ultra quadrille pages, with Mexico and
Uruguay carrying the day here to a large degree; the Mexico quite outstanding, including (mint, unless noted) #632-633,
640, 658-665, 684-687, 698-706, 754-758, C1, C11-C19, C26-C27, C31-C36, C54-C64 (used), C103-C107, etc.; the
Uruguay isn’t too shabby either, with highlights including #267-278, 282-284, 285-298, 309-323, 375-385 plus
duplicates, 394-409, plus Airs like #C7-C8, C14-C25, C27-C60A, C63-C82; plus nice Panama and a sprinkling of
others; exceptionally fresh, F.-V.F., most better, be sure to see it all online.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Latin America, Eclectic and Excellent Accumulation, a wonderful and substantial wide-ranging group of
material consisting of various vintage-era auction lots (the Nicaragua and Colombia go back to the Peter Kennedi days),
up to 1980s-90s modern Brazil issues, which by themselves you don’t see often; we note Salvador Revenues, Mexico
TB Seals, several old-time Nicaragua collections specialized by issue, a lovely mostly all-mint Argentina Officials
collection, a solid range of Colombia issues with errors and varieties like imperforate-betweens, bisects on piece,
proofs, Specimens, unissued items, identified forgeries; excellent and extensive Ecuador, and much, much more, bulk
generally F.-V.F., a super lot.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Latin America, Lovely Twentieth Century Collection, to the 1940s, clean and useful mint and used
collection of many hundreds from select countries, assembled in a nice Ne Plus Ultra springback binder; Argentina is
the best, with mint highlights like #353-356, 399-405, 470-472, C20-C24, C30-C34, plus used #174-175, 390-392, etc.;
we additionally note good Brazil, including mint definitive values of the 1920s and ‘30s; some decent Bolivia, Colombia
and Cuba, plus strong mint Netherlands Antilles, with mint #75-81, 95-105, 110-126, 127-143, C1-C3, etc.; fresh,
F.-V.F. or better, view the entire collection online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
Latin America, Old Time Valuable Collection, 1850-2000, in two albums and on pages, with strong
duplicated mint Brazil, nice Argentina, excellent stock cards with mint groups of Paraguay, Ecuador, Chile; includes
Ecuador mint #39-46, 47-54, 153-159A, C32-C34, C65-C69; Bolivia #251-268, C1-C7; Paraguay with mint blocks of
four; a very intriguing lot with many goodies, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide
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Worldwide, Antarctica- and Polar-Related, Superb Collection, in 11 volumes, a wonderful, clean and
well-presented collection from the British Antarctic countries, FSAT, Europe and others; included are premium mint
sets, souvenir sheets, gutter pairs and blocks, First Day Covers, covers, etc.; this collection covers numerous topics
such as Antarctica, explorers, whales, penguins and polar bears, commemorative issues, recognized polar flights, etc.;
some highlights show South Georgia with better covers and watermark varieties; British Antarctic Territory #1-15, 24,
25-38, 45a-49a gutter pairs, 1-15 First Day Cover etc.; we also note excellent Greenland, FSAT with a super run of
better First Day Cover (including the 20F Albatross) and much more, largely Very Fine, a lovely collection through and
through; enjoy some images online.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
Worldwide, Wonderful and Wide-ranging Specialized Thematics Stock, how often can you find a
nine-volume Thematic stock with most items fully annotated and the great majority of items not merely sets, singles or
souvenir sheets related to a particular subject, but rather a tremendous variety of artist-signed deluxe proofs, unlisted
imperforates like France #797 in a block of four, overprint varieties, Specimens, even several Tom Hanks-autographs
from the Apollo 13 movie (!), F.-V.F. or better, a wonderful holding of salable material; be sure to take in a sampling on
our website.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Excellent Trio of Advanced Thematic Collections, wonderful group comprising a superb
Lions International collection keenly assembled and annotated on over 100 album pages, with about a dozen
countries represented from Argentina through South Africa, including hundreds of First Day Covers, event covers,
special cancels, associated material, etc.; a wonderful three-volume Dag Hammarskjold collection, replete with errors
and varieties (including a wonderful Jordan section), imperforates, Specimens, etc.; and last, but definitely not least, is a
superb, highly specialized UNTEA collection spanning printings, covers, stationery items, rare usages, etc., largely
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Worldwide, Medicine, Exceptional Highly Specialized Topical Holding, a very substantial, clean and
valuable selection of hundreds of selected-for-interest items honoring the medical field; we note references to famous
doctors, hospitals, vaccination programs, various diseases, Red Cross, tuberculosis, etc.; included, for example, are ap
200 artist-signed proofs or deluxe sheets (including several choice early France examples), progressive color strips;
imperforate singles, pairs and blocks; varieties, etc.; an extraordinary holding, well-presented, where nearly every item
is a specialty piece, largely Very Fine, catch a glimpse on the web.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Sports, Fantastic and Extensive Specialized Thematic Holding, a lovely,
anything-but-ordinary holding of hundreds of items from one of the foremost Topical dealers, housed in six binders plus
a packed small box of additional material; includes coverage in Olympics, soccer, baseball, etc., and features among
the more usually encountered material unlisted imperforates, fantails, deluxe sheets, die proofs, overprint varieties,
progressive proofs, unissued items, full sheets, missing colors, etc.; contains good Latin America, French Community,
Middle East, and others; fresh, F.-V.F. or better, a most unusual lot not easily duplicated—with most prepped for resale.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Worldwide, Baseball, Excellent Cover and Picture Post Card Selection, lovely and diverse range of
perhaps a few hundred or so items, highlighted without question by approximately 63 pre-WWII Japanese picture post
cards displaying a wonderful array of scenes of early baseball in Japan, with a holding of this nature quite rare;
additionally we find many nice Latin American covers and First Day Covers, modern Japan and worldwide, etc.; a
wonderful opportunity for the enthusiast of “America’s pastime”, F.-V.F. or better, get a nice sampling on our website.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Worldwide, Excellent and Varied Dealer’s Thematic Stock, solid and clean lot housed in about a dozen or
so stockbooks or counteroboks, comprising select topics from Dinosaurs (3 volumes) to Popes; we note solid offerings
of Ballons (3 volumes), Stamps-on-Stamps, Birds, Flowers; strong Railroads and Trains with a great range of material,
including early Latin America imperforates, Uruguay #346 imperforate pair (only one sheet printed) plus seven different
printers’ proofs for the issue, various early color trials, Nicaragua #665-670 sheetles of four with “MUESTRA”
overprints, and lots more, F.-V.F., most better, a super lot for the trader.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Boxing Thematic Dealers Stock, Extensive and Unique, a wonderful, minimally duplicated
and exceedingly diverse selection of perhaps several hundred or so items, bulk identified and well written-up,
assembled in three standard size counterbooks plus one larger oversize binder; coverage is truly worldwide, with
emphasis on errors, varieties, proofs, etc.; begins with a “Good Luck/Jack Dempsey” bold signature on back of
“1940"-dated business card of a bar in Greenwich Village; from there, it’s on to Great Britain, Gibbons #W466b, 1980
15p Boxing bottom margin imprint pair, imperforate at bottom; plus Argentina #B21 var (block of four with torch omitted
variety—only one sheet printed), several Waterlow Specimens, lots of imperforate sets from Latin America, French
Colonies, Ghana, Lebanon #B13 (block of four, position 11-12 & 16-17 double brown printing (signed A. Diena)),
various Trial Colors, Liberia proofs, artist-signed proofs, deluxe sheets, a beautiful original artwork painting of Tanzania
1993 20sh stamp, etc., F.-V.F., a truly excellent, varied stock; see a sampling online.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, FDR, Fantastic Specialist Dealers Stock, a fabulous, eclectic holding, neatly presented in a
pair of counterbooks; this lot truly has the punch, with nearly every item an offbeat specialty piece or variety, including
wonderful Monaco with imperforate sets, coin daté blocks of four, wonderful and scarce die proofs, Trial Color proof
items; a couple Dutch Rocket Mail covers with special FDR stamps on them; San Marino Specimens and choice
varieties; nice items from Argentina, Brazil, Costa Rica, Ecuador; lovely Panama, Paraguay and Salvador (including
rare Waterlow die proofs), etc.; a superb holding, generally Very Fine, note the many fine images on our website.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Polar & Antarctica Covers, Enormous Selection, in 8 binders, massive and truly
wide-ranging holding of approximately 875 covers, the large majority of which are Russian in origin, offering everything
from North Pole covers to icebreakers, to commemorative covers to explorations and experiments, to event and ship
covers, etc.; one small binder in particular is noted to be a special group containing all specialized, scarce postmarks,
with nearly all being different, bulk Very Fine, interesting holding to be sure.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide, Jules Verne, Extraordinary Thematic Offering, in 3 counterbooks, simply the best of Verne
issues; one book solely holds 48 France & Colonies artist-signed die proofs, while a second features France & Monaco
with a superb array of French artist-signed die proofs, deluxe sheets, imperforate Verne issues in singles, pairs and
strips, with loads of Monaco (and other) progressive trial color proof strips, plus various early picture post cards, foil
stamps, covers, souvenir sheets, some related issues, and more, Very Fine, seeing is believing; imaged in full online.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

406

H/)
Worldwide, Wonderful Specialist Dealer’s Thematic Holding, an interesting and diverse holding of
various thematic subjects arranged in various counterbooks, stockbooks, etc., oftentimes with emphasis on varieties or
specialized pieces; we note a fascinating one-volume Brussels World’s Fair collection, with everything from various
admission tickets to better First Day Covers, etc.; a lovely two-stockbook holding of Columbus’ 500th Anniversary
material, strong in worldwide souvenir sheets; four select counterbooks, nicely annotated, with various topics
represented—e.g., animals, birds, fauna, insects, movies, entertainers, US Bicentennial, etc., with everything from
deluxe sheets to imperforates to overprint varieties, to misperforations, to Specimens and Trial Color progressive
proofs, to a few autographs, etc., F.-V.F. or better, a lovely mix.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide, The Magnificent Impressionist Art of Paul Gaugin Topical Collection, absolutely beautiful
and keenly assembled, superbly annotated on album leaves, with nearly all the coverage and value lying in the
exquisite issues of French Polynesia; begins with a lovely offering of #C21, including a rare imperforate pair, a couple
trial color proofs, a First Day Cover, plus two finished die proofs in black brown and violet brown, and a deluxe sheet; we
also note #C25 with a magnificent hand-colored die proof signed by engraver Pheulpin, along with other single-color
proofs, plus nearly all subsequent Gauguin issues represented by trial colors, imperfs (nearly all blocks of four), deluxe
sheets, etc.; a wonderfully fresh assemblage, Very Fine, see it all online.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Worldwide, Winston Churchill Thematic Stock, Substantial and Eclectic, a very extensive,
well-presented stock of the famous man, housed in four standard-sized dealers counterbooks along with two
larger-sized ones; we note strength in Middle East nations, but also other major nations to places like Davaar Island and
Pabay Isle and beyond; we note Germany #982 souvenir sheet with a dramatic misperforation, lots of Sierra Leone
self-adhesives, Liberia proofs, plus various sets, singles, souvenir sheets, imperforates, overprint varieties, sheets,
etc., etc., Very Fine, certainly a different stock with a strong slant to the unusual—and ready to go.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide, Baseball, Marvelous Topical Dealers Stock, a lovely and very uncommon stock of hundreds
of items housed in two small plus two large dealers counterbooks; this lot features many scarce items plus varieties,
proofs, etc.; we note Nicaragua #1384-1390 (2 sets of marginal imperforate singles, plus a set of pairs; only 40 sets
printed); various other imperforates strong in Latin American countries, plus a nice range of incoming covers addressed
to Bowie Kuhn from Mexico, Japan, Nicaragua, Venezuela, Canada, etc.; we also note foreign country baseball cards
and more; great lot, nearly all processed and ready to go, F.-V.F., see a sampling on the web.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Cover Collections
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Worldwide, Powerful and Diverse Old-Time Dealer’s Postal History Selection, substantial and valuable
holding comprising approximately 500-600 covers, each in its own sleeve with basic identification and prices from long,
long ago; we note nice selections of advertising covers, Postage Due usages, Parcel Posts on cover, ships and flights,
odd franking combinations, stampless, a nice group of 1860s 3¢ covers, fancy cancels, Registered tags, Special
Delivery, and lots more, generally F.-V.F., an excellent holding.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Postal History Tsunami 1850-2010, thousand of covers in (17) boxes, with first days,
registered, air mail, Bhutan, space & related, advertising, mint postal stationery, countries include Germany,
Czechoslovakia, Korea, Hungary, Japan, Great Britain, Russia, Niger, New Caledonia, Canada, Hungary, Burundi,
Congo, India, Macau, PRC, better includes Great Britain Graf Zeppelin cover with #223 & 225 to Argentina, a
mindbending lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Worldwide, Concorde Flight Cover Collection, 1969-94, an advanced collection of over 600 Concorde,
plus a few general aviation-related, covers, all beautifully housed in one large Safe stockbook and 15 Safe cover
stockbooks; starts with 1969 flights including Test Flights, worldwide First Flights and more up to 1994; we note
purchase prices of up to $100 each with a total cost to the collector well in excess of $6,000; a great collection to expand
on or to breakdown for online sales of this popular topic which is rarely seen in such profusion, Very Fine, certainly the
finest and most diverse collection that we have ever offered.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Beautiful Old-Time Germany and Latin America Airmail Postal History Collection, an
interesting, vintage (many covers addressed to Sanabria, Kessler, Herzog, Nicholsky, etc.) collection of approximately
50 covers housed in a Frank Godden album; includes about 13 German covers, ten of which are franked with various
Zeppelin issues; a “Brazil - U.S.A.” overprint on 10,000r stamp cover, plus approximately 36 Latin America covers,
including numerous lovely Uruguay usages, nice Nicaragua, Costa Rica, etc., F.-V.F. or better, imaged in full online,
ex-Abrams.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Stamp Collections
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Worldwide, Superb Mint Airmail Collection to 1940, an exceptional A-to-Z worldwide Airpost collection,
keenly assembled in a pair of timeless brown Scott International Airpost albums; the coverage is outstanding, with
scores of premium sets such as US #C1-C6; Alaouites #C1-C21; Albania #C1-C14, C29-C35, C36-C42, C47-C53;
Alexandretta #C1-C8; Argentina #C1-C19, C20-C24, C30-C34; Austria #C32-C46; Bolivia #C1-C7, C11-C12,
C14-C16, C24-C26; Bulgaria #C1-C30; Brazil #C1-C6, C7-C16; Canal Zone #C15-C20, CO1-CO7; China #C1-C10;
Costa Rica #C11-C13, C15-C27, C46-C54; Cyrenaica #C6-C11, C12-C23, CB1-CB10; Denmark #C1-C5; Egypt
#172-176, C3-C4, C5-C25; Eritrea #C1-C16, CB1-CB10; Estonia #C1-C18; Finland #C1; France #C1-C2, C17;
Greece #C1-C4, C5-C7, C8-C14, C15-C21, C22-C30, C38-C47 (never hinged); Hungary #C1-C44; Iceland #C1-C11;
Italy #C1-C33, C42-C47, C48-C49, C73-C78; Aegean Islands #C1-C43; Japan #C1-C2, C3-C7, C8; New Guinea
#C46-C59; Nicaragua #C9, C32-C39, C40-C46, C67-C71; C72-C76; Panama #C19; Persia #C1-C16, C17-C21,
C29-C33, C34-C50, C51-C67; Philippines #C9-C12, C17, C18-C28; Reunion #C1; Russia #C1-C13, C15-C19, C23a,
C26-C33, C34-C35, C37-C39, C40-C44, C45-C49, C50-C52, C53-C57, C58-C67, C68, C69-C75, C75a, and literally
dozens more; an incredible, fresh lot to be sure, F.-V.F., videod in full online, ex-Abrams.
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000

415

Wonderful Old-Time Twentieth Century Collection, a splendidly fresh, clean and valuable mostly mint
collection nearly exclusively of Europe and select Colonies, plus some Asia, all assembled in a lovely pair of Ne Plus
Ultra springback albums, with the majority of coverage from around 1920 through the 1940s; a sampling of premium
shows (mint, unless noted) French Andorra #41, 52, 54, J1-J8 and J9-J15 (all Very Fine never hinged); Belgium
#124-137 (1c to 15c values used, all others Very Fine o.g.), 172-184, 221a, B144-B150, B156-B162; Netherland
Indies #164-188 & 151-157 (used); France #130-132, 251, 254A, 296-297, 315-320, 348 (2), B18-B19, C1-C2,
C8-C13, C16-C17, C27; Greece #321-334 (#324 used), 344-361, 427-436, C1-C4 (with “Bapi” 1933 overprints);
Iceland #108-128, 185-187, C9-C11; nice Indo-China; extensive Italy with lots of premium like #268-279, C28-C33,
C48-C49, C62-C65; nice Japan including #138, 140-145, 163-166, 167-170, 179-187 (#182 used), 190-193, 198-201,
227-229, C1-C2; Latvia #2N23-2N36; extensive Monaco with #110-130 (less #120 & 126), 159, 176; good
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal #398-420, 422-436 and premium souvenir sheets; Thailand used #199-204 plus
#216-219 pairs, 220; Spain #331-344 (#332 & 336 used), 345-357, 358-370, E2, E4; nice Surinam, Sweden
#209-210, 226-227, plus #211 used, and tons more, F.-V.F. or better, see the entire lot on our website.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,500
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Worldwide, Philatelic Montage, 1850-1995, tucked away in five Minkus albums and 13 binders; one binder
of mint and used British Commonwealth A-V; superlative China with mint #39, 47, 86, 131-133, used #40, nice
Imperial Post, issues of the Republic, different printings, Dues; the other highlight is Canada with used #2, 5, 7, 14, 15,
17-19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27-30, 45-47, 57, 59, 60, 61, 65, mint #21, 34, 36, 50, 54, 139-140, C4, plus Postage Dues; the
balance of the collection is Europe (East and West), Latin America, Asia, Africa, and more British Commonwealth;
loads of easily salable material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Worldwide, Cinderellas, Locals, Revenues & Forgeries, 1880-1975, housed in 43 binders with notes and
refernce to the items, lots of interesting issues including mint Karelia #N1-N7; Republic of China various values; used
Amoy #1-3; Chefoo #1-3; Chinkiang #1-4; Chungking #3-7, J2-J6; Kewkiang #10; a volume of Cinderellas with India,
Montenegro, Iceland and Paraguay forgeries; Austria baggage labels; Bolivia 1915 La Paz railroad; Brazil 1927
#1CL1-1CL7; Newfoundland 1857 forgeries (six values); Russia Revenues and Tax stamps; Telegragh Stamps, State
Revenues; U.S. Christmas Seal collection in binder; Tannu Tuva collection, Palestine Mandate, and much more; a
delightful collection formed by one of the grand old masters of philately, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, Collection of Albums, 1865-2010, made up of 21 albums; many could stand alone, with decent
coverage with Europe, Asia, Latin America, Africa; some better with China mint #1290-1295, 1296-1301, 1302-1307,
1323-1326, 1360a, 1414-1417, 1448-1449, 1450-1451, 1454-1457, 1471-1474; Norway #275-278, 279-289, 311-317;
mint Malaya Federation, French Oceania #160-178, plus excellent Russia, U.S. Beer Stamps, and on and on; it will take
some doing to break it down, but the effort will be well worth it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Mayhem, 1892-2010, mounted in 87 albums, enjoys Latin America, Europe, Asia,
British Commonwealth, Africa, with better country lots including useful Turkey, Romania, Brazil, Belgian Congo,
Greece, Spain, Saint Pierre & Miquelon, Monaco, some coverage is scattered, some well represented, with extra pages
tipped in and loads of better material, a great collection to dig through, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, Mint and Used Stock, 1850-1970, about 440 black display cards with singles and sets,
including (mint unless noted) Argentina #2, 140 (2), C34; Armenia #145a, 152a; Austria #1a, 6; Belgian Congo #24, 26;
Bolivia #433-450, C82-C85; Brazil #9, 22, 173 (3); Bulgaria #1029 imperforate (2); Chile used #5 (2); China #12, C59
(2), 1302-1307; Colombia #C317-C318; Crete #63; Egypt #15 forgery, C5-C25; Estonia #C8; Greenland #35 block of
four; Guatemala #17-20; Hungary #B202 sheet of four; Indonesia #863-888 (3); Iran #898, 941-946; Japan #38, plus
used #18, 32; Korea #296a; Liechtenstein #C7, C15; Macao #52; Poland #C1-C9; Romania #158-165, B292-B303;
Russia #E2; Spain #183, 292; and more; the depth and breadth of this group is breathtaking, with useful duplication;
some classics with small faults; fully identified and ready to sell, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Worldwide, Airmail Collection, 1918-75, several hundred mint and used stamps in two Lighthouse
stockbooks, with many complete mint sets; nothing rare just solid stamps for your collection or inventory; a few better
would include Austria #1-3; Belgium #251-253, C5 (5); Canada #C1, C3; Danzig #C36-C40; French India #C1-C8;
Greece #C1-C4; Hungary #C6-C11; Papua #C2-C4; Russia #C13; attractive lot, with many goodies and a total
catalogue value (from the owner) of $10,000 to $15,000, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Hodgepodge 1860-2000, a great collection for the mint collector, with many short
sets, mint unless noted Canada 51-53, 57, British Columbia used 7, Germany C57-C58, Austria in the Turkish Empire
used 1-7, Russia C58-C64, an album of mint British Commonwealth with Antigua 116-128, Saint Helena 118-126,
Tristan da Cunha 1-9, worldwide postal history, box of mint & used foreign, every nook & cranny holds another surprise,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Mayhem, 1880-2000, an album or binder for every day of the week; a true global
goulash, with mint and used Poland 1920-92 in two volumes; mint San Marino 1953-84 including #336-344, 345-355,
411, C91; Ghana; mint Egypt/United Arab Republic 1970-85; French Southern & Antarctic Territory with #1, 2-7, 16-19,
23-24, C1-C2, C3, C6, C7, C24-C25; and a mint, nearly complete Ryukyus collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Supremely Global 19th-20th Century Collection, with tens of thousands of stamps (mostly
20th century) in seven packed Supreme Global albums, some so fat you’ll need two hands to pick up and open;
worthwhile for the worldwide collector or trader, as this is being offered intact, and we didn’t see a Country that was
missed, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, EKKO Radio Stamp & Cover Collection 1920-1950, a once in a lifetime collection of EKKO
stamps, stamp albums, and catalogues, includes three EKKO Company Broadcasting Station Stamp albums with a few
stamps in each album, Photograph Album with stamps and letters, copies of various articles, 1927 “The Ekko Stamp
Album Broadcaster’s Edition”, radio poster stamps, “The Official 2007 Verified Reception Stamp Catalogue” with
prices, radio related postcards, Bonner “The Boy Inventor’s Wireless Triumph”, radio related covers, and a few dozen
stamps, a truly unique lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Worldwide, Valuable and Diverse Mix of Mostly All Premium, lots of great stuff here, like French
Polynesia #C21 (five singles and a block of four); Cameroun Spitfire Airpost set; various souvenir sheets like Portugal
#594a and San Marino #C75 never hinged; France #1100 (four complete sheets of eight); Persia #1615-1626 singles
and blocks, #1650-1661B blocks of four, #1676a (10), 1820-23 (3 sets plus 3 sets of blocks); St. Pierre & Miquelon
#C25 (5), a fantastic group of ca. 1911-16 Michel-listed Turkey Compulsory Tax issues, etc.; a boon for the collector and
dealer alike, generally Very Fine, see the full holding online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Worldwide, International Impound, 19th & 20th Century, a somewhat better-filled-than-usual six Scott
International albums which were collected over six decades and filled wth only the best quality; although the buyer didn’t
spend big money, there are some useful and nice pockets of material from the US and the usual European and British
countries; there is an occasional flaw but a pretty clean group and very conservatively valued, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Zeppelins, Worldwide Mint Collection, 1931-80s, a solid collection of 315 mint
Zeppelin-themed stamps and souvenir sheets, all neatly mounted in a luxury Safe album; begins with Brazil #C17-C40;
Russia #C53-C57; San Marino #C11-C16; USA #C18 (just these better never hinged sets catalogue $2,743!), plus a
plethora of more modern Zeppelin sets and souvenir sheets from around the world, mainly from the 1960s-80s, F.-V.F.
or better, a nice quality collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide Airmails, Valuable Selection, 20th Century, an interesting and potentially valuable group of
generally better/premium items on lot cards, glassines or stockcards, nearly all of which were acquired in the
mid-1940s, with approximately half of the items stuck to their packaging; the survivors show mint France #C1-C2 blocks
of four, #C15; Nicaragua #CO1, CO9; Newfoundland #C13-C17 with C12 & C18 stuck; Germany #C40-C42, C43-C45
each stuck; Spain #C58-C61 (2 sets, one stuck); Uruguay #C14-C25; Victoria #206 disturbed gum, etc.; nearly all the
value in Airmails, climate affected due to improper storage in a non-climate controlled bank vault, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, ex-Abrams.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Substantial Old-Time Cinderella and Ephemera Collection, in 4 binders, an interesting
cocktail mix, with a touch of everything from labels, matchbox labels, political convention tickets, train memorabilia,
visitor passes to various events, labels and seals for everything from union meetings to farm shows, various hotel
labels, some exposition items, and more, F.-V.F., a fun trip down memory lane.
Estimate $600 - 800
Worldwide, Philatelic Smorgasbord, 1857-2010, a wonderful collection of postal history and stamps;
includes 23 1¢ perforated Franklins, fancy cancels, a wood postcard from the 1904 World’s Fair, various TASCO
booklets; used #C1-C2, C4-C6; C9 plate block, Junior International Album with scattered coverage; Tin Can Mail, 1978
Queen Elizabeth II Coronation issue, AMG-FTT first postal collection, worldwide Zeppelin collection, album of Italy
postcards, album of Italy ephemera, and much more; a pleasant way to waste a weekend, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Accumulations and Dealers Stocks
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Worldwide, Wide-Ranging Mint and Used Accumulation, 1875-2010, a fantabulous lot with many choice
items such as mint Saar #CB1a, Austria #C54-C60, Netherlands #164a-193a, Monaco #159; Belgium #B106, P1-P19;
Ireland 1-8, Surinam #J36-J46; Vatican City #122-131, E11-E12; Greece #298, 556-567; France #B12-B19, Egypt
#121-123, Guam #11; Canada #50, OX3-OX4; excellent Newfoundland including #182, 217; decent Hawaii, PRC
#1357-1362, 1487-1491, 1582-1585, 1610-1612, 1640-1644, a money-maker for the winning bidder, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, Cinderella’s Ball, Sans Slippers, 19th & 20th Century, a sprawling and obese holding that fills
70 sales books/binders or stockbooks; includes poster stamps, air etiquettes, reprints, fantasies and the unlisted in
many cases of every sort and manner; forgeries for reference, real ones for comparison (hard to imagine so many of
these residing in one place); the owner an interesting and lifelong vocational dealer who painstakingly assembled and
identified each and every item; incredible retail potential and will reward the buyer handsomely, a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Worldwide, Philatelic Jambalaya 1851-2010, elephantine quantities of everything philatelic, includes over
two dozen albums, 1859 illustrated stock certificate for Iron company, 1864 stock certificate for Merchantile Library,
U.S. with face, 50¢ #240 used, 30¢ #121 used, mint RW1-RW5, world wide postal history, mint United Nations
collection, mint British Commonwealth, world wide revenues, souvenir cards, ephemera, worldwide stamps, sets and
souvenir sheets, cigar labels, a small but useful library, mixed condition, this is a lot that needs every nook & cranny
explored, a pleasant way to spend a long weekend, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Dealers Stock by Country, four red boxes of #102 cards, all identified and priced with nothing
under $1; over 60 countries represented, predominantly solid Great Britain and Commonwealth (including Australia,
Niger, Oman, New Zealand, etc.), plus other popular collecting areas such as Brazil, China, France, Germany,
Scandinavia, etc.; a bonus offering of Belgium, both stock stamps and Safe Hingeless pages 1849-1939, a Safe
Hingeless album 1953-65, and Lindner Hingeless pages 1963-82; good condition and massive retail potential,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $14,800+.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
Worldwide, Lifetime Fiscal Fiasco, can’t begin to put a timeline on it, thousands upon thousands of items,
but this includes Cinderellas, Poster Stamps, Revenues, reprints, issued items, and also includes two mostly full
Tarifold Stands and a large display binder; all set to sell and a real horn-of-plenty, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Bits ‘n Bobs, the full-length motion picture, in full color, three cartons and this is everything else
that didn’t fit into the consignor’s categories—we had to use a shoe-horn to fit it into the cartons; we noticed nothing of
consequence and everything else in betweenst; figure it by the pound and you won’t be unhappy; a few surprises
included, just to keep you engaged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Fantastically Eclectic Assortment, an exceptionally diverse and equally as fascinating
selection of hundreds of items, ranging from unissued imperforates to overprint varieties to deluxe proofs to Trial Color
proofs to Specimens to straightforward listed material; we note good pockets of French Colonies, straightforward
Belgium, Latin America, Middle East and more; a super lot, ideal for breakdown, chock-full of items you just don’t often
see, largely Very Fine, see the website for sense of just what’s here.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, A-Z Dealer’s Dilemma, Mint and Used, Mostly 20th Century, in 30 or so counter books,
everything neatly annotated, described and priced (albeit a while ago); we noted Zeppelin Sets from Germany (#C35-7,
C38-9), Greece (#C5-7), Iceland (#C9-11), Liechtenstein (#C15-16) and Russia (C#12-13) to name a handful of
highlights; also some British including sets, Telegraph Issues and stationery; a fun and fortuitous holding that is a
pleasure to work with; plenty of rounds to fund the eBay trader, generally F.-V.F., bid, bid, bid and you won’t be
disappointed.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Seal Showdown, 19th and 20th Century, several cartons (originally) of fabulous folders,
arranged by country or type and contains Cinderellas, Seals, Revenues…you-imagine-it and it’s here, like through the
looking glass; don’t miss out on this rabbit hole of an adventure in an interesting and diverse area; priced a tad bit on the
side of cheap, defiitely will tickle the left side of your brain; figure it by the pound, well rewarding the buyer, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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